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REGISTRATION

Registration will take place on the evening of Tuesday 19 June 1990 from 18:00 to 19:30 in the foyer of the Eskom
auditorium. Registration will also be possible on the morning of Wednesday 20 June 1990 from 08:00 to 09:00.
Upon registration, delegateswill receive a file containing the paperstobe presented, a listof delegates, notepad and
pen. Delegates will be given a name tag which must be worn at all times please.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

All registered delegates are cordially invited to attend:
- Meet Greet cocktail party on Tuesday 19 June 1990 at 18:00

Dinner 20 June
- 19:15 Pre-dinner drinks and Zulu dancers
- 20:00 Buffet dinner

Both functions will take place at Eskom's Head Office at Megawatt Park.

TECHNICALVISITS

Atechnical visittotheAEC's uraniumenrichmentandfuelfabricationfacilitiesat Pelindaba andValindabawill take
place on Friday 22 June 1990. The cost per person is R25-00 which includes lunch at the AEC. The visit will start
promptly at 09:00from the Visitor's Reception at theAEC Bus transport will leave the Holiday Inn hotel in Sandton
promptly at 08:00 and return before 16:00.

Visits to Koeberg Nuclear Power Station near Cape Town will be arranged on 18 and 25 June 1990 on request.

TELEPHONES

During the symposium urgent incoming telephone calls can be received on (01 1) 800-2294 and messages relayed
to delegates during intervals. Fax messages can be received on (01 1) 800-5771.

CAR HIRE

AVIS hasbeen appointedthecarhireagencyforthesymposium.A 10%discounton normal rateswill begivento
delegates who apply in advance to:

Ms Lut Blancke
Avis
PO Box 221
ISANDO Tel: (01 1) 974-2571
1600 Johannesburg Fax: (01 1) 974-1884

HOTEL

Sandton -Holiday Inn
Corner Rivonia Road Grayston Drive
Sandton
Telephone: (01 1) 783-5262 Fax: (01 1) 783-5289

Bed breakfast tariffs: Single: R 1 49-00 per person
Double: R91 -00 per person
(excluding tax)
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TRANSPORT

The organizers will provide bus transport between the Holiday Inn hotel in Sandton and the Eskom offices. ease
board the bus PROMPTLY - there will be no calls. Departure times are:

From hotel From Eskorn
Tuesday 19 June (cocktail party) 17:45 20:00
Wednesday 20 June 08:00 17:30
Wednesday 20 June (dinner) 18:45 After dinner
Thursday 21 June 08:30 17:00
Friday 22 June (technical visit) 08:00 (return to Holiday Inn 16:00)

ENQUIRIES

Conference Co-ordinators C. 37
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
CSIR
PO Box 395
PRETORIA, 0001 SOUTH AFRICA

Tel: (0 2 841-4412 (Helen Haji-Pavlou)
(0 2 841-4514 (Jill Bowles)

Fax: (0 2 86-2856 or 841-2051
Te I ex: 3-21312 SA
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FINAL PROGRAMME

EDNESIDAY 20 JUNE 1990

08:00 - 09:00 Registration and Tea/Coffee
08:30 Briefing session for speakers and session chairmen

09:00 - 09:05 OPENING SESSION

Chairman: J H Wilson, Chairman, Institution of Nuclear Engineers (SA Branch)

09:05 - 09:15 OPENING ADDRESS

Dr J W L de Villiers Hon. President The Institution of Nuclear Engineers (SA Branch)
Chairman, Atomic Energy Corporation

09:15 09:35 KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dr I C McRae, Chief Executive, Eskom

SESSION 1: SOUTHERN AFRICA TODAY

09:35 - 09:40 Chairman: P M Semark, General Manager (Generation) Eskorn
Co-chairman: R C Hagger, Generation Nuclear Services Manager, Eskom

09:40-10:10 /KOEBERG-PERFORMANCEANDLESSONSLEARNED

B E Oaten, Power Station Manager Koeberg

10:10 - 10:30 VKOEBERG - AN NDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

C Birch, Industrial MacKinery Supplies (IMS)

10:30 - 11:00 Tea/Coffee

11:00 - 11:20 v�INTEGRATED PLANNING FOR NUCLEAR SITING - THE SOUTH AFRICAN EXPERIENCE

J C A Hobbs, N Heidstra, 0 F Graupner, B Hambleton-Jones,

11:20 - 11:40 /URANIUM RESOURCES, PRODUCTION AND DEMAND IN SOUTH AFRICA

Dr H J Brynard, L C Ainslie, AEC

11:40 - 12:00 URANIUM CONVERSION AND ENRICHMENT

P J Bredell, AEC

12:00 - 12:20 FUEL FABRICATION AND POST-IRRADIATION
EXAMINATION

P J Venter, J C Aspeling, AEC

12:20 - 13:00 PANEL DISCUSSION

13:00 - 14:15 LUNCH
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SESSION 2 NUCLEAR POWER - WORLD STATUS

14:15 - 14:20 Chairman: Dr W E Stumpf, Chief Executive, Atomic Energy Corporation
Co-chairman: F Noon, Independent Consultant

14:20 - 14:40 'NATIONAL NUCLEAR PROGRAMMES: SUCCESS FACTORS

F L Franzen, IAEA Operational Safety Review Team Leader

14:40 - 15:00 VfIHE FRENCH NUCLEAR PROGRAMME

M Feger, Electricit6 de France

15:00-15:20 /THENUCLEARPROGRAMMESINSPAIN-SUCCESSFACTORANDPRESENTISSUESFROM
AN ARCHITECT - ENGINEER'S POINT OF VIEW

A Gonzblez, Empresarios Agrupados

15:20 - 15:40 VTHE UK NUCLEAR PROGRAMME: THE SIZEWELL EXPERIENCE

W Salter, PG-131 Engineers and Constructors (Pty) Ltd

15:40 - 16:10 Tea/Coffee

16:10 - 16:30 VNUCLEAR ELECTRICITY IN USA - STATUS REPORT SUCCESS FACTORS

W Loewenstein, President, American Nuclear Society

16:30-16:50 PUBLICACCEPTANCEINSOUTHERNAFRICA

A van Heerden, Eskom & J Clarke, The Star

16:50 - 17:30 PANEL DISCUSSION

EVENING

19:15 Pre-dinner drinks and Zulu dancers

20:00 Buffet Dinner

Dress: Lounge Suit



THURSDAY, 21 JUNE 1990

08:30 -09:00 Tea/Coifee
08:30 Briefing session for speakers and session chairmen

SESSION 3 THE WAY AHEAD: SUCCESS FACTORS

09:00 - 09:05 Chairman: W Loewenstein, President, American Nuclear Society
Co-chairman: J WaIrnsley, ESKOM

09:05 - 09:25 '/REACTOR TYPES FOR THE FUTURE

A C Hall, PWR Power Project Ltd

09:25 - 09:55 �/ADVANCED LIGHT WATER REACTOR PROGRAMME AT ABB-COMBUSTION ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR POWER

Dr H Cahn, ABB-Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power

09:55 - 10:15 v/rHE PHILOSOPHY OF SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT IN THE US

Prof A J Baratta, Pennsylvania State University

10:15-10:35 THEEUROPEANNUCLEARFUTURE

F Noon, Independent Consultant
10:35 - 11:00 ff

Nlea/ o ee

11:00 - 11:2 NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FAR EAST

W C Hsu, Pacific Engineers and Constructors Ltd

11:20 - 11:40 PWR EVOLUTION IN FRANCE

S Charbonneau, Framatome

140 - 12:0(0) THE FUTURE OF THE FAST BREEDER
J C Lefevre, Novatome

12:00 - 12:45 PANEL DISCUSSION

12:45 - 14:15 LUNCH

SESSION 4 DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

14:15 - 14:20 Chairman: P J Wakefield, Deputy Power Station Engineering Manager, Eskom
Co-chairman: F L Franzen, IAEA

14:20 - 14:40 /FUTURE ENERGY STRATEGIES FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA - THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

Dr D C Neethling, J H Bredell, J A Basson, National Energy Council

14:40 - 15:00 -/FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ATOMIC ENERGY CORPORATION OF SA

Dr W E Stumpf, Chief Executive, Atomic Energy Corporation

15:00 - 15:20 //TRENDS IN NUCLEAR LICENSING

Dr N W Dalton, Council for Nuclear Safety

15:20 - 15:50 Tea/Coffee

15:50-16:10 VPREREQUISITESFORSUCCESSFULNUCLEARGENERATIONINSOUTHERNAFRICA

P M Semark, General Manager (Generation), Eskom

16:10 - 16:30 PANEL DISCUSSION

16:30 - 16:45 CLOSING ADDRESS

Dr J W L de Villiers, Hon. President, Institution of Nuclear Engineer (South Africa Branch)
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PERFORMANCE AND LESSONS LEARNED

B E OATEN
Power Station Manager

Koeberg Nuclear Power Station

SYNOPSIS

The paper gives a summary of Plant Performance since build in terms of broad

indicators such as total energy, availability, total radiation doses and

radioactive waste generation. Success in nuclear and conventional safety,

radwaste management, chemical management and special projects are g ghte .

The difficulties and achievements in training staff for an isolated nuclear

facility are discussed. Some systems have had redundancy improved through the

inclusion of optional plant and the benefit of two such options is indicated.

Operating regimes that improve fuel utilization are described and progress in

occurrence reporting is shown. The success of community relations and

conservation programmes are outlined.

FULL PAPER NOT AVAILABLE AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
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PRESENTATION

BY

B E OATEN

POWER STATION MANAGER
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Performance & Lessons Learnt

INTRODUCTION

In this paper I will deal with the issue of plant performance as related to initial design,

people and programmes. I will then give a short review of performance to date and
finally I will conclude by highlighting those issues which I believe have positively

influenced the performance of Koeberg.

The reference for Koeberg was the FRENCH 96OMW CP1 design (the primary

reference is Tricastin and the secondary reference is Bugey Power Station). In addition

to the standard CP1 equipment Koeberg has some interesting and important
differences that have contributed to avoiding load loss and improved operating
conditions. The differences from the basic CP1 design were introduced at the request

of ESKOM based on previous experience with fossil generating stations and specific
needs unique to Koeberg.

'Me reasons for the location of Koeberg at the coast in the extreme south of the country,

was based on economic considerations relating to load growth in the region of Cape
Town and distance from the major coal fields situated in the Transvaal.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

BACKGROUND TO PERFORMANCE

It is my firm belief that the performance of a nuclear power station over an extended
period of time depends upon three major factors:

i) The initial design coupled with the construction standards and the materials
used in the plant.

ii) The quality of the people operating the plant.

iii) The programmes put in place to ensure the maintenance of internationally
recognized standards.

I will deal with aspects of each of these issues in more depth a little later, as each one
has impacted significantly on the performance of Koeberg during its commercial
operation.

Before doing this I would like to explain some factors which have influenced Eskom's
manner of operation of the Koeberg Power Station. This has had a direct impact on

the plant availability.

A review of plant availability shows that it is not particularly impressive by world
standards. This is not due to poor reliability but rather as a result of the decision by

Eskom to carry out refuelling outages which are in the order of 120 days duration.

This decision was taken for two reasons, the first being that unlike major industrialized
countries, which have their own nuclear vendors, or are close to them, and have ready
access to nuclear support organisations. Eskom has limited resources internally to meet

the large skilled manpower increase that a short refuelling outage would require. Also

there is very limited capability within South Africa to draw people, with the required
skills, from engineering organisations based in South Africa. This is because with only
two nuclear units to support it is not viable for these organisations to build up and retain
staff with the required competencies to work on safety related equipment.

The obvious thought that many of you must have is why doesn't Eskorn bring in the

required skills from overseas, there must be many organisations willing to supply them,
because being in the southern hemisphere most of Koeberg's outages fall at a time when
overseas support mpanies are least busy.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

The simple answer to this is that it is just not economically viable to bring in the large
number of people required to complete a short refuelling outage. Plant specialists are
however brought in on an as needed basis.

The second reason for adopting 'a regime of long refuelling outages supports the
statement that I made a moment ago on economic viability.

Until very recently Eskom had a very large growth in demand for electricity, this was
of the order of 725% per annum. The growth in electricity demand decreased
considerably in the 80's and Eskom now finds itself with an excess of generation
capacity. Thus there is not the imperative to adopt a policy of minimum time outages
but rather minimum cost outages..
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Perfonnance & Lessons Leamt

I will now deal with the specific aspects relating to Koeberg's performance over the last
six years.

CONSTRUCTION

It is not possible to operate a system as complex as a nuclear power plant successfully
unless the original design intent is manifest in the actual construction. he absolute
quality of construction is therefore vital; Koeberg is fortunate that the turnkey contract

under which the plant was built was executed in an exemplary manner and resulted in

a plant that achieved handover and acceptance in a remarkably short time. Unit One
reached handover in the fourth fastest time for its type and Unit Two reached handover
as the then fastest subsequent unit of its type.

Construction can only proceed on programme if the administrative framework supports
it. We were very fortunate that progress with licensing issues was made ahead of the

construction programme which avoided unecessary delays.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

DIFFERENCES FROM REFERENCE PLANT

Motor Driven Feed Pumps

The secondary feed system on each unit is fitted with an extra standby motor-driven

feed pump which backs up the two steam turbine driven feed pumps. This pump, driven

through a hydraulic coupling for speed control and capable of 45% nominal full load

duty, automatically starts if a steam driven pump trips and effectively replaces the

tripped pump. As a single pump is only capable of supporting 70% load this prevents

a significant load reduction.

The motor driven pump is supplied from an independent electrical supply and can also

be supplied from off-site. The installation of this pump also enables the main feed

system to be used during unit start-up when n nuclear heat (steam) is aailable.

The Fifth Diesel Generating Set

Each unit has two emergency 4.5MWe diesel generating sets which power the safeguard

auxiliaries in the event of loss'of normal power supplies. If one of these sets becomes

unavailable whilst a unit is at power, the Operating Technical Specifications require

that the unit be shut down and remain so until the gnerating set was c for normal

operation. he provision of a fifth identical diesel generating set which can be

connected in place of any one of the four dedicated sets has prevented this occurring,

and has allowed defect rectification and routine maintenance to be scheduled whilst a

unit is at power. By avoiding forced shutdowns not only is production maintained at a

high level, but waste production is reduced.

Condensate Polishing Plant

The addition of a full flow polishing plant and the splitting of the condenser into primary

and secondary wells has many advantages. Inside the condenser all condensate is

directed to wells from which the polishing plant pumps take suction. By running the

polishing flow higher than the condensate extraction pump flow, all condenser inflow

is polished prior to passing through the feed train and into the steam generators.

Optimum feed chemistry conditions are maintained at full load even with a small

condenser tube leak or other minor contamination.

This has contributed significantly to Koeberg maintaining secondary side chemistry

conditions as good as any worldwide.
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Perfomance & Lessons Leamt

Main Circulating Pumps

The reference CP1 plants use two CRF pumps per unit running through independent
lines which supply half of the six condenser waterboxes each. Koeberg has a third pump
for each unit which can be valved in to replace either of the normal two pumps. Without
this third pump load would have to be reduced to 60% if a pump was taken out of

service. Thus it enables maintenance to take place outside of the major outage period.
It also aows the unit to quickly regain fll power in the event of pump failure.

Condenser Vacuum Pumps

Koeberg is fitted with six vacuum pump assemblies per unit instead of the reference
design of four. For plant start up four pumps are required to maintain the condenser

vacuum, whilst during power only two are needed. With six pumps available
maintenance can be scheduled at optimum times and secondary chemistry can stil be

maintained at a high standard during plant transients.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Leamt

MODIFICATIONS

Koeberg cannot be considered to be just another French CP1 unit. The main reason

for this is Eskom's policy with regard to modifications has diverged from EdF practice

since commercial operation. 0e of the reasons for tis is that approximately 80 of

EdF's power generation comes from nuclear power whereas in Eskom nuclear power

contributes less than 1 0% of Eskoms' total power generated.

An example of this is the fitting of 'grey' control rods to EdF units to allow flexibility

of operation. Modifications have however been implemented, in line with world

practice' IThe conumssionmg of a Emergency Response Facility is at present in

progress.

The continued review of incidents and modifications performed by our nuclear

counterparts, is an ongoing process. We have adopted a 10 year planning window to

enable Koeberg to schedule modifications to keep us in line with international trends.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Leamt

TRAINING

Personnel Training

As stated previously, one of the pillars on which good performance is based, is the
quality of staff who operate and maintain the plant. It was recognized very early on in

the project that the desired quality could onlybe attained through effective training.

With no indigenous nuclear power industry to draw skills and expertise from, it was

clear in 1976 that the technical teams that Eskom would need to complement those of
the Vendor would have to be a balanced mix of the limited existing in-house Eskom.

resources, contracted labour with nuclear skills and local engineers and technicians who
had no nuclear skills. Although a solid core of expertise existed within the then Atomic

Energy Board, that was needed for their own operations and to provide the licensing

function which had to be visibly separate from Eskom.

With the limited nuclear skills in the initial team of operational staff and the fact that
there was no comparable or reference nuclear industry in South Africa, the nucleus of
people had to be trained from first principles, using as a basis the generic training
information readily available throughout the world-wide nuclear industry. Two pot

groups of approximately 16 persons were formed. he majority in these groups was

recruited from within Eskom, with a sprinkling of ex-nuclear Navy personnel. Together

these groups formed the nucleus of Koeberg's management structure. In addition to
the normal administrative duties associated with any management organization, they
were also students and remained so for two years.

With the assistance of the Vendors and EdF in France, detailed training programmes

were developed for each member of the group to equip them for their duties during

Koebergs'operational phase. his training involved time spent at Koebergs'reference
plants and manufactures of equipment.

The initial priority, after the training in France, was the establishment of operator

training courses to equip them to safely operate the plant after completing examinations

set by the independent licensing authority, the Council for Nuclear Safety. he plant

simulator installed at Koeberg proved invaluable for this task.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Learnt

With the successful launching of operator training, attention was then given to
maintenance and management training. There is no doubt that the comprehensive
training programmes introduced at Koeberg have made a major contribution to the
power stations' performance.

The event of TNH and Chernobyl have emphasized, in no uncertain manner, the
importance of operator training and operating procedures in nuclear power plant
operation. If the general public is to be convinced that nuclear installations can be
operated safely and reliably at all tmes, then the demonstration of effective training

and operating standards will have to be a central feature of that theme.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

OPERATING STAFF SELECTION

Koeberg Operating staff go through some of the most exhaustive psychometric and
interview assessments in the world. Initial psychometric screening assesses high level

cognitive functioning including learning ability, integration ability, analytical ability and

mechanical comprehension. In addition, the individual is assessed on personality,

ability to handle routine and boredom. Interviews are then held to assess technical
competency, work history, related experience, ability to work in groups, and stress
handling capability.

After an individual has been recommended on� t`t, basis of these criteria,�be is subjected
to further psychometric evaluation by an external body the Human Sciences Research

Council (HSRC). This assessment include an EEG, in-depth personality assessment

and a further interview. Potential candidates are then either recommended without
reservation, with reservation or rejected.

In addition to initial assessment, Licensed Operators are continually monitored
in-house and a 6-monthly formal monitoring is conducted by the HSRC to assure the
CNS and therefore the public of the ongoing fitness of staff to run the Nuclear Plant.

Similarly technical competence is continually demonstrated on a 6 weekly basis when
Operators complete retraining and testing.

High level selection is also conducted for Operator Training Staff. Special
psychometric and work/study history profiles have been drawn up of "ideal" types of

trainers, and staff are selected using those criteria to ensure that Operating Staff are

exposed to the best form of training possible.

From this, it is obvious that selection to enter into the field of Nuclear Power Plant

Operation in South Africa is highly specialized and tends to err on the side of caution
to provide maximum assurance of Nuclear Safety and reliability.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

ALIGNMENT

In line with Eskom's belief that its staff are its most important asset, considerable effort

has been put into improving employee's knowledge of how they contribute to the

attainment of the organizations business objectives and visions.

This is made possible by a total Performance Management process of alignment, linking

the business objectives to the individual's objectives.

Eskom's vision is supported by its mission, its long-term goals and its priorities. This

in turn is supported by the Business Plans of each individual unit within the

organization.

Koeberg's Business Plan has 6 major outputs that are linked to each Department's

outputs. In turn, these outputs are reflected on the Manager's Job Model, which is then

further cascaded to the worker's job model.

In this way, ownership for the organizations goals can be taken by the individual In

addition, the participative process of business planning gives the individual further

commitment to the attainment of his Department's objectives.

AU this is built on the foundation of quality and the values of the organization.
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Performance & Lessons Learnt

RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMME

To date the radioactive dose contribution at the public exclusion boundary has been
less than 20 microSieverts 20mRem) per year. The collective dose during refuelling
outages has reduced from 12 manSieverts at outage 101 to 074 manSieverts at outage
103. This achievement is remarkable as plant dose rates increased by 50% between

these two outages.

No radiation worker has received more than the legal maximum of 50 milfiSieverts per
year and the collective dose is less than most comparable utilities internationally.

The main features of the programme are:

• Pre-planning of dose reduction methods.

• Use of the most appropriate dose reduction methods to suit the task, such
as shielding, ventilation and pre-work practice.

• Extensive training in radiation protection fr Health Physics staff,
Responsible Persons, managers and radiation-workers.

Emergency Plan

Koeberg, in conjunction with local authorities, has developed an Emergency Plan that
covers Plant, Site and Off-site Emergency actions:

In the event of an emergency, Eskom's emergency response team liaiseswith the local

civil authorities to marshall the resources in emergency services, communications and

law enforcement to minimise the impact on the local population. Regular combined
exercises are held to train personnel and develop the techniques used.

Somewhat different to international practice, the Power Station Manager assumes the
role of Emergency Controller and takes control of all initial on and off- site emergency

protective actions.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

NUCLEAR OCCURRENCES

Nuclear occurrences are reportable events that must be brought to the attention of the
licensing authority or power station management. They may involve mechanical failure
or personnel error, and are required to be reported, investigated, and formally closed
out. This close out may take the form of corrective actions such as procedure

amendment or retraining. The whole process is controlled by a procedure and is guided

by reference to a Nuclear Occurrence Investigators Manual.

'ne target delay time between the raising of an occurrence report and close- out is sixty
days. In May 1989 less than half of the occurrence reports raised were closed- out withh�
six months; currently more than three-quarters are closed- out in that time and recent'l;
close outs per month have been more than double the occurrence rate. A cyclical trend

has been detected in this process: occurrence rates are higher during outages and close
out rate is lower during summer and school holiday periods. Tbe former is a clear

indicator of the increased personnel activity on the plant and the latter shows that the
close out process is human resource dependent.

We are now able to correlate site experience with overseas utilities to enable Koeberg
to anticipate problems before they can affect our performance. A comparison with

outside statistical data also provides us with a yardstick against which we can measure
our own performance. The rapid identification of root cause and the subsequent
implementation of corrective action is felt to have a major impact on plant performance

as well as nuclear safety.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

Eskoms' Safety Programme is based on the National Occupational Safety Associations
Management By Objectives (MBO) programme. This programme comprises 73
control elements covering every aspect of safety at work.

Eskoms' Safety Mission is to ensure that the business of Eskorn is designed, organized,

conducted and equipped in a manner that is specifically designed to prevent
Occupational diseases as well as accidents to persons and property associated with its
activities and to minimize the consequences of such incidents and accidents.

Koeberg has recently attained a NOSA star safety rating and reached a Disabling

Injury Rate (D.I.R.) of below 02. This success which has put Koeberg amongst the

world leaders is ascribed to the commitment of top management to safety and a
concerted effort to drive safety down the line to reach every level of the organization.

T'he princi le applied is that of thorough and routine inspections and evaluations in
order to identify and control elements of risk prior to them causing downgrading
incidents. All incidents are investigated in order to identify root cause and control

unsafe acts and conditions.

Although conventional safety at first thought does not seem to have much bearing on
plant performance, there is considerable evidence that a good safety programme helps
to reduce not only safety incidents but plant incidents as well.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Leamt

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CODES

ASME Section M 1971 (with addenda up to winter 1973) provided the design basis for

Koeberg. However, the actual construction code was the French CPFC (January 1974).

'T'he CPFC was later superseded by RCC-M which formed the requirements for any

future component procurement from France.

For repair/replarement Koeberg adopted ASME XI 1980). The NI bases his

decisions on this edition but is allowed to adopt later editions provided any differences

are reconciled.

This does cause some problems with regard to onflicting information such as pump

performance degradation. For example the Eergency cooling pumps appear only

marginally acceptable when checked against MIME criteria.
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Performance & Lessons Learnt

QUALITYASSURANCE

Initially, with a turnkey contract for construction, the Contractor was primarily
responsible for quality with Eskom monitoring status.

Once the operations phase commenced, as each system or facility was handed over,
Eskom became primarily responsible for quality. The QA management programme

was designed to be sufficient to satisfy the licensing body. Essentially these were

minimum requirements focussed directly on nuclear safety issues..

The hierarchy of standards starts with LAEA guidelines as manifest in 50COA.

The balance of plant, the non-nuclear related systems, have not been considered until
recently; the growth in quality awareness amongst management internationally has
provided the impetus for Koeberg to apply Quality Assurance Management to a plant.

External Audits/Reviews

In addition to the internal Quality Assurance audits carried out on the station we have
seen a need to evaluate our own performance against world norms. To facilitate this

we have had a number reviews conducted by the LEA, EdF and WANO.

The next planned review is a full IAEA OSART in 1991.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

PROCEDURISATION

The power station procedures policy is based on the requirements of 50-C-QA which
details the types of quality activities which should be procedurised,

During construction and initial operation we tended to procedurise everything.
Experience has however enabled us to rationalise considerably - we now have around
4 500 controlled procedures in the system.

The cycle of procedure authorisation is based on how a procedure impacts nuclear
safety, considering the systems involved and the activity being undertaken.

Procedure review committees at the appropriate level of competence ensure

correctness and recommend authorisation by the Power Station Manager.
Additionally, procedures that are described in the Site Licence receive approval by the
Council for Nuclear Safety.

Procedurisation is felt to support good plant performance because it supports operator
action and promotes a disciplined approach to work.
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Performance & Lessons Lewnt

LICENSING

The requirement from the licensing authority, from the start of the Koeberg project,
was to qualify the site safety analysis by performing a probablistic risk analysis RA)
on it. At the time, Eskom experienced some pro Aems in adapting to this approach as

the rest of te world still analysized their safety analyses on e deterministic basis (ie

engineering judgement).

However, in subsequent years the rest of the world has swung around fro mthe
determinic to the probabilistic ris k analysis approach so we no longer find ourselves
alone.

As the plant gets older, plant experience is fed back into the original PRA calculations

to provide a continously updated overall risk assessment.
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Performance & Lessons Leamt

SPARES PROCUREMENT

Initially spares were provided by the Main Contractors in accordance with their

recommended specific spares holdings.

Later, Eskom used, amongst other routes, a consultancy to co-ordinate the
procurement of spares. Then in the interest of long term security of supply it entered
into Maintenance Service Agreements with the Main Contractors, which specifically
addressed the procurement of spare parts. This also considerably rejuces delays at the
sub-vendors.

Considerable effort is being put into the sourcing of spare parts from within South

Africa. Currently approximately 50% of the total value of spares procured per annum
is sourced from overseas, via the Maintenance Service agreements.

Obviously the availability of spare parts has a major impact on the availability of the

plant.

Calculated at Weighted Average Price, the total stock value at present is R73m. Long

lead times, especially of overseas purchases, contributes to an ever increasing stock

value.

Being the oly Nuclear Power Station in Africa, there is little scope for schemes such

as mutual stock holding or sharing of strategic spares. However te optimisation of

stock holding at Koeberg is a high priority.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Learnt

.... .......... .. ......

A. DESIGN

Maidmise Transfer of Technology during Construction.

In order to maximise the transfer of information from the plant vendor to the
operational staff it is necessary to integrate the operational staff with the vendors' staff

as early in the construction programme as possible.

Plant Redundancy

Optional plant installed which increases redundancy has a marked effect on the overall

performance of the plant.

&PEOPLE

Clear Vision

All staff should be given a clear vision of how they contribute to the overall performance

of the power station.

Management of Performance

There must be total commitment from management to excellence in performance.

Training

In a country with limited access to nuclear skills, it is essential to commence the training

of the future operational staff at virtually the same time as initial construction is
commenced.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Leamt

Selection of Staff

Studies at Koeberg have shown that there is a direct correlation between the results of
the initial psychometric testing batteries and the opera tors performance in both the
external Council for Nuclear Safety Examination and in his work.

C. PROGRAMMES

Performance Indicators

Clear performance indicators should be available at all levels of the rganisation. This
makes use of the adage that 'things that get measured get managed.'

Root Cause Analysis

'ne use of an effective root cause analysis system which facilitates the rapid close-out

of concerns is felt to be essential to the achievement of sustained good performance,

Documentation

Ensure that 'as built' documentation is obtained as early as possible in a form
compatible with the utilities' documentation system.

International Review

Audits such as OSART and interaction with WANO are seen to give both assurance
and provide invaluable forums for interchange of experience.
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Perfonnance & Lessons Leamt

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

GRAPHS

• Units Generated/Man

• Station Availability vs Target

• Station Availability vs US & EdF Mean Availability

• Radiation Protection - Dose per Radiation Worker

• Collective Radiation Exposure per Unit

• OR1. Analysis

• Occurrence Report Close-Out Status

Typesetting by Technical Publications, Koeberg.
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OR1 Analysis
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KOEBERG - AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

C P BIRCH

Industrial Machinery Supplies (Pty) Ltd (IMS)
P 0 Box 76009, Wendywood, 2144

Summary:

Many local organisations participated in the Koeberg power
station project. This paper seeks to present a perspective
of this from South African industry. It covers the extent of
local participation, lessons learned and changes which hould
be considered for optimising local input into a similar
project in the future.

Opsomming:

Verskeie plaaslike organisasies het aan die Koeberg
kragstasie proiek deelgeneem. Hierdie referaat se doel is om.
In perspektief voor te 16 van Suid Afrikaanse industries Dit
handel oor die omvang van die plaaslike dee1name, die lesse
wat ervaring ons geleer het, en veranderings wat beoog moet
word vir die optimale benutting van plaaslike inhoud in In
soortgelyke proiek vir die toekoms.
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INTRODUCTION

Koeberg Power Station was not South Africa's first venture
into the nuclear field. The Atomic Energy Board already had
a small research reactor operating at Pelindaba near Pretoria
prior to the decision to go ahead with Koeberg.

However, the announcement of the project highlighted the
uniqueness of the overall technology and caught the
imagination of the public and especially the business
community who looked forward to extensive participation by
local industry. The views of various of those companies
which did play a role (and in some cases a vital role) in the
supply of plant, equipment and services are reported here.

Regarding the size of the station, although the two units are
each larger than any conventionally powered units in this
country, the station output is less than that of a number of
Eskom's other power stations which were already fully
operational before commencement of Koeberg. Many local
companies had participated in these earlier projects and were
therefore used to power'station work.

THE PERIOD PRIOR TO 1976

Already in the early 1960's the possibility that a nuclear
power station could be built in South Africa was being
examined. The likelihood that it would be located on the sea
coast in the regiort of Melkboschstrand, north of Cape Town,
was widely known. For various technical reasons, it suited
Eskom to have a large power station in the Cape Town area.
During these early stages, Eskom used consultants to address
specific matters. For example, Watermeyer Halcrow (a
partnership between local and British groups) fully evaluated
the site and drew up feasibility reports on alternative
schemes for various cooling water systems, including pipeline
and/or tunnel out to sea, cooling water intake basins,
cooling towers, etc.

In preparation fox the main contract, the potential tenderers
all issued a large number of enquiries to local companies.
The French Consortium et out to maximise local content and
supplied drawings riot only for conventional machined, cast
and fabricated items, but for nuclear standa rd requirements
as well. The reaction of local companies was in many
instances negative regarding the specialised needs of a
nuclear station.
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THE MAJOR CONTRACTS

In 1976 Eskom placed a contract with the French Consortium
for the turnkey supply, erection and commissioning of Koeberg
which was to be based on particular French power stations as
reference plants. The Consortium, in the initial stages,
consisted of the following partners, with the responsibil-
ities as shown:-

Framatome - Nuclear Island
Alsthom - Conventional Island
Spie Batignolles, - Civil Engineering

These companies were each extensively involved in the French
nuclear power station programme. However, in France the
companies did not work in Consortium and their separate
activities were coordinated by the French electricity
utility company, Electricite de France (EdF). To meet the
need for co-ordination here, the Consortium very soon formed
a joint separate company, Framateg, as additional Consortium
member to not only co-ordinate their activities but also
provide overall liaison with Eskom. EdF were appointed as
sub-contractor to deal with the balance of plant work. This
was because EdF itself undertook such a role in the French
programme and were therefore in possession of the design data
and expertise.

Not included in this contract but placed as separate major
contracts by Eskom were the following:

Cooling water - Watermeyer Halcrow &
Partners

Switch yard 440 KV and 132 KV) - Brown Boveri (BB SA and
BBC)

Security - Insor; Eytan; Schindler;
Chubb

Quality Assurance (QA) - Gilbert Commonwealth

SCOPE OF LOCAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

Based on their investigations made prior to the contract
award, the French Consortium aimed for a South African
content of approximately fifteen percent of the overall
contract value. However, there were no guidelines of what
the content scope should include and this was left to the
Consortium to decide and to negotiate to their advantage.
Various companies sought assistance from Eskom, expecting
Eskom to intercede on their behalf and force the Consortium
to procure specific items locally. Eskom refused, however,
to do so. Some companies did manage to obtain te assistance
of the Government Authorities who refused to issue certain
import permits, forcing the Consortium to source the items
here. Ultimately the local content scope ended up to be very
close to what is being done for conventional stations.
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The plant and services procured locally are listed in
Appendix 1. Note that this covers only the more important
items and is not intended to be comprehensive and include the
innumerable orders placed.

Three important joint venture groups were formed in which the
main contract consortial partners participated, together with
prominent local companies. These were:

Group: Consisting of:

Koeberg Civil Contractors (KCC) Spie Batignolles, Murray
& Roberts, LTA

Nuclear Piping Contractors (NPC) Framatome, Spie
Batignolles, Nordon,
Genrec, Murray Roberts

Nuclear Electrical Contractors (NEC) Framatome, Thermatome,
Murray Roberts,
Harrison White,
J G Groenewaldt.

It is self evident that the civil works contributed by far
the greatest single portion of the local content and hence,
the importance of KCC. However, the intricate network of
pipes and electrical cabling throughout the station
underlines the need for the specialised groupings for their
co-ordination.

A potential problem (alkali/aggregate reaction) had been
identified involving locally sourced civil materials.
Furthermore, the seismic specifications for Koeberg were more
stringent than those for the reference stations in France.
Eskom thus involved itself directly in the development of the
specifications for cement, stone and sand used.

NEW BUSINESS FOR LOCAL INDUSTRY

Because of the turnkey nature of the project and the ongoing
standardized programme for the extensive series of power
stations in France, the French Consortium only sourced items
and services in South Africa which were cheaper here and
which were needed to reach the target local content percent-
age. The local companies had in effect to compete with
French industry to supply for a ne-off project here, whilst
for the French companies Koeberg was merely two further units
in an ongoing programme for which they were already fully
organized.
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The local procurement programme therefore added very little
new business in the sense of items and services not
previously available.

only a few items can be classified as being new. These
include the turbine casings (LP inner and outer) manufactured
by Barlows Heavy Engineering and Brodericks Engineering Works
which were by far the largest ever manufactured in South
Africa. Turbine casings had been manufactured here before
but they were smaller and not built to the same demanding
standards, including the QA requirements.

The water treatment condensate polishing and regeneration
plants were produced by IW to a design provided by the
French company, CTE. This was an entirely new line of
business for CIW as, although the installation work complied
with their current practice, the standards and technology
involved were unknown to them before this time.

Certainly the construction procedures for major nuclear
construction, especially of the containment buildings for the
nuclear reactors, were new for the local construction
industry which had no previous relevant experience. Similar-
ly, painting by R J Southey of plant and civil structures in
preparation for a nuclear environment using decontaminable
paints specially produced under licence agreement by Plascon
was also new.

Locally sourced cabling which had to meet the specific needs
of a nuclear station was produced by African Cables. They
did not see this as a new line of business but the construct-
ion of te cable was new and required type tests.

Mention can also be made of nuclear fuel manufacture which
was developed for the subsequent needs of Koeberg. However,
this will not be dealt with further in this paper.

TRAINING

Besides the training courses for nuclear workers run by
Eskom a number of organizations formed training schools for
their labour needs. A prominent example of this was KCC
which had a very active school. Some of their senior staff
visited nuclear power plants under construction in France to
observe construction techniques being used there.
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For the cooling water project, key personnel from Watermeyer
Halcrow spent several months at the University of Swansea
acquiring a computer programme for seismic analysis.

Other organisations which sent staff overseas to develop
knowledge or skills included Vecor, Barlows H.E. and
Brodericks, whose staff studied such aspects as turbine
casing manufacture at Alsthom's Belfort Works including
planning techniques and the upgrading and testing of
castings.

Companies such as insulation specialists, Kaefer, had to
ensure that their local installation crews received on-site
training from the already qualified expatriate engineers and
workmen brought in as leading crew.

The most widespread training requirement which affected
almost all the companies associated with the nuclear and
mechanical/electrical portions of the project, stemmed from
the QA programme. Eskom had decided that QA as being applied
in the USA was preferable to the French practice and imposed
this on the suppliers. Gilbert Commonwealth, an American
Consulting Engineering Group, was chosen to act o behalf of
Eskom for the implementation and control of the standards.
The QA Standards, ANSI N 45.2, were therefore not only new to
South African industry but to French industry as well.

INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL INDUSTRY AND THE MAIN CONTRACTOR

The most intensive interaction between local industry and the
French Consortium occured with respect to the civil
engineering portion of the contract, both for the main power
station buildings in the main contract and for the cooling
water intake pumping stations contract. Similarly, the
Licensing Branch of the Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) who
had to approve procedures, techniques, etc, had extensive
interaction both locally and overseas.
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Security and safety are closely related, and for nuclear
power stations are internationally defined and regulated by
the IAEA. The international specifications are supplemented
locally b both the AEC and Eskom fr own specific require-
ments. The security aspects thus required extensive liaison
with the Consortium. Eskom awarded contracts in two phases
to a local rganisation, Insor; phase was for a Security
Analysis Report and a Security Concept for the project; phase
2 covered the detailed planning and engineering to achieve a
suitable security Organisation. An Israeli consultant,
Eytan, did specific work on civil designs. The subsequent
commissioning of the security rganisation and systems was
done by Eskom who placed contracts on a number of
organisations, e.g. Schindler and Chubb who obtained
contracts for specific works such as the supply and
installation of a security access control system and security
doors. These impacted considerably on the Consortium's
commissioning and start-up programme leading to severe
difficulties.

Most other local organisations had only minimal interaction,
provided that they met the terms of their contracts (delivery
dates, etc) and did not fall foul of the QA programme. it
was especially regarding the latter that numerous problems
arose. However, many isunderstandings also arose through
language differences.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The transfer of technology to the local. manufacturing and
construction industries took place mainly in the following
fields:

coastal engineering,
civil construction procedures,
decontaminable paints, water based solvent free epoxies,
upgrading and testing of steel castings,
turbine casing manufacture,

- electrical cables,
- water treatment plants,
- QA.

Some of the technologies have been used subsequently not only
for Eskom contracts but for a wide range of projects.

It is interesting to note that the QA standards required
detailed documenting of all procedures used. Technology
transferred was thus fully documented. The AEC Licensing
Branch also has full records which would be available "off
the shelf" for the future.
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DID LOCAL INDUSTRY PROFIT FROM KOEBERG?

Although a few companies have indicated that their contracts
were not profitable because of competition from French
industry, most companies have an opposite view. Not only did
they profit directly from their contracts, they also profited
from technology transfer, from skills and procedures
developed, from the prestige gained and even from the rigid
QA programme.

Koeberg was probably the main boost for the Quality
Management Systems in use today by many South African
contractors and manufacturers and if QA is considered a
technology, then Koeberg contributed to a great extent.

Similarly, through their involvement with Koeberg, various of
the companies became more professional in their attitude
towards contracting. For example, it enabled the staff of
CIW to achieve high standards of control and workmanship not
previously required, thus presenting new possibilities for
tackling engineering projects of a more demanding nature.
Lessons learnt on Koeberg played a definite role in bringing
a number of companies to a level where more demanding
projects could be satisfactorily tackled.

Construction procedures developed for Koeberg including a
greater degree of mechanisation, have been used on subsequent
power station projects. Turbine LP casings for all Eskom
power stations are manufactured here. Steel casting
techniques learnt for Koeberg have enabled Dorbyl to produce
advanced castings, eg. for HP and IP turbine casings for
Eskom and even for export.

Koeberg's QA programme has been highlighted by iost companies
as having been exceedingly demanding and difficult although
the need for QA has not been doubted. Many companies
seriously underestimated the manpower requirements which were
necessary to start up and run a QA programme, the cost of
which ad often to b absorbed by the company. The inflexib-
ility in the application of the ANSI N 45.2 standards and the
extensive eed for paperwork" has been judged to have given
rise to more problems than any of the actual manufacturing
programmes. This was subsequently recognised by Eskom and
for later power stations, whilst requiring QA, they have
adopted a far more flexible attitude with benefits both for
themselves and the manufacturers.
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Various companies benefitted from transfer of know-how from
the expatriate installation personnel first brought in and
then used to train local installation crews. These have
subsequently handled further contracts here.

Whilst the gains made by local industry in more experienced
personnel have to a degree been lost by personnel moving to
different industries and even to different parts of the
country, there remains a large infrastructure of expertise
available in the whole of the Western Cape.

CHANGES SUGGESTED FOR FUTURE PROJECTS

Almost without exception, the companies which participated in
Koeberg believe that they can-contribute to the next nuclear
power station project and express the wish to be involved.

Views differ, however, on whether any changes would be
necessary on how the next project should be organised. These
can be broadly described as follows:

Firstly those companies who'supplied plant, equipment or
services of a nature which was standard, i.e. did not
differ from that which they could supply for any other
project, see no need for a change. They would submit a
competitive bid for any enquiry.

Secondly, there are those organisations who supplied non
standard items, for which special expertise had to be
developed. They were probably marginally competitive only
because of distance from the main suppliers. They would
prefer the standard developed to be retained for the next
project, and suggest even that steps be taken to eliminate
the threat of competition.

- Thirdly, the companies which grew, in some cases
dramatically, through the project, absorbing technology
and developing expertise, making them stronger and more
competitive, are ready to tackle whatever the next project
will bring.

- Fourthly, there are those companies formed here as
subsidiaries of European suppliers, which following
completion of the contract, found a continuing market for
their goods or services. They also are ready for the next
project.
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Irrespective of the above, most companies have reported that
whilst recognising the positive benefits arising from the QA
procedures, these were excessively demanding in time and
effort compared to the benefits returned. Streamlining and
simplification of the procedures through a Quality Improve-
ment Process is called for. As previously reported, Eskom
has taken steps towards simpler QA procedures on its later
stations but this would also need to be clarified for any
future nuclear power station project.

A reduction in the number of parties involved or levels with
which suppliers had to interface with when seeking to obtain
inspection approvals would also benefit a future project,
i.e. a simpler standard Approved Inspection Authority
procedure.

There is widespread agreement that the local content
percentage was not optimised. For example, fur economic
reasons and in the interest of South Africa's foreign
exchange budget, foreign input on design and on construction
work, especially for civil and structural works, could be
reduced. Similarly, a greater percentage of locally
manufactured or procured goods, engineering and services
could be available. An appeal is therefore made tat far
greater effort should be made in the early stages of a
project to optimise the potential local content and to work
together with local organisations to benefit from improve-
ments which they can recommend. Advantages of scale must
also be considered. Optimised local content potential would
be asier to attain if firms could see manufacturing and
supply potential extending for many years. They would be
more prepared to extend their organi.,_iation��i and anufacturing
facilities and face expenditures for training, licenses, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

Koeberg was, as a project, beneficial to virtually all the
local organizations which participated. The Quality
Management Systems ad Quality Assurance procedures which
today find widespread application in South Africa have
strengthened our businesses and ehanced the qality image of
our industries. 0 ur Country and the companies directly
concerned have benefitted from technologies transferred here,
especially where this has found use in subsequent contracts.
in the civil engineering field, lessons learned have been
incorporated i other projects.

C P Birch
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Of all the various companies questioned, only those whose
products or services can be considered as non competitive
have expressed doubts regarding their participation for a
future nuclear power station.

However, there were many frustrations amongst participants
arising from a number of factors. Chief amongst these was
the rigid application of QA procedures new not only to the
South African suppliers but to the French suppliers as well.
Whilst Eskom has taken steps to streamline and simplify these
for subsequent power stations, the complexity of a nuclear
project may give rise to their being brought back in the
original format.

The negative attitude displayed by many companies in the
early stages of the Koeberg project towards the specialised
needs of a nuclear station has changed. Ther e now exists a
greater understanding of the demands which no longer seem so
daunting.

A far greater scope of local content could probably thus now
be attained and Eskom should start investigations into this
at an early stage before the next project. This will benefit
not only the companies concerned and Eskom, but also the
country trough savings i foreign exchange.

C P Birch



APPENDIX 

PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES SOURCED IN SOUTH AFRICA

Company Supplies

- African Cables Various electrical cables.
- Alfa Laval (Alsa) Turbine lubricating oil purification plants, heat exchangers, inter

coolers.
- Air Poducts Bulk and cylinder gases, gas eticulation.
- Babcock Africa Turbine hall and radwaste piping.
- Barlows Heavy Eng. LP inner casings.
- Brodericks Engineering HP outer casings, bearing pedestals
- Brown Boveri Switchgear, electrolysers.
- Cape Steel (Consani) Reinforced stop logs, hangers, embedded steelwork.
- Cape Quarries Assn. Crushed stone aggregate and rubble.

(Ready Mix Materials)
- CGEE Alsthom (Cegelec) C I tems.
- Chubb Security doors.
- Circle Pumps (Mellor Various pumps.

Pumps)
- CIW Water treatment, condensate polishing plants, potable water

lines, deluge systems.
- Cold Air Installations Ventilation systems for external buildings.
- Cyclops Engineering Tanks.
- Dillinger Engineering Pipework erection.
- Elca Engineering Governing fluid tanks associated pumps, pipes.
- Floccotan Activated carbon for water purification.
- Genrec & Wadeville Exhaust box sole plates, turbine hall and fuel handling cranes and

Engineering structures, condenser shell fabrication and erection, general
installation and heavy lifting.

- J C Groenewaldt Electrical and instrumentation.
- A G Haeffele Sons Waterproofing.
- Harrison White Electrical and instrumentation.
- Hawker Siddeley Brackett Circulating water filtration.

/Cont.

C P Birch



APPENDIX (continued)

Companies Supplies

I.E.S. (Cementation) Cooling water system butterfly valves.
- industrial Machinery Emergency diesel generating sets for admin building; quality

Supplies (IMS) control and contract engineering support services for consortium
members Alsthom and Framatome.

- Insor Security analysis and concept, planning and engineering.
- John Thompson Africa Auxiliary boiler plant.
- Kaefer Insulation Turbine and pipework insulation soundhoods.
- Krugersdorp Engineering Tanks, Vessels.
- Lloyds Register Inspection of turbine casings, electrical ducting.
- LTA All reinforced concrete work, structural steelwork.
- Mannesman Demag Polar Crane, handling systems.
- Murray Roberts Civil works, reinforcing steel, structural steel, nuclear piping,

air conditioning, electrical work, plumbing, water proofing,
crane installation, crushed aggregate.

- Plascon Decontaminable paints, water based epoxies.
- Pretoria Portland Cement Cement, especially sulphate resistant cement.
- R J Southey Painting, application of water based epoxies.
- Schindler Security access control systems.
- Simon Carves Seawater chlorination system.
- Southern Pipeline

Contractors Cooling water ducts.
- Universal Engineering Brackets, steelwork.
- Vecor Heavy Engineering BP stop and governor valves, sole plates.
- Watermeyer Halcrow & Feasibility studies; design and installation complete sea water

Partners cooling system, intake basin, pump station, outfall.

C P Birch
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the process involved in the current

national programme to identify potential sites for nuclear

power development in South Africa. A description is given of

the sensitivity studies - the evaluation of the potential

perturbations to and opportunities for the biophysical and

socioeconomic environments and the suitability studies - the

evaluation of environmental influences on geotechnical, safety

and financial considerations. This programme is divorced from

any decision of whether or not to build further nuclear power

station in South Africa. The programme described is a long-

range land-use planning exercise considered expedient in the

face of competition for land that share similar requirements

as those of nuclear power station sites. It is also designed

to streamline nuclear power station lead times and to make

national and regional planners aware of Eskom's requirements

in the drafting of their policies and plans.
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INTRODUCTION

Integrated planning for nuclear siting is a complex managerial

task. It calls for the integration of environmental criteria

alonside geotechnical, engineering, financial, legal and

public safety issues. This holistic approach to siting is a

relatively new departure in facility siting that formerly paid

only limited attention to considerations other than engineer-

ing variables and investment decisions.(l) (Locational

decisions have to satisfy not only technical criteria but also

environmental and safety constraints - a balanced judgement is

needed.(') Integrated planning calls for the incorporation of

a diverse array of stakeholer's interests. These must include

such groups as landowners, local authorities, public

regulatory authorities and other vested interest groups. The

esoteric nature of nuclear power has tended to preclude such

participants in nuclear site planning in the past. The whole

process must be understandable since far more than the power

industries interest are at stake.

This integrated approach is consistent with Eskom's

Environmental Impact Management Directive, (EV1011 of 1988)(2)

which has the stated objective of "the assessment, management

and control of the impacts of Eskom's activities on the total

environment ... In addition this directive, inter alia,

requires the performance of Environmental Impact Assessments

(EIA'S) that systematically examine the consequences of

Eskom's activities on the built and natural environment and

evaluates the implications of alternative courses of action

before an implementation decision is made. This process aims

to reconcile the diverse interests of internal and external

stake-holders.'
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Without this genuine open, participative (within the bounds of

commercial expediency) and thoroughly comprehensive process in

which various, often conflicting, variables are weighed and

reconsiled costly time delays can be expected during the

siting process. This is however, by no means an easy exercise

because of the difficulty of evaluating the various components

of subjective and more objective opinions and judgements.

The process entered into by Eskom goes beyond identifying

simply "feasible" or "viable" sites but rather sites that

exhibit an imbalance between minimal environmental sensitivity

and maximal engineering suitability. This is not a narrowly

defined engineering task but one that. seeks optimal trade-offs

between the often conflicting objectives of environment,

technology and finance.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN EXPERIENCE

In 1982 Eskom embarked on a ten year multi-disciplinary, land-

use planning exercise to identify potential nuclear power

station sites (a pool of sites) that exhibit an optimum

balance between technical and financial suitability and sites

where social and environmental impacts are considered to be

relatively easily managable. At the outset it must be

appreciated that the decision sought was one concerning the

purchase of potentialsites for nuclear power station siting

and as such is independent of a decision of whether or not to

build further nuclear power stations in South Africa.

This programmes was considered expedient for three major

reasons. Firstly, the likelihood that nuclear power station

sites would become increasingly important into the 21st

century when alternatives to coal fired plant would have to be
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sought. Secondly, because the land use pressures (both for

development and conservation) on the land resources,

particular the coastline, of South Africa are escalating and

continuously reducing the options available to Eskom.

Thirdly, Nuclear plants have stringent siting requirements

which require detailed time consuming evaluative lead times.

It is therefore considered important to maintain flexibility

by identifying potential sites, well ahead of a requirement

decision so that Eskom's interests can be incorporated into

the land-use plans of governmental agencies and measures are

taken to ensure that the sites remain acceptable.

A policy of openness has been central to this exercise. To

reinforce this philosophy the regional and sites specific

environmental studies have been contracted out to locally

based universities and consultants with explicit requirements

that they incorporate the maximum local expertise and

stakeholder participation in their evaluative work including

those without formal channels of representation. Eskom has to

date utilised the expertise of the universities of Port

Elizabeth and Rhodes for the Eastern Cape studies, the

University of Natal for the Natal region and the Universities

of Cape Town and Stellenbosch for the Southern Cape region and

current studies in the West coast region. The diverse array

of methodologies and reporting format has, however, presented

difficulties in inter-regional and site comparisons at a

broader, national level.

To ensure an on-going and impartial peer review process a

review group was established comprising expert environmental

planners from each of the Council for the Environment, the

University of the Witwatersrand and the Division of Estuarine,

Marine and Atmospheric Sciences and Technology of the CSIR.

JCA Hobbs
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Given the dynamics of land-use, technological change, public

perceptions etc a flexible and creative character has been

built into the planning process. This enabled continual

evaluation of earlier criteria and decisions and restricted

premature foreclosure as new information emerges and

effectively precludes the classification of, all but the most

obvious, exclusions.

PROCESS

A systematic, structured planning process has been developed.

This progresses through four broad stages - national,

regional, area and site(s). The level of investigation

increasing i rigour and detail as it progresses throughthese

stages, ie reconnaissance detail at the national level, to

extremely detailed at the site specific level.

In contrast to coal fired and hydro power stations, nuclear

power stations are relatively 'foot loose' with regard to fuel

source. Nuclear stations have the inherent advantage that the

cost per unit of electricity is broadly the same irrespective

of where the station is located. Whilst due regard has to be

given to access to the national transmission grid (and

implications of this to reliability of supply and transmission

-&conomics) the existence of this bulk transmission system

ensures that there is no overriding need to locate near to the

source of fuel.

On the other hand certain criteria exercise a locational

influence. The scarcity of an abundant supply of water in the

interior of South Africa and its erratic availability dictate

that it is preferable to locate a direct cooled nuclear power

JCA Hobbs
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plant within the coastal zone, where abundant and reliable

cooling water exists. Cooling water demands are estimated to

be 40 cubic metres per second for a 000 MW reactor.(3)

The South African siting exercise is a national investigation

in contrast to the more 'ad hoc' and piecemeal nuclear siting

exercises that are commonly carried out elsewhere in the

world.(')

The initial level of information gathering involved in the

investigation, was limited to broad-brush reconnaissance,

general consultations and literature reviews. The major

"decision criteria" comprised availability of water (cooling

and potable), political boundaries, high population densities

(urban and rural), high seismic risk, geological formations

and conditions, areas with conservation status or value (eg

national parks, estuaries, etc), proximity to hazardous land

usage, poor warm water diffusion and mixing characteristics,

etc. It should be noted that, with some obvious exceptions,

few of the criteria are absolute constraints. They can be

altered at costs measured in economic or environmental terms.

By using the 'McHarg overlay' technique a composite map was

derived, screening out unacceptable regions and indicating

regions for investigation at a more detailed regional planning

level. In order to develop a priority programme from the

nineteen candidate regions identified in this way, the nominal

group decision-making technique was used. During this process

two candidate regions (De Hoop and Ystervarkpunt) were lost

due to their acquisition by developers with similar siting

criteria, thus demonstrating the pressing competition for such

remote areas that exists.

JCA Hobbs
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The first regions investigated were Alexandria and Oyster Bay,

east and west of Port Elizabeth respectively. These have been

followed by Northern Natal, Southern Cape (east of Gansbaai)

and current investigations are taking place in the North-

Western Cape Coast.

The outcome of these studies are that the total search areas

of Alexandria and Northern Natal have been removed from

consideration and large parts of the Southern and Western Cape

regions have been dismissed from further detailed study.

Viable sites have been investigated in the remaining areas and

after comparative studies of the merits and implications of

various candidate sites three potential nuclear power station

sites have been identified. Negotiations are underway for the

purchase of two adjacent sites in the Eastern Cape (Tony's Bay

and Thyspunt) and one in the Southern Cape (Bantamsklip).

Further viable sites (technically and environmentally) in both

the Eastern and Southern Cape have been dropped from

consideration because of the social sensitivities which

existed.

Once the purchase of (or options on) these sites is complete,

a long-term monitoring, management, community. liaison and

information update programme will be initiated, again making

use of local expertise where it exists.

At periodic points during these investigations the affected

interest groups have been advised of the status of investiga-

tions and their views sought. This on-going participative

approach is in marked contrast to earlier approaches of

'd6cide-announce-defend' that have been used elsewhere. On-

going participation will not overcome opposition to nuclear

power developments, or the "NIMBY" (not in my backyard), or

JCA Hobbs
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"LULU" (locally unwanted land uses) scenarios.(4) It will

however, reduce unwarranted fears, dispel rumours or

misunderstanding and make integratory programmes easier to

design. Equally it will educate and sensitise local people to

appreciate national needs, ultimately enhancing the prospects

of public acceptability and trust. The incorporation of local

knowledge and expertise clearly resulted in more informed

decision-making and acceptance of the outcomes.

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS

One problem that exists with long-range land use planning, is

that decisions have to rely on assumptions and uncertain

circumstances to a greater degree than shorter range planning.

This has been the case in trying to anticipate the detailed

nature of the design, technology and requirements of a nuclear

power plant that will be employed in the 21st century in order

that potential perturbations can be understood. To facilitate

this evaluation, a hypothetical project description was pre-

pared and distributed to the environmental scientists engaged

in impact prediction in the environmental evaluation study.(.3)

This situation presents an opportunity as well as a

constraint. It enables environmental factors that were

identified in the evaluation stage, to influence ultimate

design and layout options. For example, rather than being

constrained to an evaluation of a predetermined inlet/outfall

cooling water system, the evaluating team could consider the

'pro's and con's' of the widest range of cooling system

options.

The evaluation of the different combinations of environmental

effects at each candidate site is no easy exercise. Some

JCA Hobbs
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potential impacts can be reasonably accurately predicted (eg

impacts of thermal pollution). The focus is essentially on

informed judgement that strives for a balance between

economic, technological and environmental consequences. This

makes the incorporation of diverse experts from a wide range

of disciplines all the more important.

SCOPING

In the early days of environmental impact appraisal (EIA it

was considered an inevitable requirement to amass data on

every conceivable facet of the potentially affected envi-

ronment. This resulted in the production of volumnious

environmental reports to ensure that no part of the

environment was overlooked. Itsoon, however, became obvious

that this exercise was financially burdensome, time consuming

and indeed unnecessary.

The cost-effective, streamlining of "EIA'S" has been achieved

by the procedure (which has proved of immense value to Eskom's

nuclear siting exercise) known as 'scoping'. Scoping was

developed in the USA during the latter 1970's.(5) It is a

simple, early and open process which involves the public, the

authorities and experts in a joint fact finding exercise to

determine the issues to be addressed (the scope). Furthermore

it facilitates the identification of the significant issues

related to a proposed action, that will require detailed study

in the environmental evaluation. In this way issues that are

not considered significant, or have been covered by prior

review, are eliminated from detailed study. Issues of limited

importance are merely stated in the report(s) with reasons as

to why they are not considered significant.
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Through early scoping meetings, the task were streamlined to a

consideration of those issues which were pertinent, thereby

overcoming the frequent criticism of the EIA process of

producing irrelevant baseline environmental characteristics.

SENSITIVITY AND SUITABILITY

A distinction, by no means absolete, has been adopted to

facilitate division of labour in the siting exercise. Two

broad categories of responsibility have been developed;

sensitivity and suitability.

sensitivity studies take as their point of departure those

environmental aspects that may potentially be perturbed by the

purchase, construction, operation and decommissioning of a

nuclear power station. These include such aspects as the

terrestrial, freshwater and marine environments and the social

and economic characteristics of the area of study.

Suitability studies have as their central focus those aspects

of the environment that will potentially impact the

construction and operational considerations (including

financial implications) of a proposed nuclear power station.

The relative degree of overall attractiveness of an area and

site is in this way established.

SENSITIVITY ISSUES

Siting of nuclear facilities must be more than a variable that

influences the economics of operation and construction.(') it

must ensure avoidance of negative impacts on significant

environmental resources and socioeconomic disruption. There

can be few more complex concepts than 'environment'. It is a

multi-dimensional inter-connection of systems - biological,
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physical, social, cultural and economic - in time and space.

As such it calls for an holistic approach that promotes inter-

disciplinary planning. The differing methodologies of the

disciplines involvedf ensure that environmental planning is an

uneasy blend of art (value-judgements) and science, many

aspects of which are not amenable to ready quantification.

The broad methodology involved is to initially characterise

the environment in question and to hypothetically superimpose

the proposed development. From this exercise an indication of

the likely potential perturbations can be identified and their

significance indicated by experts and stakeholders in the

field(s) concerned. Joint discussions then determine if these

impacts are acceptable, or can be adequately managed, or

whether they are of such significance that they preclude

further consideration of a region, area or site.

Brevity precludes detailed consideration of the various envi-

ronmental investigations. This information is available in

the documentation prepared in the siting studies.(6)(7)(8)(9)

The nature and scope of environmental studies, however,

included a consideration of the total environment (bio-

physical, social, cultural and economic) and potential impacts

(positive and negative) on these components. By way of

example these studies have included consideration of the

potential effects (direct and indirect) of the purchase,

construction, operation and eventual decommissioning of a

nuclear plant on important terrestrial and marine species and

habitats. This indicates the uniqueness of habitats and

ecosystems within the study area, their existing or potential

productivity, the consequences of their potential disruption
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or destruction and their vulnerability to potential

perturbations.

In similar vein the resilience of existing or planned human

activities have been assessed in the light of the potential

influx of construction and operations personnel. Particular

emphasis is placed on the comparability, or otherwise, of

existing or planned economic activities in the region or study

area. Indications are given of the potential affects of

nuclear power development on local labour supply, social

infrastructure, cultural (and archaeological) resources,

recreational areas, etc.

SUITABILITY ISSUES

The investigations that are required to be carried out to

determine the suitability of a particular site, or group of

sites, for future nuclear power stations, concentrate on

evaluating the physical characteristics of the potential site

and its environment and their potential implications on the

plant. For this purpose a multi-disciplinary approach by

various technical sciences is required.

The major issue in nuclear siting concerns the assessment of

the impact of near-field natural or man-induced hazards on the

safety of the nuclear power station. The natural hazards

include earthquakes, winds and flooding from inland and marine

sources, etc. These are all categ�rised as low probability -

high consequence natural events, over which man has no control

both in magnitude or time of occurrence. Man-induced hazards

include aircraft craches, shipping (with associated oil

spills), sabotage and nearby industrial explosions, all of

which may adversely affect the safe operation of a nuclear
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power station. Most of these can be defined with a reasonable

degree of certainty, which dictates appropriate design

specifications to minimise their impact.

Earthquakes potentially have the highest probability of

causing catastrophic damage to a nuclear station. Therefore

the geological, seismic and engineering characteristics of a

site and their impacts on their environs must be investigated

in appropriate scope and detail to provide adequate assurance

that they are sufficiently well understood. This is done to

provide an acceptable evaluation of the candidate site, such

that engineering solutions can be found for potential

geological and seismic effects.

The geotechnical investigations are also carried out in two

phases.(10) The first being a regional geological survey,

conducted both on-land and under the sea, of a particular

portion of the coast line, which extends up to 30 kms inland

and about the same distance out to sea.

The geological mapping consists of a structural analysis which

is augmented by aerial magnetic surveys, ground geophysics,

seismic analysis, satellite imagery, geomorphology, geo-

hydrology, marine surveying and drilling. All the data

produced from the above surveys are combined into a

comprehensive geological map at a scale of about 1:100 000

which defines the regional tectonic frame-work within which

the potential sites are located.

In particular, the localities of all the faults and where

possible their characteristics are determined in order to make

an assessment of their relative ages, ie., the geological

period within which the last and earlier movements took place.
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This analysis is done to identify potentially hazardous

"capable faults" on which there has been movement, at or near

the ground surface, at least once within the past 35 000 years

or movements of a recurring nature within the past 500 000

years.

It is important to note that the safety of a nuclear power

station is influenced by the land and marine geology, the

latter being difficult to map. The use of aerial magnetic

data has proven to be invaluable in the interpretation of both

the offshore geology and on-shore formations covered with

young deposits. Using this data potential sites, between 2 -

3 km in length, are identified on which the second phase of

detailed geotechnical studies are undertaken.

Coastal areas are often covered by a layer of sand or

calcarenite having a thickness of between and 100 m with the

only outcrop being along the beach front. The detailed

investigations commence with structural mapping of the outcrop

at a scale of 1:1 000 which is supplemented by diamond dril-

ling. In addition, geohydrological surveys are carried out to

determine the ground water regime and chemistry as well as the

engineering qualities of the base and overlaying formations.

These studies also provide information related to the adequacy

of construction materials.

Candidate sites that proceed through the regional screening

phase, are subjected to an engineering economic study, to

assess whether there are any severe cost penalties that whould

preclude the use of a site. These studies include design

aspects of the foundations, particularly for earthquake

requirements, marine cooling systems, terrace construction

based on topography and bedrock elevations, physical
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infrastructure such as access roads, potable water for

domestic and construction use, links to the electrical

transmission systems, nuclear fuel and waste transportaion

systems and general security.

As with the sensitivity investigations the suitability studies

initially commenced in the Eastern Cape candidate regions.

The studies concluded that there were no suitable sites around

Alexandria. These findings concurred with the opinions

expressed by the sensitivity team. From the suitability point

of view the rock formations of Alexandria were found to be

composed of deep semi- to unconsolidated beds which form the

Algoa Bay coast line. The beds were unsuitable for the

founding of a nuclear power station, particularly when

considering the requirements for earthquake design criteria.

Three technically suitable sites were identified in the Oyster

Bay area. Two are adjacent and are in the process of being

purchased.

The next regions investigated, were along the Southern Cape

and Northern Natal coastlines. In the Southern Cape, between

Arniston and Gansbaai, the geology was found to be extremely

complex due to the intensive folding of the bedrock which

occurred during the formation of the Cape Fold Mountains and

subsequent faulting that occurred later during the split up of

Gondwanaland. The ages of the various faults were determined

by a detailed study of the geology and geomorphology. It ws

possible to identify which faults are considered to be

important for the safety analysis of the power station and

which faults were of such an age that they are considered to

be inactive. Two technically suitable sites were identified

in the Southern Cape.
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Similar studies were done in the Northern Natal study area

which stretched from Port Durnford in the north to Salt Rock

in the south. Although the Natal coast was found to be

relatively free of significant folding, the presence of major

potentially active faults along the coast line, were

identified. One technically suitable site was found on the

Natal North Coast.

In conjuction with the sensitivity studies, the outcome of

these investigations indicated that one site in the Southern

Cape area were suitable for the siting of nuclear power

stations, while no suitable site was found in the Northern

Natal area. One of the technically suitable sites in the

Southern Cape was relinquished due to social sensitivity.

Suitability investigations are continuing alongside sensitiv-

ity studies in the West coast candidate region.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND PSYCHO-SOCIAL

The locational component is a variable that determines the

consequences of any reactor accident (however improbable this

may be). It is true that engineering safety measures,

theoretically at least, provide a dimension to nuclear power

station siting. Yet it is generally accepted -that the

additional cost of 'more remote' siting, is an agreeable

premium to pay against incidents and allow for easier

emergency preparedness programmes.

Given the assumption that nuclear safety is an inverse

function of distance (time and space) from nuclear power

plant(s), demographic criteria have been laid down by the

Council for Nuclear Safety. In essence the current criteria

constitute an exclusion of resident population within 1,5 kms
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of a reactor, less than 2 00 in a 300 sector 5 kms out, less

than 10 000 in a 300-sector 16 km out and the total population

not to exceed 2 million within a 0 km radius of a reactor.(3)

Psycho-social studies have been carried out at each of the

areas under investigation. The principal concern of these

studies is to ensure that the national interests of nuclear

power development, are not arbitrarily imposed on what may be

interpreted as more 'parochial' interests. These latter local

interests must be evaluated and understood and integrated into

the siting process just as the national interests must be

explained to, and understood by, local communities. The

resilience of local communities, their needs and aspirations

have been given particular attention throughout the siting

exercise.(9) The level of detail of these studies exceeds

that generally carried out elsewhere in the world.(10)

CONCLUSION

In South Africa "EIA's" are not mandatory. The Environment

conservation Act (Act 100 of 1989) enables the Minister for

Environment Affairs to call for an 'EIA' to be carried out if

he deems it necessary, One can therefore reliably anticipate

that the siting of a nuclear power station will be subjected

to this requirement. Nonetheless this places the initiative

and the onus on the developer to adopt a high level of self

regulation commensurate with the highest standards of site

selection exhibited elsewhere. Eskom has reviewed these

standards and is convinced that it does indeed rank amongst

the world leaders in all aspects of the process of site

selection )(12)(13)(14)(15), adheres to the guidelines pre-

scribed by the Council for the Environment(16), as well as the
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stringent licensing requirements of the Council for Nuclear

Safety.

Rushed siting decisions will have far reaching, often

irreversible and maybe even catastrophic outcomes. The

investment in a structured, systematic siting process is

therefore not only prudent but essential. Without a clearly

defined and structured siting process, acceptable options may

be overlooked. Non-nationwide analysis will be unable to

demonstrate, with any degree of confidence, that the options

chosen, are indeed the most acceptable of all the options

available, they will simply be the preferred sites from a

limited range of options considered.

The culmination of a thorough siting exercise will be the

availability of acceptable sites that can be developed to

secure future supplies of electricity to customers. A 'best

site' is an unattainable goal because of the divergent views

of the different disciplines of what constitutes 'best'. Some

acceptable sites, however, are realistically available. These

sites will minimize costs, meet all licensing and legislative

requirements and be technically feasible. Equally they will

be broadly acceptable to the local community, be capable of

operation within the desired safety margins as well as within

levels of tolerable environmental impact and minimal conflict.

Given the comprehensiveness of the criteria employed in the

current investigations, it is becoming apparent that South

Africa has limited acceptable nuclear power station sites.

Special measures have therefore been instituted to ensure

their viability untill such time as they are used. These

measures include the monitoring of environmental variables,

which would lead to a better understanding of the natural
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processes in the area, the creation of secondary opportunities

eg aquaculture, desalination, etc and statutory measures on a

regional and national level to ensure that surrounding land-

use (both current and future) do not render the sites

unuseable.
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SUMMARY

This paper provides a review of the historical development of the South African

uranium market and the current status of uranium exploration, resources and

production. A prognosticated view of possible future demand for uranium in South

Africa is attempted, taking cogniscance of the finite nature of the country's coal

resources and estimated world uranium demand. Although well endowed with

uranium resources, South Africa could face a shortage of this commodity in the next

century, should the predicted electricity growth materialis e.

OPSOMMING

Hierdie referaat verskaf 'n oorsig van die historiese ontwikkeling van die Suid

Afrikaanse. uraanmark en die huidige status van uraan.eksplorasie, -hulpbronne en

-produksie. 'n Voorbitskatting van die moontlike toekornstige vraag na uraan in Suid

Afrika word gernaak, met inagneming van die eindige aard van steenkoolhuipbronne

in die land en geraamde w8reld-uraanaanvraag. Alhoewel Suid Afrika goed bedeel

is met uraanhulpbronne kan die land in die volgende eeu 'n tekort aan hierdie

kommoditeit ondervind as die voorspelde elektrisiteitsgroei realiseer.
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INTRODUCTION

The Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa Limited customarily undertakes the

assessment of South Africa's uranium resources and future production capabilities.

These assessments are carried out in close collaboration with the mining industry and

other Government organisations with the prime objective of monitoring the South

African uranium supply. This information also provides the policy makers wit an

overview of the nuclear resources available for electrical energy generation.

Increasing exploitation costs, inflation and the fluctuation in resources due to uranium

exports on the one hand and new discoveries on the other hand continuously change

the resource situation, necessitating the reappraisal of the resources on a continuous

basis.

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF URANIUM IN SOUTH AFRICA

The first clues regarding the presence of uranium in South Africa were uncovered late

in the last century when the green fluoresscence of minute diamonds recovered from

gold ores of the Witwatersrand was shown to be caused by radioactivity. Some years

later uraninite was identified in heavy mineral concentrates from the City Deep Gold

Mine, but because of its lack of commercial value, this raised little interest.

The South African mining industry responded promptly when called upon in 1945 by

Field Marshall J C Smuts, then Prime Minister, to assist in acquiring uranium for the

"Manhattan Project". The subsequent history of uranium production in the RSA is

shown in Figure 1. The mining industry moved quickly to erect uranium plants, and

in October 1952 te first uranium plant was opened at West Rand Consolidated

Mines. By March 1955 sixteen mines had been authorised to produce uranium.

Production accelerated rapidly until 1959 when 26 mines were feeding 17 plants for

a total production of 4 954 tonnes U. In the early years South Africa's entire output

was committed to supplying the Western World's nuclear armaments program. After

1959 te needs of these programs declined and uranium production in South Africa

followed suit reaching a nadir of 2 262 tonnes U in 1965.

H J BRYNARD
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Figure I Historical and projected uranium and gold production for the RSA.

At this time the relative abundance and cheapness of fossil fuels did little to

encourage development of the embryonic nuclear power industry. The situation

changed drastically in the 1970's with the advent of the world oil crisis and demand

for uranium rose rapidly. The resultant steep rise in price stimulated South Africa's

uranium industry to the extent that by 1980 it had almost trebled its production to

6 143 tonnes U.

Many decades of gold mining activities gave rise to vast uraniferous tailings deposits

which, coupled with the favourable uranium price lead to the initiation of three large

tailings treatment operations in the East Rand, Klerksdorp and Welkom areas. In

1982 South Africa's first primary uranium producing mine, the Beisa Mine, was

brought on stream.

The boom in the nuclear power industry received a severe bow in 1979 when the

Three Mile Island incident triggered an anti-nuclear backlash. In the wake of this the

growth of the nuclear power industry declined, with a number of planned nuclear

plants being cancelled in various parts of the world. Demand for uranium dropped

and consequently so did its price, which, by the end of 1984, had fallen to about a
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third of its peak level, attained in 1978. At ihe end of 1989 nine uranium plants were

in operation and produced 2 943 tonnes U.

URANIUM PROVINCES

Uranium mineralization is present in rocks which encompass almost the whole of the

Geological history of South Africa, however, significant mineralization is restricted to

five fairly well-defined time periods. Each period is characterised by a distinct tpe

or combination of types of mineralization. The oldest type is that hosted by quartz-

pebble conglomerates which fall in the time range from 2 900 Ma to 2 400 Ma.

Uranium-bearing alkaline complexes cover a wide time scale from 2 00 Ma

(Phalaborwa) to 400 Ma (Pilanesberg). Uranium is also found in granite--neisses

which span a similarly large time period from 1950 Ma to I 00 Ma.

A hiatus in the occurrence of uranium in South Africa exists between I 00 Ma and

300 Ma. It is only with the onset of Karoo sedimentation that uranium mineralization

reappears in the South African stratigraphic column. Uranium occurs both in coal

seams and sandstones of the Karoo Sequence. The v oungest uranium mineralization

occurs in a variety of Tertiary to Recent sediments which include calcretes, peatv

diatornaceous earths, beach sands and phosphates.

URANIUM EXPLORATION

Uranium has always been of secondary importance to gold as a target commodity in

the exploration of the quartz-pebble conglomerates of the Witwatersrand Supergroup,

Dominion Group, Mozaan Group and Black Reef Formation. A marked increase in

the price of uranium in the late 1970s brought the metal into greater prominence and

led to the establishment of two primary uranium producers, Afrikander Lease Limited

and the Beisa Section of St. Helena Gold Mines Limited. The subsequent slump in

the uranium price caused the untimely closure of both these operations in 1982 and

1984 respectively. The very favourable gold price in rand terms of a year ago has

stimulated extensive exploration in various parts of the Witwatersrand Basin but the

uranium potential is of little importance in determining target areas and levels of

expenditure. A significant factor in determining target areas is the advances in
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deep-mining technology, making deeper reefs accessible for exploitation. A result of

this is the rapid escalation of the costs of exploring these deep reefs and recently

companies have been making extensive use of the sophisticated vibroseismic technique

to define targets more accurately prior to drilling. Twelve companies are currently

active within the Witwatersrand Basin. The success of these activities is attested to

by the initiation of ten major mining ventures during the past decade, either as new

mines or as extensions to existing mines, with more believed to be imminent.

The presence of uranium in Karoo sediments was first noted in 1967 during the oil

search. In 1968 exploration started in the southern Karoo and rapidly spread to other

parts of the Karoo Basin. A number of deposits were identified but the drastic slump

in the uranium market in the ear1v 1980s led to a decline in exploration with all work

terminating in early 1985. A similar fate overtook the uraniferous coal deposits of the

Springbok Flats.

The cost of exploration is escalating continuously, both because of inflation and the

increasing difficulty in finding new orebodies. In the Witwatersrand Basin alone it is

estimated that in the vicinity of R400 million was spent on gold exploration during

1989 and as a result new uranium resources were discovered concurrently with those

of gold. Any significant improvement in the uranium market will be followed closel

by a resurgence in exploration for uranium as a primary commodity.

URANIUM RESOURCES

Resource estimates are reported in terms of recoverable metric tons of uranium metal

(tU) after deduction of expected mining and ore processing losses. These estimates

are divided into separate categories reflecting different levels of confidence in the

quantities reported and are further divided into categories based on the cost of

production. To facilitate reporting to international agencies South Africa conforms

in broad terms to the terminology and definitions recommended by the NEA/lAEA.

A major part 79%) of South Africa's uranium resources is present as a by-product of

gold in the quartz-pebble conglomerates of the Witwatersrand Basin. The price of

H J BRYNARD
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gold is thus of importance in categorising these uranium resources, as is the

dollar/rand exchange rate. On January 1989 the South African uranium resources

in the reasonably assured (RAR) and estimated additional (EAR-1) categories,

recoverable at costs less than $1301kg U were 432 493 t U from sources indicated in

Table .

TABLE I Known uranium resources as at January 1989

TONNES U

REASONABLY ASSURED RESOURCES ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
PRINCIPAL (RAR) CATEGORY I (EAR-1)
DEPOSITS OR
DISTRICTS Recoverable Recoverable Recoverable Recoverable TOTALS

at costs at costs at costs at costs]
tess than between tess than between
S80/kg U $8 - $130/kg U $80/kg U $80 - $130/kg U

Witwatersrand
Conglomerates 184 169 49 743 42 615 25 116 301 643
Tailings 21 940 18 732 40 672

PhaLaborwa 3 343 3 343

Karoo Sequence 43 581 27 666 9 137 5 254 85 638

Surficiat 721 405 1 126

TOTAL 253 034 96 862 51 752 30 775 432 422

Estimates are usually also made of the resources in the RAR and EAR-I categories

recoverable at costs between 130 and $260/kg U. The exploitation of these reSOLirces

are, however, inconceivable under present uranium market conditions or even in the

long term. Substantial resources in the EAR-11 and SR categories are believed to be

present in other geological environments in South Arica, but possible resources in

these environments are generally believed to fall in the higher cost categories and

these are by definition very speculative and should be viewed with circumspection.

The Dominion and Witwatersrand Basins are the most likely environments for the

discovery of further resources in the cost categories below $130/kg U and the Karoo

still remains to be fully explored.
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URANIUM PRODUCTION

All of South Africa's uranium is produced as a by-product; the majority from the

Witwatersrand gold mines and a small proportion from the open-pit copper mine at

Phalaborwa. As a result the level of production is not entirely dependent on uranium

market forces as is that from primary uranium producers. This, coupled with the fact

that the majority of production is committed to long-term contracts, cushions the

South African uranium industry from fluctuations in the uranium market.

Uranium production has been declining since 1980 to reach the level of 2 943 tU in

1989. The anticipated upturn in the uranium market and the changing political

climate in South Africa may change the situation favourably, but, as will be indicated

later this may ultimately be to the detriment of the country.

SOUTH AFRICA'S INTERNATIONAL POSITION

South Africa has been a major participant in the international uranium market since

its early days, both in terms of resources and production. It has consistently

maintained its resources at about 14% of WOCA'S known resources, and as of the

beginning of 1989 it ranked third after Australia and Niger with 13,6% of the total

Reasonabiv Assured Resources exploitable at costs of less than $80/kg U.

Weakness in the uranium market over the last few years, allied with escalating

working costs in the gold industry, and political factors have resulted in rationalisation

within the South African uranium mining industry. This has lead to the closure of a

number of uranium plants which has adversely affected the country's international

position with regard to production. In 1985 South Africa was ranked second after

Canada, but by 1989 its contribution to the WOCA total had fallen from 13% to 9,

and its ranking from second to seventh. It is still a reliable uranium producer and has

the capacity to increase its output if the.market improves.

H J BRYNARD
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URANIUM MARKET CONDITIONS

To estimate the possible future uranium market under the present depressed market

conditions is fraught with uncertainties.

The Western World's natural uranium demand to fuel reactors reached 41 800 tonnes

U in 1987, and is projected to increase to 55 000 tonnes U by the year 2000. The

total uranium production remained below demand for the third consecutive year and

during 1987 amounted to 37 800 tonnes U. The gap between production and demand

is projected to increase in the years from 1988 to 2000, but demand can be met by

inventory draw-down and reprocessing till the mid- to late-1990's, if the expected

increase of production to 42 000 tonnes U per year as seen by NUKEM in 1989

materializes.

It seems that the uranium market is moving into a more stable situation and as

NUKEM puts it, panic sales of excess inventories carried by utilities with cancelled

reactor projects no longer exist. Producers with uncommitted excess production no

longer have to compete with inventory sellers and low-price uranium purchases by

producers who had to close their high-cost operations and fullfil their delivery

obligations have diminished.

Although a production level peaking at over 10 000 t U is theoretically attainable by

South African producers (Fig. 1), it is considered unlikely to be achieved in practice

from market projections.

URANIUM DEMAND IN SOUTH AFRICA

In the RSA the major sources for electricity generation are coal, nuclear power, pump

storage, hydropower and gas turbines in order of importance. The most significant

is coal which contributed 87,5 per cent to the total installed electrical capacity of 34

141 MW in 1989, while the Koeberg nuclear power station contributed 57%'.

Unfortunately, however, coal is a non-renewable energy source and has a finite life

time in the RSA. Present estimates point to the fact that the last coal fired power
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plant in the RSA may be commissioned in the period 2035 to 20502. Thereafter, the

only presently known realistic alternative for base load generation in the RSA is

nuclear power. This form of power generation, however, requires a sophisticated

technology which must be supported by a specific expertise and infrastructure before

being able to contribute in any significant way to the RSA's power requirements. The

lead time from the decision to install a new power station to final operation is at least

10 years. It is, therefore, neccesary to accurately predict the demand 10 years ahead

while ignoring largely short term fluctuations. It also makes sound sense to phase in

any nuclear capacity at a suitably early time well before the last coal fired power

station is commissioned. One scenario investigated in a joint ESKOM/AEC studV3

in 1987 is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Graph projecting installed capacity for coal, PWR reactor and breeder

reactor power stations.
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It should be noted that time scales and growth curves on this figure should be treated

with some caution as many of the assumptions that were made in 1987 are no longer

valid and could result in a shift of the respective curves in the short and intermediate

term. From Figure 2 it becomes aparent that coal and nuclear generated electric

po wer should be seen as complementary in the future electric energy strategy of the

RSA with a well planned transition from one to the other. The timely development

of the nuclear capacity requires careful strategic planning as a number of strengths

but also significant constraints in the RSA, should be taken into account.

The electrical energy equivalence of the RSA uranium resources (RAR EAR- I

< $130/kg U) of approximately 432 500 tU when used in a once-through cycle in light

water rectors such as Koeberg, is approximately equal to 140 Mt of coal. However,

in breeder reactors these uranium resources could be the electrical energy equivalent

of 490 000 Mt of coal in which case energy supply problems would almost certainly not

arise within the next century.

The current RSA uranium production, which is virtually all exported and currently

runs at a few thousand tons per annum, should not have a major impact on the total

reserves available for nuclear power in the RSA unless a significant price increase

materialises. In such an event the continued export of RSA uranium may become a

significant constraint as has been pointed out earlier. Should future technological

advances prove the use of thorium viable as a nuclear fuel, it is estimated that South

Africa could contribute 130 000 tons of ThO, from known deposits to the international

inventory of which about 38% is in the reasonably assured category. However, it must

be stressed that exploration for this commodity has never been undertaken on an

extensive scale in South Africa and that the technology for utilising this energy source

for power generation on an industrial scale is largely still unproven. The fact that

uranium in the RSA is largely associated with gold occurrences has been, and probably

will remain a significant blessing in the near future, but as the RSA gold production

declines, the coupling of uranium production to gold production.will become a very

severe constraint, as shown graphically in Figure 

H J BRYNARD



The focus of interest from Figure is on the decades 2020 to 2040, during which the

local demand for uranium will increase dramatically. his period of maximum

demand coincides with the time during which gold production from South African

mines will decline to negligible levejS4 , according to Figure 1 This means that much

of the uranium associated with the gold in the Witwatersrand reefs will have been

ri�iined out, but not necessarily recovered. In addition 21% of current resources,

constituting 90 200 tU, are located outside the Witwatersrand Basin. The cost of

recovering this uranium would, therefore, have a profound influence on the eventual

cost of electricity.

Although the RSA has considerable uranium resources in the lowest cost category

(about 167 000 tons RAR<$80/kg U) a significant portion of these may become

unexploitable for various reasons. Some uraniferous reefs of the Witwatersrand Basin

in current mining lease areas may remain unmined for the life of the mine because

of low associated gold grades. Closure of the mine would effectively sterilise these

resources. A substantial increase in the uranium price could permit the mining of

these reefs for uranium with gold as an important by-product. Of more immediate

concern are those mines which have shut down their uranium plants. If no planned

stockpiling policy has been implemented the uraniferous tailings will be diluted in the

main tailings stream. This dilution could render it uneconomic to recover the uranium

as a primary product when it is needed. Further plant closures could aggravate the

situation. In addition, a further loss in uraniferous tailings as a result of mining.

back-fill schemes, could ensue. It is estimated that 42% of te RAR<$80/kg U

resources in current mining lease areas could be affected by these factors. This

represents about 16 GW(e) of future PWR nuclear capacity and 960 GW(e) of fast

breeder nuclear capacity which may be lost. An incentive to persuade the mines to

conserve the uraniferous tailings for later extraction and to reconsider back-fill

schemes should be investigated.

The future supply of uranium in South Africa should also be viewed in the global

context of resources available to the world's nuclear industry. This shows that the

alternative of purchasing uranium from sources outside South Africa should be
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regarded with circumspection. Current world (WOCA - World Outside Centrally

Planned Economies) forward coverage, based on the�current consumption rate of low

cost resources (RAR($80/kg U) is about 37 yearS5 . For the intermediate term,

assuming a 35% mean growth rate in consumption and no additional discoveries,

current resources would leave a forward coverage of 25 years i.e. until 2015, present

inventories excluded. These projections are based on the assumption that the uranium

resources of South Africa and Australia, which together account for 44% of the

world's RAR < $80/kg U resources, would be available to the world's nuclear industry.

Should this not be the case the coverage period reduces to only 15 years, which is

close to the lead time to construct a nuclear power station. This indicates that there

could be little readily available uranium on the world market at the time when South

Africa's requirements are at their peak.

CONCLUSIONS

Although well endowed with uranium resources, South Africa could face a shortage

of this commodity in the next century, should the predicted electricity growth

materialise. Irrespective of whether this will be the case or not, all our current energy

resources should be conserved in the most cost-effective way.
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SUMMARY

A description is given of the Atomic Energy Corporation's uranium

conversion and enrichment plants at Valindaba, including a brief

discussion of problems encountered and plans for future develop-

ments

OPSOMMING

'n Beskrywing van die Atoomenergiekorporasie se uraan-omsetting-

en verrykingsaanlegte te Valindaba word gegee, insluitend 'n kort

bespreking van die probleme wat ondervind is en planne vir toe-

komstige ontwikkeling
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URANIUM CONVERSION

Plant Desc,.ription

A uranium conversion plant with a nominal capacity of 1200 t U/a has

been built by the Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) at Valindaba near

Pretoria to supply uranium hexafluoride (UF 6) to its uranium enrich-

ment facility.

The process involves the following discrete steps in the conversion

from ammonium diuranate (ADU) to UF 6 uranium trioxide (UO 3)

production, uranium tetrafluoride (UF 4) production and finally

UF6 production and distillation, as shown in Figure 1. Facilities

provided for the production of hydrogen fluoride (HF) and fluorine

(F 2) form part of the conversion plantcomplex. As the HF plant

capacity is larger than the conversion plant requirements, excess

hydrogen fluoride ranging in quality from industrial to high purity

grade is marketed locally and overseas.

ADU delivered to the conversion plant is filtered, dried and calcined

to produce uranium trioxide in pellet form. U03 is fed into a

vertical moving bed reactor consisting of two sections, i.e. an upper

reduction section where UO 3 is converted to uranium dioxide (UO 2)

at 600 'C by means of preheated ammonia, and a lower fluorination

section in which the UO 2 is contacted with HF to form UF4' The

relevant chemical reactions are:

Drying: (NH4)2U207 heat> 2UO3 2NH3 + H20

Reduction: 3O 3 + 2NH 3 3UO2 3H2 0 + N2

Fluorination: UO 2 + 4HF > UF4 2H20

The performance of the UF4 reactor is critically dependent on the

quality of U03 pellets fed into it. The reduction and fluorination

sections of the reactor are separated by means of a nitrogen barrier

which ensures that HF and ammonia do not react. The lower section of

the vertical reactor is cooled to prevent the bed from sintering at

the high temperatures which result from the fluorination reactions.

See Figure 2 for details.

P J Bredell
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Uranium tetrafluoride and electrolytically produced-fluorine gas are

fed into the UF 6 flame reactor where the following exothermic reac-

tion occurs. UF 4 + F2 UF6

UF 6 gas leaving the reactor is cooled, filtered to remove any so-

lids and then chilled to recover UF 6 by crystallisation. Unburned

UF collected at the bottom of the r eactor is recirculated to the
4

reactor inlet as shown in Figure 3 As a final step in the purifica-

tion process, UF 6 is distilled in order to comply with the string-

ent specification for feed material for the enrichment plant.

Plant Experience

UF 4 quality, which was originally below specification, has been

improved by upgrading the HF feed system of the UF 4 reactor and the

method of compaction of UO 3 pellets. A reduction in the sodium and

potassium content of ADU has also led to an improvement in UF 4

reactor performance.

Problems associated with the clogging of the UF 6 reactor have been

overcome by improving the UF 4 quality, as well as modifying the

UF 4 distributor at the inlet to the reactor. The UF 6 distilla-

tion column was redesigned to ensure compliance with the enrichment

plant specification.

The ADU used in this conversion plant is supplied by NUFCOR'from

selected mines and the quality is carefully monitored to ensure effec-

tive conversion plant performance.

Future Developments

A study is currently under way to determine the feasibility of using

U 308 instead of ADU as feed material to the plant. Although the

need for UO 3 production would fall away in this case, certain tech-

nical aspects still need to be further investigated.

P J Bredell
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A considerable effort is also being made to reduce uranium losses to

acceptable levels by improving effluent recovery systems.

An interesting option being considered at present is the possibility

of producing additional fluorinated products utilizing surplus HF

production. A survey is being done to determine the profitability of

entering the fluorinated product market both locally and internationa-

ly.

URANIUM ENRICHMENT

Plant Description

The AEC semi-commercial uranium enrichment plant, with a nominal

capacity of 300 tons separative work per annum (t SW/a) is currently

in operation at Valindaba near Pretoria. The plant was built as part

of the AEC's uranium enrichment programme, which commenced in the

mid-sixties with the development of a new isotope separation technolo-

gy and led to the establishment of a pilot enrichment plant in the

seventies. Various studies were undertaken to investigate the feasi-

bility of a commercial enrichment venture, but the decision to pro-

ceed with the present plant was, however, largely precipitated by the

passing of the US Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act in 1978 prohibiting,

inter alia, the export of separative work to countries that would not

submit all their nuclear facilities to International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA) safeguards, such as South Africa at the time.

The establishment of the semi-commercial venture was preceded by a

prototype development phase aimed at demonstrating th e viability of a

new cascade design called the Helikon Technique.

Construction of the semi-commercial plant commenced in 1979 and was

completed at the end of 1986. Plant commissioning took another eight-

een months, resulting in the commencement of production in September

1988. Except for short outages due to maintenance, the plant has

been in continuous operation ever since.
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The enrichment process is based on the aerodynamic separation of

uranium isotopes by a vortex device, also referred to as a "statio-

nary walled centrifuge". The process fluid consists of a gaseous

mixture of uranium hexafluoride (UF 6) and hydrogen, with the latter

serving as a carrier gas. The enrichment factor achieved by this

type of separating device is asymmetrical, that is, the enhancement

of the isotopic concentration of the enriched stream produced by the

device is significantly more than the corresponding reduction in the

concentration of the depleted stream leaving the element as shown in

Figure 4.

Separating element asymmetry is compensated for by means of the above-

mentioned Helikon Technique. The latter is based on the principle of

multiple stream compression in specially designed axial flow compres-

sors that limit inter-stream mixing to acceptable levels. Thus,

separation stages consisting of a number of separating elements inter-

connected as shown in Figure cn be configured to behave in a sym-

metrical fashion, i.e. by ensuring that the combined enriched flow

produced by the separation stage is equal to the depleted flow lea-

ving the stage. Utilizing the Hlikon Technique, the element

enriched streams and the element feed streams of the same stage are

respectively compressed by means of two axial flow compressors. All

components belonging to a particular separation stage, i.e.

separating elements, compressors and accompanying heat exchangers,

are physically contained in a single cylindrical vessel, called a

module, in which element gas flow inter-connection is achieved by

means of partitioned channels arranged inside the module. See Figure

6.

Since the separation stages behave symmetrically from a separation

point of view, they are arranged in a classical enrichment cascade

configuration employing a counter-current inter-stage header system.

Inter-stage transfer of enriched streams is achieved by means of a

single partitioned pipe designed to prevent mixing between individual

streams,. The depleted header system, however, uses an undivided

pipe.
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The physical module size is dictated by the minimum volume flow that

can be handled by the axial flow compressors used in the separation

stage. Having thus effectively fixed the number of separating ele-

ments per module, the stage separative work capacity is also deter-

mined. Given the gross separative work output of the plant, and

utilizing the above stage size, a cascade consisting of 46 equivalent

separation stages has been designed that is capable of achieving the

required enrichment of 325% in three successive batching opera-

tions. For tails assays below 03% a fourth batching step can be

added to the enrichment cycle, if necessary.

As a natural consequence of the separation process which takes place

inside each separating element, the UF 6 and H2 process gas compo-

nents are also partially separated. This results in a cascade hydro-

gen flow imbalance which is corrected at the most highly enriched end

of the cascade by means of a gas separator. Purified hydrogen pro-

duce d by the gas separator is recirculated to the most depleted end

of the cascade. Five separation stages, almost identical to those

used for enrichment, are employed in the gas separator. In order to

facilitate the gradual change-over from the isotope to the gas separa-

tion sections of the cascade, eight transition stages, similar to the

abovementioned two types, are provided.

Owing to the above difficulties associated with gas separation at

cascade block interfaces, the ideal cascade design has been squared-

off to form a practical cascade consisting of a single enrichment and

stripper block utilizing a common separation stage size throughout.

Plant Experience

Most of the technical problems encountered during the commissioning

of the semi-commercial enrichment plant could be traced back to insuf-

ficient prototype testing. In spite of experience gained on pilot

plant and subsequent prototype systems, problems still emerged during

the commissioning phase which had not been anticipated. These in-

clude metal fatigue encountered in module assemblies subject to aero-

dynamic vibrations and maloperation of compressor gas seal systems

used for dynamic process gas containment.

P J Bredell
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Owing to a very tight construction programme, the prototype experien-

ce obtained prior to finalizing process plant designs was insuffi-

cient and resulted in plant modifications that had to be dealt with

during the plant commissioning phase. The fact that this enrichment

plant was a unique venture undertaken solely by South African exper-

tise meant that all process related problems had to be solved within

the AEC, which was fortunately well equipped to provide the necessary

technical assistance.

Future Developments

The technology developed for this enrichment plant is based on an

energy intensive process. Therefore, it is recognized that, in an

age of ever-increasing power costs, the present enrichment plant may

ultimately have to be phased out and replaced by a more advanced

technology. However, countries committed to the gaseous diffusion

process, which is similarly energy intensive, have found that exis-

ting commercial plants have a surprising longevity in spite of their

high energy consumption, owing to special agreements with utilities

on electricity tariffs, and the fact that most of the capital cost of

these plants has already been repaid or has been considered as sun-

ken. The same argument should also apply in the case of the South

African enrichment facility.

Viewed against the above background, alternative technologies there-

fore have to compete with well-established existing facilities and

infrastructures in an already oversupplied enrichment market.
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SUMMARY

This paper provides an overview of the AEC's BEVA and ELPROD
facilities for the fabrication of nuclear fuel. It also
describes the sophisticated Hot Cell Complex, which is
capable of accommodating pressurised water reactor fuel and
various other irradiated samples. Some interesting problems
and their solutions are discussed.

OPSOMMING

Hierdie referaat verskaf In oorsig van die AEK se BEVA en
ELPROD-aanlegte vir die vervaardiging van kernbrandstof en
die gesofistikeerde Warmselkompleks, wat die vermod het om
drukwaterreaktor brandstof en In verskeidenheid bestraalde
monsters te hanteer, word ook beskryf. Enkele tegniese
probleme wat ondervind is, word tesame met oplossings
bespreek.
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INTRODUCTION

Through the years the AEC and its predecessors the Atomic Energy

Board and NUCOR were to a greater or lesser extent involved in

research and development of fuel fabrication.

Because of the threat of sanctions it was decided to erect a fuel

fabrication plant for the manufacture of Materials Testing Reactor

(MTR) fuel exclusively for use in the AEC's research reactor,

SAFARI, as a means to ensure that SAFARI could be kept

operational.

The Physical Metallurgy Department possessed a high level of

expertise concerning melting and casting technology, and the

conventional uranium-aluminium alloy manufacturing route was

chosen. Reduced uranium enrichment 45 % U-235) meant a higher

uranium content in the uranium-aluminium alloy, but no information

was available on powder metallurgical techniques developed and

employed elsewhere. The conventional route was therefore

considered safer, especially with regard to schedules.

The ELPROD plant was erected during the second half of the

seventies, and the first fuel elements were provided to SAFARI on

27 March 1980. To date, 60 fuel elements have been produced and

successfully irradiated.

During October 1977 the Government of the Republic of South Africa

gave instructions for the AEC to prepare for a possible project

encompassing the erection of a fuel fabrication plant to satisfy

ESKOM's requirements for pressurised water re actor (PWR) fuel for

the two KOEBERG units near Cape Town. These instructions were

formally ratified on 22 February 1978.
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During April 1979 a contract was signed with a company of

industrial architects and erection of the buildings started in

January 1980. Final civil work was completed during December 1985.

Official qualification runs on the various components and

assemblies started late in 1987 and the first four fuel assemblies

were delivered to KOEBERG on 14 September 1988. Series production

of the first reload for KOEBERG. started during April 1988.

The decision to erect a Hot Cell Complex on the AEC's Pelindaba

site coincided with the Government's instruction to erect the fuel

fabrication plant.

The design of the Hot Cell Complex was initiated early in 1978 and

was only finally completed during 1987. Civil work started during

the latter half of 1981 and was completed in 1986. Equipment

installation and cold commissioning were completed during 1989.

FUEL FABRICATION

The BEVA plant is rather unique in that it covers all required

processes for the fabrication of PWR fuel. This entails the

following:

M Uranium pellet production line, comprising U02 powder

production from UF6 received from the enrichment plant,

pelletising line and uranium waste recovery plant.

(ii) Zircaloy tube and bar production plant, comprising all

processes from feed material (zirconium dioxide) through

to final finishing, non-destructive testing and inspection

of cladding tubes, guide thimbles, instrumentation tubes

and Zircaloy-4 bar material required for the production of

end plugs.
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(iii) Component manufacture facilities, including Inconel grid

strap production, grid assembly, top and bottom nozzle

fabrication, and the manufacture of hold-down springs,

screws and other small components.

(iv) Assembly lines for fuel pin assembly, guide thimble

assembly, skeleton assembly and fuel assembly, with

associated non-destructive testing and inspection.

A layout of the site is given in Figure 

Plant capacities

The BEVA facility for PWR fuel is currently under-utilized because

of limited local demand. The design capacity is 100 tU/a but this

can be increased to 200 tU/a by means of limited capital expendi-

ture and the introduction of a three shift system.

The capacity of the ELPROD plant is 100 MTR fuel elements per

annum.

Problems experienced

In this section attention is given only to some typical examples

of problems experienced in establishing the BEVA fuel fabrication

plant for PWR fuel.

Product design

At the start of the project, virtually no information was

available on product specifications and design parameters. AEC

engineers were given the task to develop in-house specifications

from available ASTM specifications, gen eric information on PWR

reactor plant and fuel, and information available in the

literature.

P J Venter
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Plant and process design and layout

Initially both major projects discussed in this paper, BEVA and

the Hot Cell Complex, were assigned to a relatively small group

of approximately 65 engineers, scientists and technicians. These

people had very limited knowledge of or experience in process and

plant design but possessed well developed engineering, scientific

and technical skills particularly in the metallurgical,

mechanical and chemical engineering fields. As prior experience

was unavailable, all processes were designed from basic principles

and based on limited information available in technical

literature. The basic philosophy applied to the process design

problem was ultra conservative, to ensure that any incorrect

decisions would always be in the direction of greatest safety.

During the past few years and in particular during the past year

of production, it has been proven that the approach taken was the

correct one and that an optimal process had been chosen from the

product quality point of view.

Zircaloy cladding tube production

One of the more important aspects of the cladding tube specifi-

cation is the so called contractile strain ratio, which is deter-

mined by the metallurgical texture of hexagonally close packed

Zircaloy-4. This texture is in turn determined by the tube

reduction schedule and tooling schedules.

A small team responsible for the Zircaloy tube plant developed

various techniques for predicting the resultant texture of

Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes for various reduction schedules and

tooling designs. The techniques included the development of

computer models detailing the profile of tooling for all the steps

in any particular chosen reduction schedule in sufficient detail
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to allow evaluation and analysis on a microscopic scale. These

computer programmes were supported by an in-depth study of

available literature on texture and texture development in

Zircaloy materials.

The theoretical work was initially tested by practical analyses

of texture changes and texture development in Zircaloy sheet

material which was cold rolled on a laboratory rolling mill.

Through knowledge of material flow characteristics, deductions

could be made for tubular material based on the results of sheet

rolling experiments.

At a ater stage the results of these predictions were confirmed

by actual experimental work using tubular material and tools

designed and manufactured in-house followed by extensive analyses

on a X-ray goniometer. In doing so it was possible to ensure that

the specification for contractile strain ratio could be achieved

very soon after production trials started.

UF6 to U02 conversion

U02 powder characteristics are directly determined by the process

which is chosen to convert the enriched UF gas to UO powder.6 2
One of the major challenges to the group responsible for the

process and plant design for the conversion process was to choose

amongst the available wet and dry processes. A final choice was

made after due consideration of resultant powder characteristics

as well as patent restrictions and it was decided to make use of

a dry, gaseous phase reduction of UF6 with steam and hydrogen.

During 1978, a feasibility study on a small conversion kiln was

performed by engineers, scientists and technicians (5 in number) 

Construction of the pilot kiln, which was commissioned in March

1980, started in 1979. The first 46 kg of good U02 were produced

in January 1982.
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Designing the main plant could not be delayed until results became

available from the pilot plant, and detail design was initiated

during 1978. The conversion kiln was ordered during May 1980,

before the pilot plant yielded product for experimental purposes.

The process installation for the conversion kiln was completed in

September 1982. Because the process was thoroughly designed from

first principles and the pilot plant was available to test the

designs and make necessary modifications, albeit barely ahead of

the conversion kiln, the conversion kiln and associated processes

yielded a good product from day one.

Proof of conformance to specifications

One of the major concerns during the early stages of the project

was to prove conformance to specifications and consistency of

product quality. This problem was addressed in the following two

manners:

(i) Quality Management Programme

One of the first priorities was to establish a comprehen-

sive Quality Management Programme Plan. It was decided to

conform to the basic requirements of ASME/ANSI NA-1 and

system procedures were developed for each of the 

requirements. Although this was the responsibility of the

Quality Assurance Department, all line personnel were

involved in the development of the programme, thereby

ensuring acceptance and a high level of indoctrination at

a very early stage. Implementation of the Quality

Management Programme was and still is checked on a regular

basis by formal audits and surveillances performed by

persons independent of normal production line authority.
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(ii) Qualification Programme

As part of the Quality Management Programme, an extensive

qualification programme was defined. The qualification

programme was comprised of the following steps:

(a) Manufacturing Test Programme, whereby the limits

of the operating ranges of the individual

processes or facilities were investigated;

(b) Evaluation Programme, whereby the various facili-

ties and steps within a process line were coupled

and the resultant products were fully evaluated to

check compliance with specifications; and

(c) Formal qualification of processes, personnel and

products, whereby compliance of processes with

specific requirements, compliance of operators and

inspectors with defined training and ability

criteria, and compliance of products inclusive of

final fuel assemblies with extended specifications

had to be proven.

The end result of the Qualification Programme was the

manufacture of 4 demonstration assemblies, which were

delivered to KOEBERG on 14 September 1988 and which have

now successfully completed one reactor cycle.

Proof of performance

Exhaustive post-irradiation examination of fuel pins extracted

from removable pin fuel assemblies will be carried out. The first

four such fuel pins were transported from KOEBERG to the AEC's Hot

Cell Complex and were received on May 1990. They will be

examined during 1990.
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The four demonstration assemblies were compared with standard fuel

purchased by ESKOM from external sources and which had undergone

similar irradiation cycles. These demonstration assemblies were

extensively examined and measured in the fuel pool after the first

irradiation cycle. Preliminary results indicate that there are

no significant differences between BEVA fuel and the standard

fuel.

These measurements, as well as post-irradiation examination of

fuel pins, will be repeated after the second and third irradiation

cycles.

Future developments

Production of zirconium

The AEC has for some years been involved in the development of a

unique process for the production of zirconium from zirconium

dioxide via an aluminothermic reaction. It is anticipated that

the first tubes from locally produced zirconium will be available

for irradiation in SAFARI to determine in-pile characteristics by

October 1992. A number of removable pins will subsequently be

irradiated in KOEBERG after which a full qualification programme

will be performed prior to fuel being manufactured from locally

produced zirconium for use in KOEBERG. The anticipated completion

date for the first core reload manufactured from locally sourced

zirconium is 1995.

Product adaptations

Various minor adaptations of the product are receiving attention.

One of the major programmes that may be embarked on at a later

stage is the development of all-Zircaloy fuel. This need was

identified from indications by ESKOM that replacement of Inconel

grids with Zircaloy-4 grids may be required in future.

P J Venter
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HOT CELL COMPLEX

The requirement for a metallurgical Hot Cell Complex for the post-

irradiation examination (PIE) of structural reactor materials

became apparent during the late sixties and early seventies.

Because the AEC had other commitments, satisfaction of this need

had to be delayed.

The requirements changed substantially from the earlier needs when

the BEVA project triggered very extensive anticipated requirements

for PWR fuel examinations. It was therefore decided to plan and

erect a complex capable of performing all anticipated PIE on PWR

fuel to prove the performance of a totally "new" fuel design and

vendor.

Figure 2 shows the ground floor plan of the AEC Hot Cell Complex.

The facility consists of 3 high density (alpha, beta, gamma)

concrete cells and 23 lead steel cells. The concrete cells and

certain lead steel cells provide alpha, beta, gamma containment

and shielding and allow operations to be performed under inert

atmosphere.

The reception and pool area provides for the reception and

unloading of flasks up to 80 tons loaded with PWR fuel assemblies

or fuel pins. The storage pool can hold 28 PWR fuel assemblies,

and also provides wall space for highly-active waste contained

inside canisters. The water temperature can be regulated to below

40'C whilst water conductivity and pH can be controlled to PWR

pool water specifications.

Technical and Scientific capabilities

The AEC's Hot Cell Complex has been designed and equipped to

perform physical, chemical and metallurgic al examination of:
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Full length PWR fuel assemblies or pins at any stage of

burn-up;

Other reactor fuel;

Irradiated structural materials (eg. the KOEBERG

surveillance ferritic samples); and

Irradiated materials and samples irradiated in rigs in a

materials test reactor.

The more noteworthy characteristics and capabilities of the Hot

Cell Complex are as follows:

Dismantling of fuel assemblies and elements;

Sipping station to identify leaking pins;

- Neutron radiography (using the neutron source at SAFARI);

- Metrology (length, diameter and bow measurements on PWR

fuel pins in the vertical position);

- Eddy current measurements;

- Macro- and microgammametry;

- Fission gas extraction and analysis;

- Hardness testing;

- Biaxial creep and burst testing;

- Tensile testing (room temperature to 400'C);

- Impact testing 196'C to 3000C);

- Gas analysis (C, N, 0, H);

- Wet chemical analysis and burn-up determination;

- Density measurement;

- Metallography and ceramography;

- Optical microscopy with image analysis; and

- Scanning electron microscopy with EDAX.

A complete waste (liquid, solid) management system supports the

technical and scientific capabilities.
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Most equipment is computerized for fast processing of data.

Status

The facility:

1. has been (cold) commissioned;

2. is under IAEA safeguards; and

3. is under control of an ASME/ANSI NQA-1 Quality Management

Programme.

The first licensing phase for the facility as required by the

Council for Nuclear Safety has been completed and accepted. Fur

PWR fuel pins were recently received from KOEBERG.

Problems encountered and solved

Sanctions closed overseas nuclear facilities to South Africans

seeking scientific and engineering collaboration. This caused the

AEC to rely on its own resources for the specifications and design

of the facility. South African engineering firms were sub-

contracted to construct the Hot Cell Complex.

With little or no nuclear expertise available amongst the sub-

contractors, many technical meetings between the professional

engineers and scientists of the AEC and engineers from the sub-

contracted firms were held, where the philosophy and technical

specifications of the facility were discussed.

Typical design problems encountered were:

(i) No experience of casting high-density concrete existed in

the Pelindaba region. Early attempts by the contractors

at casting high density concrete were unsuccessful and the
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assistance of the Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research was sought. .After thorough evaluation of

available technical publications, a procedure was drafted.

Application of this procedure by the contractor ensured

acceptable quality.

(ii) To dismantle PWR fuel assemblies inside cell and to

prevent overheating of the PWR fuel pins (for a 1 kW

decay heat the fuel pins inside the assembly can reach

500'C in air if no forced cooled air flow is available)

the assembly is transported underwater into cell I and

placed inside a canal with 90 of the assembly under

water. Water circulating through this canal prevents

overheating while dismantling of the assembly takes place

on the section above floor level.

(iii) Where in-cell equipment and components were not available,

either standard off-the-shelf instruments or components

were adapted or designed and built from scratch. Many

examples of such modifications can be seen in the Hot Cell

Complex.

(iv) The unloading and storage pool walls were clad with 3mm

thick 304L stainless steel sheet.

Welding procedures were formally qualified before the

actual lining was welded in place. Automatic TIG welding

machines were used to ensure consistent quality. All

welds were evaluated by means of both dye penetrant and

ultrasonic testing.

The total pool sheet surface was divided into an (X, Y)

grid and the inside surfaces of the welded joints were

covered by a drainage system imbedded in the concrete
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behind the sheets. All welds were hydraulically tested by

incrementally filling the pools, allowing a time delay of

24 hours between defined water levels. The pipe outlets

behind the grids were checked hourly for'water leakage.

No leaks were observed.

Future Developments

As the cells have not yet been commissioned with irradiated

material, the next few years will be devoted to gaining experience

and building expertise in operating the Hot Cell Complex as well

as examining PWR fuel and other samples. Fuel pins from the first

four BEVA demonstration fuel assemblies and tube samples

irradiated in SAFARI as part of the evaluation program for locally

produced Zircaloy-4 will provide the bulk of the work load.
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I/ BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW

An electricity utility has to satisfy customers' quality, quantity and

safety demands at the lowest cost, by making the best use of the technical

and energy resources it has available. This is why, very early on, EDF

became interested in the use of nuclear energy, after the creation of the

French "Commissariat a 1Energie Atomique" (CEM, whose first director was

Frdddric Juliot-Curie who, in 1939, deposited the first patents for atomic

piles.

Following the first nuclear kWh produced in France, at Marcoule in

1956, the natural uranium gaz cooled reactor programme (Chinon, Saint

Laurent, Bugey) was interrupted when the difficulties of exceeding 500/600

MW became obvious. At the same time, EDF explored other nuclear

technologies heavy water, PWR with Belgium (Chooz A 300 MW then Tihange

900 W, BWR with Schwyss (which did hot lead to any construction), FBR

(Phoenix 250 W.

In 1969, France opted for the enriched uranium and light water system

and decided the construction of a pre-series (CPO) of six 900 MW PWR units

(Fessenheim and Bugey).

Then in 1974, in response to the world oil crisis, France defined a

policy capable of reducing the country's fuel imports in the balance of

payments, because France had few and costly coal resources, little gas and

very little oil.

In 1975 EDF abandoned the BWR to keep only one type of PWR

(WESTINGHOUSE model).

The French programme includes (fig.1)

- 34 x 900 MW units all in operation (CPO, CP1, CP2 programs) with

grid connections from April 77-to Nov 8

- 20 x 1 300 MW units 14 in operation with first grid connections from

June 84 to Dec 88 3 scheduled for 1990).
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- then the last series, a model called N4, starting with Chooz Bl

which is scheduled to start in 1992. The second unit was ordered in 1987.

The orders for the next units are expected in 1991 and 1993. The schedule

for the following orders will depend on the evolution of power

requirements till the end of the 20th Century.

The intense period of unit construction is over.

Several reasons explain that a certain production margin will exist in

France for the coming years and the resulting slowdown in the nuclear

power programme

- the nuclear plants succeeded in their first mission of replacing oil

and partly coal for electricity production (fig.2),

- the increase in French electricity consumption has slowed down

following the economic activity trends since a few years ago, yet French

consumption is stimulated by an important commercial effort from EDF and

exports have greatly increased thanks to the price of French electricity

which is one of the lowest in Europe,

- operating nuclear units have remarkable availability rates,

- nuclear units will not be renewed before the next century given the

results of the first studies on their probable lifetime.

The pressurized water reactors technology which has been progressively

improved over 20 years will still progress thanks to a major study program

named "REP 2000" PWR for the year 2000, conducted simultan eously in three

directions 

- improvement of the "N4" model

- variable neutron spectrum pressurized water reactor, approaching a

breeder

- study of safety concepts discussed today throughout the world.

According to the present tentative plan, the requirements for a new

reactor are scheduled to the firmed up in 1992, the first order to be

placed in 1995 or a bit later, and the unit to go into commercial

operation after the year 2000.

Moreover EDF built, in European cooperation, the fast breeder Super

Phenix 1200 MW) which started operation in 1986 and is starting up again

after its outage due to problems with the fuel storage and transfer

barrel.
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For the future, a study program has been set up for the electric

utilities of Federal Germany, Great Britain, France and Italy by

engineering teams of these countries for the drafting of an European

preliminary project which could be commited before the end of the next

decade.

2/ PROGRAM SPECIFICITIES

Let us summarize the main specific features of the French nuclear

power programme 

- The work to be due was of an unusual volume in twenty years. On lst

January 1990, EDF was constructing five PWR units and operating forty-

eight PWR units, two fast breeders and four natural uranium gas-cooled

units. Nuclear energy supplied 75 of French electricity generated in

1989 and the net production of 289 TWh is second in the world behind the

USA.

EDF is the world's first nuclear utility in terms of generation.

- EDF had the experience of conventional thermal plants series 125,

250 600 then 700 W The same standardization policy of series was

followed (900, 1300, then 1400 MW) with the choice of a single

Westinghouse pressurized water reactor technology developped in France by

Framatome associated with a single turbine supplier : Alsthom. This

choice, without parallel in the world, made it possible to efficently

mobilize engineering resources, industrial capabilities and the means

available to the regulatory authorities (fig.3).

Standardization also aids in shortening construction schedules and

reducing costs. It is also a decisive factor for equipment reliability,

and facilitates operating and maintenance and allows better personnel

training and experience feedback.

Of course standardization can give rise to a fear of generic

incidents but 

. every effort is made to detect them in good time (incident analysis)

and asunit contruction was spaced over time there is no reason to believe

that any such incidents would all happen at the same time,

. in-depth studies can be performed to analyze their causes and find

remedies,
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- if such an incident were to affect the availability of the first

units, preventive maintenance could be performed in masked time for the

others,

- a remarkable continuty of the nuclear program and of industrial

structures,

- the strict organization of the different organizations involved from

the public authority to the equipment suppliers,

- EDF was made entirely responsible for the implementation of the

French nuclear power programme. It designed all of the units and performed

the project management activities. It was able to make the benefits of all

its engineering and operating experience available to its own departements

and those of the contractors involved,

- the experience feedback system organized within EDF between the

Engineering Construction Division and the Nuclear Fossil Generation

Division and also with safety authority and manufacturers.

- Standardization has been an essential element in this

series-by-series progress and facilitates experience feedback in that any

resulting modifications are applied to the series concerned. A "final

state of series" was defined for the 900 MW series, based on a final list

of additions and modifications to be performed on each unit, with the

Chinon B4 unit as a reference, during annual outages until the first

10-yearly outage.

All these factors resulted in important technical progress, gradually

applied in accordance with experience, from the 900 MW 3-loop units up to

11N411.

The 1400 MW series "N4" has in addition the particularity of being 00 %

French following the end of the licencing agreement that Framatome and

Alsthom had entered into with their US counterparts. In 1981, CEA bought

Westinghouse shares in Framatome and the licencing agreement was

transformed into a cooperation agreement.



3/ SOME RESULTS

PWR UNITS CONNECTED TO THE GRID (JANUARY 1990)

900 MW 1 300 MW

34 Number of units 14

277 Acquired experience (reactor-years) 46

8.1 Average reactor age (years) 3.4

30 650 Installed Power (W 18 490

1 453 Cumulative net Output since 302

commissioning (TWh)

CONSTRUCTION TIMES

For 900 MW plants, contruction times are reduced considerably from one

unit to the next on a single site, and from one site to another, due to

the experience accumulated in building units in series. Total construction

time for one unit, which was 78 months from the ordering date to

connection to the grid at Fessenheim 1, was reduced to about 70 months for

the first CP1 units, then to about 60 months for later 900 MW units.

Good construction times result from optimization. Generally, they should

be as short as possible so as to reduce financing costs. In some cases,

there can be benefits in extending construction time. Thus, the initial

construction time scheduled for 1300 MW units was 72 months. However,

lower electricity demand forecasts led EDF to voluntarily extend the

construction times for 1300 MW units as of 1983. With this extension which

affords the benefit of smoothing out in-factory and construction site

work, unit construction is scheduled for as long as 86 months in some

cases even though it would be quite feasible to have a schedule 14 months

shorter.

COSTS

It is difficult to compare the evolution of the cost of building our

plants. It depends of the number of unit on a site and of the local site

conditions (big or small river, sea, cliff).

The most important factor in the cost evolution was the step up from

900 MWe to 1300 MWe units. This is explained on the one hand by technical

considerations the choice of completely separate units and new turbine

buildings and on the other by the large number of unit pairs in the 1300

MWe series. The cost increased by 25 .

The current goal is to reduce the construction costs of the "N4"

series by 5 % as compared to the 1300 MW series.

Comparing series, the gross cost drift of the Fessenheim-Bugey prototypes

is 3 per year, but for the 900 MWe CP1-CP2 series it is only about 0.5 %

per year, and for the 1300 MWe series practically zero.
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LIFETIME

For the time being, there are no new technologies on the horizon that

could make the units currently in service obsolete, as was the case with

conventional thermal power units.

Unit lifetime depends on the lifetime of the main components. A very

extensive programme of in-service inspection allows the state of

equipments to be monitored. The results of the 10 yearly inspections

performed on three units are encouraging and also confirm that PWR units

are well-designed. Consequently, it seems reasonable to expect a lifetime

of say 40 years if certain components are replaced (steam generators,

I&C).

FUEL PERFORMANCES

Major progress can be made in the field of fuel performances to reduce

the cost price of power generation.

From 30 000 MWd/tU we now achieve 34 500 MWd/tU. Tests have demonstrated

that 58 000 MWd/tU can be achieved without incident.

Given the specific conditions of French PWR plants, we have opted for

annual quarter-core refuelling (with 37 enrichment) for our 900 MW and

1 300 MW plants rather than extending the cycle to 18 months.

The new AFA fuel has shown excellent behaviour.

In 1985, EDF decided to recycle plutonium in its PWRs. Moreover, we are

preparing to use still further enriched uranium resulting from

reprocessing.

LOAD FOLLOWING

Generally, in foreign contries nuclear units operate at base load. Due

to the large proportion of nuclear electricity in France, a high degree of

operational flexibility in nuclear plants is necessary. A reactor advanced

manoeuvrability package (RAMP) allows grid demand to be matched (load

following) and automatic frequency control. The system has now been

installed on all "CPI" and "CP2" 900 MW units.

The load following modulation range is from minimum technical power

(200 MW) to rated power as required. Load changes of 50 MWe/min are

possible but more often dispatching uses slopes of 20 or 30 MWe/min.

The activity of fission products in the primary coolant has been

monitored and there is no evolution due to load following.
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AVAILABILITY

Because of load following, the availability factor is greater than the

load factor. The use factor during availability was about 80 in the last

three years.

"Expected" availability for a typical unit can be calculated from

international statistics. It increases gradually as "teething problems"

are overcome The expected average availability reference value of 71 

for adult units has been surpassed by the pool of French units every year

since 1983. Results from recent years are within the 78-83 range, and

are strikingly consistent. Consequently we have adjusted to 74 the

capability assumptions made to evaluate future neclear power plant needs

(1300 AND 1400 MW units).

This jump is limited because our experience with the 300 MWe units

is still relatively minor compared to that with 900 MWe units and because

of the probable increase of maintenance with age (steam generator

replacement for exemple).

Availability may be improved by spacing out refuelling outages and by

mastering outage durations. However, given the worth of having good

knowledge of the state of equipment and the annual evolution of output

requirements, annual outages are preferable.

A planned annual availability loss of the order of 12 for adult PWRs

would seem to be a reasonable value that enables EDF to plan for the

future and to provide easurable assurance of unit lifetime.

Reducing the frequency of unplanned shutdowns statistical analysis

can enable weak points to be discerned, remedies to be devised and

adjustments to be made to preventive maintenance programmes. Unplanned in

unavailability of between 4 and would seem to be a realistic target

and is currently being reached by adult 900 MWe Ms.

Although its impact on availability is relatively limited, the

frequency of automatic and spurious reactor scrams (turbogenerator set

connected) is a indicator of the state of I&C and the ability of the plant

to withstand the transients. The number of these shutdowns has been

constantly decreasing for several years with the progress made in test

procedures and instrumentation.
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RADIATION PROTECTION

The risks of exposure to radiation for operating and maintenance

personnel have been considerably reduced thanks to efforts made in all

fields system "cleanness" water chemistry job organization special

tools.

In 1989, the average dose per unit was about 2 man-Sievert.

RADIOACTIVE RELEASES

In conformity with current legislation concerning radwaste, all liquid

and gaseous effluents are checked before release or treatment.

The cumulated values of the specific radioactivity of releases have always

been below authorized regulatory thresholds and have regularly diminished

over the past few years.

Releases to the atmosphere continued to be very low, i.e. a few

percentage points 4 of the authorized limit for the release of gaseous

radioactive waste from nuclear power plants.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES

The volume of the radioactive wastes packaged in the plants after

improvement is stabilized at 215 m3 per unit per year.

CHEAPEST ELECTRICITY

Given France's national energy context, PWRs were judged the most

cost-effective solution for meeting requirements. The economic benefit has

been confirmed and even now -with the current low fossil fuel prices- the

competitiveness of nuclear energy is undeniable. For power plants coming

into operation in the 1990's, the costs for baseload operation are

- nuclear kWh 021 French francs,

- coal kWh (with desulfurization) : 0299 French francs.

In 1989 the cost of nuclear generation was marginal during a part of

the year.

This is a great advantage for the French consumer who benefits from

some of the cheapest electricity in Europe. There is also the possibility

to develops industries, big consumers of electricity, and to export

electricity within Europe 42 tWh in 1989).
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DEPENDENCE RATE OF FRANCE AS REGARDS ENERGY

This rate, reaching 72 in the 1970's, has dropped to 50 % thanks to

limited generation by EDF's conventional thermal power plants which now

only operate during winter peaks but which mus remain available so as to

overcome any problems encontered with nuclear power plants and to meet any

exceptional climatic conditions 12.9 TWh in 1988, 26 TWh in 1989).

REDUCTION OF S02 AND NOX EMISSION

The nuclear power plant programme has greatly contribued, indirectly,

to the reduction of sulfur dioxide releases from EDF's conventional

thermal power plants. In 1980, there were almost M ton of these

releases; in 1987, they were lower than 0.085 M ton.

IMPACT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY ON THE FRENCH ECONOMY

The nuclear industry involves 120 000 jobs and has significantly

improved the balance of payments by reducing energy imports and making

electricity exports possible.

The nuclear energy sector basically includes

electricity generation

power plant construction and maintenance

fuel cycle industry

Its impact can be measured by

investments - nuclear technologies need a lot of capital investment

(mainly from loans, some from of hese from foreign countries).

added value or the money earned by the operation of the facilities

thus created

In relation to total investments in France (EDF, CEA, Industry), the

nuclear sector's portion exceeds 2 %. The efforts made can be compared to

those made just after the 2nd World War for the development of

hydroelectric power plants. After a peak of 40 GFFr/year at the start of

the 80's, investments are now about 20 GFFr/year.

Calculations have shown that, without nuclear energy, we would

presently consume 73 MT/year of coal which would contribute to a price

rise in imported coal and that, in view of the foreign currency required

by the two solutions, the nuclear programme allows us to save about

40 GFFr in foreign currency a year.



4/ THE ACTORS

The Public Authorities exercice their authority

- to authorize the investment after a proposal by a working group of

economic and industrial experts from industries, EDF, CEA and energy

industries,

- to draft and check the implementation of general technical rules

involving safety and radiation protection,

- to give authorization for each plant following a thirough evaluation of

the measures designed to guarantee its safety,

- to onitor the building and operation.

EDF : Project manager, architect engineer and operator

In addition to its role as owner, EDF is also the designer,

architect-engineer and project manager for all its generation facilities

whether they use hydropower, fossil fuel, or nuclear energy.

In this framework, it defines a project as a whole, and the general rules

and technical specifications to be observed by all involved. EDF prepares

contract packages and then draws up and signs contracts awarded for

studies, manufacturing, erection and the testing of equipment and civil

works.

It coordinates the definition of assemblies and sub-assemblies, their

interfaces and coherence, and is answerable to the safety authorities for

installation conformity to the regulations in force.

Within EDF there exists a close working relationship between the

"builder" (the Engineering Construction Division) and the operator (the

Generation Transmission Division). It prevails throughout the design,

construction, start-up and commissioning phases of installations and is a

key element of experience feedback.
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THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

The French nuclear industry is structured around to poles

- the major companies, with Framatome for the PWR nuclear steam supply

system (NSSS) and Alsthom for the turbogenerators, as well as a large

number (about 600) of small- and medium- sized companies,

The French nuclear power programme is implemented through a

multiple-package strategy. For a nuclear power unit, more than 800

contracts are signed. Their size varies greatly, the largest contract

amounts to one-third of the total cost, while the 50 largest contracts

account for 80 % of total cost.

About 50 of the contracts for a unit are valid for a complete series and

represent roughly 65 of the cost of the unit.

- the CEA and its subsidiaries, that manage the fuel cycle, conduct

research and development studies and provide assistance to the government

in the field of safety.

Quality demands for the nuclear sector have resulted in a narrowing

down of subcontractors to the companies that are both the best-equipped

and the best able to meet high standards of excellence.

Over the years, a network has been built up of suppliers and

subcontractors whose competence has largely contributed to the

achievements of the French nuclear program.

CEA's MAJOR ROLE

Initially the CEA, set up at the end of 1945, was primarily a nuclear

research center. Today it has a large number of industrial and commercial

subsidiaries.

The group, taken as a whole, employs 38 000 persons. Its structures

clearly reflect the diversity of its responsibilities : research and

development of prototypes.

Among the CEA's subsidiaries, the largest is COGEMA. Which supplies the

entire range of services associated with the fuel cycle in liaison with

industrial companies.

Radwaste storage and management is supervised by the "Agence Nationale

pour la Gestion des D6chets Radioactifs" (ANDRA, National Agency for the

Management of Radioactive Waste).

Low-activity waste from nuclear installations is sent to surface-storage

centers. High-activity waste produced by reprocessing plants (vitrified

products) and alpha-radiation waste will be stored deep underground in

suitable geological formations. Four potential sites are currently being

subjected to extensive investigations.
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5/ PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE ACTORS

Before the PWR nuclear power programme, we built prototype units one

at a time and thus only a limited number of people were involved. With the

programme we had to-change rhythm to deal with massive production (up to 

or 6 units a year) over a period of some twenty years, respecting the high

level of quality criteria imposed by safety and availability requirements.

This challenge was taken up by all the actors the authorities, EDF,

CEA, industry. They all had to put major effort into

- personnel recruitment and training,

- organization,

- procedures,

- the means to be used.

The standardization policy allowed these efforts to be cost-effective

and the systematic use of experience feedback is the basis of

improvements.

The price of nuclear safety is quality. EDF is responsible for both

plant safety and quality, and for the associated Quality Assurance.

Quality Assurance demands organization, definition, and the inspection of

all activities involved in project implementation. It applies to

installation design, construction, operation and maintenance, and thus

touches EDF's whole range of activities. Since 1974, EDF has required all

suppliers of safety-related components to respect a Quality Assurance

specification.

As it would take too long to give a complete view, we will just gives

a few examples concerning the Nuclear Fossil Generation Division whose

%%nuclear" personnel has gone from 4000 to 18 000 in the last ten years.

As an exemple in the periode between 1975 and 1984 about 1700

employees on average were hired and 2500 changed their job every year.

Training actions represent about 16 of total wage-bill expenses.

Training programmes have been set up to suit each speciality at every

level.

Training means have been developed to facilitate "cascade" training

(pedagogical documents, mock-ups, simulators, computer-aided training

facilities).

In addition to function and full-scope simulators, EDF has developed a

specific simulator integrating an expert system for mastering

steam-generator tube break.
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EDF and FRAMATOME have jointly created "CETIC" (Maintenance

preparation and qualification center for PWR NSSS). At CETIC, procedures

are developed and there are facilities for training personnel involved in

fuel handling and maintenance operations on true scale mock-ups of reactor

vessels, steam generators, reactor coolant pumps of 900 MW and 1300 MW

units. The personnel that replaced steam generators at the DAMPIERRE plant

were trained at this center.

Given the extent of the work to be conducted, EDF has been obliged to

reinforce technical potential in power plants (quality mission, shift

technical safety advisor, equipment expert engineers) and in the

corporate departments (plant follow up, policy making, relations with the

safety authorities and the constructors) and also in support service

departments (Central Laboratories chemistry, metallurgy, nondestructive

examination, verification of irradiated equipment ; and Corporate

Technical Support Department : documentation, equipment and services

procurement, generic maintenance studies, special outage-related tools and

equipment).

Following the Three-Mile Island accident, great efforts were put into

improving operating procedures for use during accident conditions.

Numerous tools have been developed to reduce the doses absorbed by

personnel and to increase personnel efficiency during standard and

exceptional maintenance operations.

The use of computerized means has become generalized, not only for

doing complex nuclear calculations but also for managing all operating and

maintenance activities (documentation, following up training and personnel

authorizations, blocking, warehousing, equipment histories, outage

scheduling, maintenance scheduling during an outage ....
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6/ NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY

A pragmatic approach

In 1970, when designing pressurized water reactors, France relied on

American safety regulations based on a safety analysis associating the

barrier method (cladding, reactor coolant system, containment) and a

defense-in-depth system (for each barrier, implementing "Quality

Assurance" -from design to start-up- and surveillance in the event of data

evolution that could lead to a failure).

Since then, safety analysis in France has been developped on the basis of

studies and experiments conducted by CEA, EDF, Framatome and the relevant

government ministries.

Priority has been given to system simplicity, during both normal operation

and safeguard situations.

In addition to measures planned for increasingly hypothetical situations,

France has been especially attentive to procedures to be applied in the

event of accidents ... even very unlikely accidents.

The Three-Mile Island accident led to major studies to improve the

mastering of accidents, covering both equipment and procedures, taking

more account of man-machine interface and human behaviour. Major

modifications have been implemented, particularly in existing control

rooms. These improvements were integrated into the design of the 1300 MW

and "N4" series underway. In addition, beyond-design-basis accident

studies 'have been developed to seek relatively simple solutions to allow

such accidents to be mastered.
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The need to master unexpected accidents that could also be caused by

human error or that could lead to human error led us to plan a

defense-in-depth organization (automatic equipment, operators, shift

technical safety advisors, accident-management teams) and to set up

accident procedures covering all situations (state-based approach).

Setting up these procedures implies particularly extensive training

and "trial runs" for operating shift teams and the accident-management

teams, both at plants and in Paris using powerful simulation and

calculation means diphasic full-scope simulators covering pipe breaks

up to 4, and a study and training simulator (up to breaks of 14").

The accident at CHERNOBYL was a confirmation of the lessons learnt

from the Three-Mile Island accident.

Probabilistic safety studies for 900 MW and 1300 MW units that were

started in 1986 have recently been completed. The overall risk of core

meltdown, all families of accidents and all states taken together, is

about IT 5 er unit per year scenarios involving at least one human error

make up 70 of the total. The overall risks at cold shutdown state are

far from negligible in the context of the risks overall. The presence of a

shift technical safety advisor and the measures related to accident

management ("H" and "U" procedures) have shown themselves to be efficient.

Indicators to evaluate safety have been developed. The trends of

1986-1989 results appear good and show a better integration of experience

feedback.

1989 saw the continuing application of the incident severity scale (levels

I up to 6 on the pattern of the Richter scale for earthquakes that up had

been initiated experimentally in April 1988.

It allows the public to inderstand at a glance whether an incident is

serious or not.Over a 19-month period, the 694 incidents deemed

significant in accordance with regulatory procedures, 130 were in the

range of the scale, i.e. 1.5 per unit per year.

level I 124

level 2 5

level 3 I
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However, after review, it is clear that incidents classified very rapidly,

in the heat of the moment, tend to be judged too severely. French

experience is this field has aroused great interest in the rest of the

international community.

A few incidents that occured on equipment in 1989 again highlighted the

importance of the human factor and showed the necessity of continuing to

improve organization, procedures and training content and evaluation.

They also showed the worth of developing the safety culture that has been

progressively built up within the utility and that creates individual and

group behaviour that, not only in daily life but also when faced with

accident conditions or even merely something unexpected, allow the

acquiring of reflexes that are positive for installation safety. This

should allow a wide margin for initiative at a local level to avoid the

pitfalls of bureaucracy and of losing the sense of responsibility.

Relations with the safety authorities have deteriorated a little over

recent years. The authorities have always been fully independent of EDF

(EDF being the Nuclear Operator, with prime responsibility for

installation safety) and perform contradictory, but in-depth, technical

analyses of data but it would be dangerous if they were to now primarily

rely on considerations of a socio-political nature under the influence of

public opinion. Such a shift would lead to a decision-making process that

would eventually be based on power brokering and no longer on the search

for the best technical compromise. It must not be forgotten that this is

what contributed to a great extent to the failure of the U.S. nuclear

power programme which started off with a considerable technical advance.

7/ PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Before 1970, the nuclear industry was favoured by the public because

of the prestige of new technologies and the idea of a new source of

"endless" energy. It was only once the choice for light-water technology

had been made that there was a rise in anti-nuclear feeling, the impetus

coming from the U.S and from Germany.

As more and more nuclear sites were created, fears became stronger. Thus

more efforts were put into acheiving public acceptance of nclear power

plants.
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When the oil crisis occurred 1973, it became easier to get the nuclear

programme accepted by French public opinion. But a major public relations

effort was still required to win over a large proportion of opinion which

was against the development of nuclear energy.

Public opinion was thus gradually converted, reaching the proportion of

65 in favour by the end of 1985.

And then the Chernobyl accident occured. Although France was less affected

than other countries, particularly in Europe, the proportion of persons in

favour of nuclear energy fell by more than 15 percentage points and we had

to rethink our communication policy in an effort to find the best means of

reassuring the public.

Chernobyl also caused the idea of a catastrophe potential to be associated

with nuclear power plants, an impression which appears to be durable.

In view of this change in public opinion, a new communication strategy was

laid down. Two aspects of our communication strategy are:

developing confidence, this is the purpose of day-by-day

communication,

anticipating the crisis situations and, if they occur, being

prepared to cope with them.

CONFIDENCE must be earned. Nothing must be hidden. The type of

communication must meet the public's expectations.

In practice, priority is given to communication campaigns in the vicinity

of the sites. These campaigns include 

- promoting visits to the interior of the installations themselves at

present, we receive 15,000 to 50,000 visitors at each nuclear site every

year, making a total of 300,000 visitors per year for the whole country 

- maintaining very close contacts with local and regional authorities,

politicians and civil servants, and also with local and regional

journalists all are given regular information on the status and

activities of the plant and of any incidents which may occur.
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- organizing information meetings for doctors, who are important vectors

of information an inquiry has shown that they know little of the effects

of radiation on man the meetings are arranged with the help of

specialist doctors over the past year, they have been attended by about

2,000 doctors 

- providing information for the teaching staff in neighbouring educational

establishments they are given pedagogical material and numerous visits

are organized for pupils over 14 years of age.

- the use of information centres constructed beside the nuclear sites and

open every day these centres contain pedagogical material relating to

the technical, economic and ecological aspects of nuclear energy the

nature of the resources used (animated models, games, video cassettes,

video-disks and micro-processors) explain their success with the public.

Internal communication and external communication are inseparable. EDF

has a staff of 125,000. These persons constitute a special source of

information for the public. With this in mind, we have prepared a special

list of points dealing with a range of questions covering all aspects such

as economic questions, safety, waste or effects on the environment.

In addition, specific training- has been provided for the operating

personnel, a total of 24 000 persons, to enable them to reply to the

public on questions about radiation protection in the event of accident.

This training will, in time, be extended to all EDF personnel.

As well as these specific actions, the various EDF in-house magazines

regularly include articles on nuclear questions. This applies to the

magazines distributed to all active and retired personnel and to those

distributed within the various divisions of EDF.

Crisis prevention and management

A communication policy which aims at establishing a climate of

condidence does not, however, prevent the occurrence of a crisis following

on decisions, incidents or accidents. The confidence already gained should

not be lost on such an occasion. We try to anticipate events as often as

possible and we prepare ourselves to cope with a crisis in the event that

one should occur.

For each decision which may raise reactions from the media or from public

opinion, a communication plan is prepared.
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Various highly-publicized incidents have each time reminded us that if

information is held back, or even if it only appears to be so, the

situation rapidly becomes dramatized whenever the safety of the

installations is called into question. We have therefore adopted the

practice of immediately informing the regional or national media about any

operating incidents.

Furthermore, the ministerial department in charge of energy has set up

a permanent information system by Minitel, a small terminal which works

with the telephone system 32 million Minitel in France).

One of the most serious problems we meet is the gap between the level

of knowledge of the general public and the technical content of what we

have to explain. This difficulty can be mitigated through constant

training of the plant managers and of public relations officers. A

considerable effort has already been made but there is still a long way to

go.

Emergency measures quick and appropriate response

We have implemented an organizational system consisting of two parts:

- a technical component,

- a communication component required to reply in real time to the

questions of the press and the public, and if possible to anticipate them.

Rapidly initiating and subsequently sustaining the supply of information

is essential in keeping the initiative and ensuring that communication is

properly managed.

Public acceptance of nuclear power plants is perhaps an achievable aim,

although it remains difficult to have people recognise the nuclear power

risk, which is very slight, compared to other industrial risks because

probabilistic notions are hard to communicate.

On the other hand, there is a lot of worry about the long-term risks of

high-activity radwaste storage. This is illustrated by the demonstrations

that occured at the 4 experimental sites that were chosen for setting up

storage study laboratories in different geological structures. A very big

communication effort with respect to the public has to be undertaken in

this field.
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CONCLUSION

French industry and EDF have today fulfilled the challenge that was

constituted by the first oil shock as shown by the extent of nuclear

power generation in France today. EDF must now continue our efforts to

allow nuclear energy to further penetrate certain markets which for the

time being still prefer fossil fuel, and to build a European Electricity

Market to confirm our current success with exports.

There are other challenges that are more long term

- no serious accidents in our nuclear power plants

- mastering costs 

- ensuring the continuing use of nuclear energy.

In most countries, public opinion is still very reserved as regards

nuclear energy. New questions could be raised if another Chernobyl-type

accident were to occur and might cause the French to join the anti-nuclear

camp. The experience acquired in a few countries shows that there is no

nuclear" electricity if the public is against it.

Public acceptance of nuclear energy will not be achieved unless we,

we the operators, prove that we can operate plants without serious

accident and with no significant impact on the environment. We can never

forget if some people have problems it is not going to make things any

better for the others. It is not by demonstrating the bad effects of the

use of fossil fuel on the environment (greenhouse effect, acid rain, etc.)

that we will obtain better acceptance of nuclear energy. We, as operators,

must be convincing and for this we must obtain a "fault-free track record"

which implies 

first of all, a tried and true design that can "tolerate" primary

incidents and human error, in the f rame of a defense-in-depth policy. We

believe that the progress that can be made in this area is relatively

limited and that it is wise to think twice before initiating

"improvements" : better is sometimes the enemy of good. Certain recent

events has once again underlined the reality of this law.

Then, irreproachable operating quality. This concerns, to the same

extent, the people themselves and the organization set up, operating

procedures, etc.
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Behind the machines, behind the procedures, there is the most complex

and indubitably the most vulnerable machine that exists MAN,

irreplaceable man. Man is a weak being. We recognise his right to make

mistakes and have set up an organization that allows his mistakes to be

detected before they cause damage by organizing true redundancy around

incident analysis.

The impact of a serious nuclear accident reverberates around the

world and thus it is important that there be deep-seated solidarity

between all operators on the planet. This is the mission of WANO (World

Association of Nuclear Operators) which makes the experience of each

operator available to all throughout the nuclear community, while taking

care that some countries do not consider their membership in WANO as a

sort of approval of their technology by the nuclear community, by the

countries of the West in particular. We cannot become the accomplices of a

technology we do not approve of.

The second challenge is the mastering of costs. Electricity utilities

too are subject to the harsh laws of competition. Sometimes we lose sight

of this. We have to provide our customers with a quality product, i.e. a

product that meets their needs and whose price is a determining factor

when they are making choices.

The first element in the kWh cost is nuclear power availability.

Fossil energy is used to "top up" generation to meet the grid requirement.

Given the big cost difference between a fossil-fuelled KWh and a

nuclear-generated KWh, the availability of nuclear power plant must be

kept at the highest possible level, in particular by anticipating events

that may effect an entire series of plants.

The second element that has a direct affect on kWh costs is the evolution

of aintenance costs. At the present time, taking all our plants together,

annual nuclear plant maintenance costs about 6 billion French francs.

Mastering costs mean an optimised breakdown between preventive maintenance

which is giving way more and more to condition-based maintenance and

corrective maintenance (repair).
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Mastering maintenance costs also assumes that it is the operator who

stays responsible for maintenance programmes. The breakdown of

responsibilities between the safety authorities and the operator must be

clear. The operator has prime responsibility for installation safety and

must be able to assume these responsiblilities without undue external

pressures.

What ever the case may be, maintenance costs can only increase as

equipment ages. It is a general law. It should be possible to compensate

for this cost increase by reducing fuel cycle costs.

The results that have been obtained over more than 300 reactor-years

of experience are positive and the future seems bright despite the few

alerts that accured in 1989.

Still, we must pay attention to certain trends, and this is or third

challenge, that could be unfavorable to the French energy policy.

There are two main concerns.

The first is the evolution of reactors in the years to come. Our

installations are safe. We are convinced of this and all the probabilistic

studies that have been conducted prove it.

Studies are currently underway in some countries on the concept of small

passive-safety or intrinsically safe reactors. The weight of words is

considerable, every body knows. So, this attractive terminology implies

that these new reactors could be safer than the reactors we have now,

inevitably leading to the premature technical obsolence of our

installations with nothing objective in return.

The second concern is the evolution of standards. To us it seems

obvious that we are going towards the internationalisation of standards,

far beyond the borders of Europe. There is then the great temptation to

make an package of everything that could be considered as an advance in

the field of safety. How can this be mastered to ensure that nuclear

energy, indispensable for the future of mankind and the protection of the

planet, remains a competitive form of energy 

To meet these challenges, it is essential that operators, designers,

manufacturers and safety authorities work together in a spirit of

partnership with a clear definition of the responsibilities of each one.
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THE NUCLEAR PROGRAMME IN SPAIN - SUCCESS FACTORS
AND PRESENT ISSUES FROM AN ARCHITECT-ENGINEER's POINT OF VIEW

A Gonzilez

Empresarios Agrupados, Magallanes 3 28015 Madrid, Spain

SUMMARY

During 1989, the 10 nuclear units in commercial operation in Spain,

having a total capacity of 7838 MWe, supplied over 38% of the

electricity generated in the country. With the exception of one

gas-graphite reactor, presently shut down due to a significant fire in

the turbine-generator, the rest are light water reactors - 7 PRs and 2

BWRs. A further units have been granted construction permits but are

currently under government imposed moratorium due to an excess in

generation capacity; construction for two of them however - namely the

Valdecaballeros BWRs - is likely to be resumed in the near future.

Although the NSSS design is imported from basically two sources - USA and

Germany, the last two nuclear power units connected to the grid in 1988

have reached over 85% in local participation. As for the plants in

operation, their performance indicators compare favourable with

international standards.

From the perspective of an architect-engineering company, this paper

describes some of the basic strategies and success factors of our nuclear

programme and reviews some relevant issues presently being discussed or

implemented by the nuclear industry in Spain.
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OUTLINE OF THE SPANISH NUCLEAR PROGRAMME

In 1968, the first commercial nuclear power plant was brought into

operation in Spain. In the two decades that followed, a further units

were added to the grid and construction for more was initiated but has

been temporarily halted and placed under government moratorium due to

temporary overcapacity in the generation system. Therefore, there are

presently 10 nuclear units in operation in Spain with a total installed

capacity of 7838 Me. With the exception of one gas-graphite reactor,

they are all light water reactors - 7 PWRs and 2 BWRs. During 1989, the

10 nuclear units - steadily operating at base load - produced 56,100 GWh,

equivalent to over 38% of the total generated electricity.

The nuclear units constituting the Spanish programme are shown in the

following table. They can be grouped into three generations of plants,

corresponding to three well differentiated phases, not only

chronologically, but also in contractual approach and resulting domestic

participation.

UNIT CAPACITY REACTOR NSSS COMMENCEMENT
I (M`We) TYPE SUPPLIER OF OPERATION

lst Zorita 160 PWR W 1968
Genera- Garofia 450 BWR GE 1970
tion Vandell6s-I 500 GCR CEA/EDF 1972

Almaraz-I 930 PWR W 1981
Almaraz-II 930 PWR W 1983

2nd Lemoniz-I 930 PWR W (1)
Genera- Lemoniz-II 930 PWR W (1)
tion Asc6-I 930 PWR W 1983

Asc6-II 930 PWR W 1985
Cofrentes 975 BWR GE 1985

Valdecaballeros-I 975 BWR GE (1)
3rd Valdecaballeros-II 975 BWR GE (1)
Genera- -Trillo-I 1041 PWR KWU 1988
tion Trillo-II 1041 PWR KWU (1)

Valdell6s-Ii 982 PWR W 1988

(1) Plants under temporary moratorium
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Spanish utilities have retained the LWR technology for their nuclear

plants. They have indistinctly constructed PWR or BWR plants, provided

with either American or European NSSS design, depending on the specific

technical and economic conditions offered by reactor vendors for each

project. Each plant has been "one of a kind", different from the

others. It appears today that government authorities and electric

utilities are ready to change to a policy of standardization within a

scheme of international collaboration that would keep open the

possibility to choose the reactor type in future. Interest continues to

be concentrated basically on LWR technology, either PWR or BR. However,

only one standard design would be used for each type of reactor as any

plant site. This would provide both the benefits of standardization and

the flexibility to select the best proposal from reactor vendors both

from the economic and the technological points of view. Standardization

is the challenge that awaits us for plants of the fourth generation.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND LOCAL PARTICIPATION

The three nuclear power stations comprising the first generation of units

in the programme were contracted during the '60s under a turnkey contract

drawn up for the entire plant with the NSSS supplier. Domestic

participation in the construction of these units reached a value in the

range of 42-44% of the total investment. The results insofar as transfer

of technology was concerned were not altogether satisfactory either.

However, the experience accumulated during this phase was useful in

taking a new and better general approach to organizing the second phase

of the programme.

The existence in our country in 1970 of an industrial infrastructure in

full expansion coupled with a highly dynamic business environment,

permitted the establishment of more ambitious targets for local content

in the units to be constructed in the next phase. The following key

decisions also contributed positively to the development of the second-

and third-generation plants:
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Introduction by the government of a new policy decidedly favouring

the increase in domestic participation

Abandonment by the electric utilities of the "turnkey" approach in

favour of contracting the plant "by components"

Direct management of the project by the utility

This new organizational approach determined a significant increase in

local participation for the second generation, reaching the value of

70-75%. The almost simultaneous commencement of 6 PWR and I BWR units in

the second phase of the programme required the decisive mobilization of

all engineering, manufacturing and construction resources available in

the country to obtain rapid assimilation of technology and growing

national participation.

The evolution of the nuclear projects in the third generation of plants

has further consolidated the capabilities of the Spanish industry in the

nuclear field to the extent that, although the NSSS basic design was

imported from either the USA or Germany, local participation reached over

85% in terms of the total plant investment for the two PWR plants brought

into operation in 1988.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT MODEL

As mentioned before, Spain's first three nuclear power plants were built

during the '60s on a turnkey basis. For all the remaining units

contracted since 1972, which are now either in operation or under

construction, the contractual approach has been "by components", with the

project developed under the direct management of the electric utility.

Under this organizational model, the Owner established direct, separate

contracts with the following main parties:

- With the Main Vendor, for the standard scope of the NSSS and

Turbine-Generator only

A GonzAlez
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With the A/E company, for the engineering and design of the entire

project and, in some cases, also for procurement, construction

management and preoperational testing, depending on each particular

utility

With the various specialized material and equipment vendors, for the

supply of BOP equipment and components, either item by item or in

packages of homogeneous items, in compliance with the specifications

prepared by the A/E

With several construction contractors, for the civil construction and

erection of mechanical, electrical and I&C systems

As it can be seen, with this direct management model the Owner maintains

direct control of the design, procurement and construction process for

the entire plant.

THE ROLE OF THE A/E COMPANY

To develop the project, the Spanish utility hires the services of an A/E

company which carries out the engineering and design of the complete

plant. The procurement, construction management and properational

testing of the unit may also be assigned to the A/E company, or the

utility may undertake this responsibility itself, depending on the

resources or the managerial preferences of each particular owner.

Whichever the case, it should be understood that the A/E engineering and

design scope will always cover the complete plant, performing (1) the

detail design for the NSSS, based on the basic design for those systems

supplied by the main vendor, and 2 both the basic and detail design for

the BOP structures, systems and components.

The prominent role assigned to local A/E firms in the organizational

structure of the Spanish nuclear programme has given rise to a strong A/E

sector in Spain, following a pattern similar to that in the USA. This

A Gonzilez
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model is not usually encountered in other countries in Europe where the

reactor and T-G vendors, together with large equipment manufacturers and

construction contractors, have an extensive scope in plant engineering

and design.

Today, virtually 100% of the engineering, design, procurement,

construction management, preoperational testing and startup of the last

generation of nuclear units in Spain, as well as support services to

operating plants, is performed by Spanish A/E firms using local resources

and capabilities. A/Es have implemented modern project management

techniques and design practices. High-performance computers have been

installed, and advanced computer-aided drafting, design and engineering

capabilities are extensively applied both in new projects and in

backfitting plants in operation.

The practice in Spain is that A/Es develop and integrate all project

activities, from basic engineering to the complete detail design.

Proliferation of contractors performing detail design activities as part

of their fabrication or construction contract was progressively avoided

as the nuclear programme advanced. It was found that the quality of the

design could be impaired when using different design criteria,

engineering solutions and project documentation. In our country, the

practice now is that A/Es carry out the design and that contractors

concentrate on manufacture, construction and erection.

From the perspective of an architect-engineering and construction

company, the following is a summary of lessons learned in developing

successful nuclear projects in Spain: (1) establishment of a flexible

and clear organizational structure, 2 having a clear decision-making

process, 3 use of simple and flexible project planning and control

tools, (4) implementation of a computerized project information

management system, (5) minimization of project interfaces, (6)

establishment of an effective design change control system, (7)

application of configuration management concepts, (8) expediting of

vendor drawings, (9) advancing in detail design before starting

construction, (10) keeping design ahead of construction, (11) procurement
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of material and equipment on time, 12) maximization of A/E detail

design, 13) establishment of a strong detail design organization at

site, 14) learning from the experiences of others - buying good ideas

and developing them, (15) availability of information is essential, 16)

experience feedback must be systematic, and 17) establishment of an

ambitious training programme for engineers, designers and technicians.

CONSTRUCTION

Ever since the first generation of units, civil construction and erection

of nuclear power plants in Spain has been carried out by local

constructors. Construction management techniques that have proved a

significant contribution to lower costs and time for construction are

briefly discussed below.

The practice in other countries of using a prime contractor at site

responsible for managing and carrying out construction and erection of

the entire plant was not applied in Spain. Instead, use was made of a

single, strong, independent Construction Management organization, capable

of coordinating, supporting and supervising a large number of medium- and

small-sized contractors at site.

A flexible contracting system was established by the owner, whereby

certain large-scope construction packages (e.g. civil work, piping

erection, etc) could be broken down into smaller, homogeneous packages

commensurate with the technical, economic and managerial capabilities of

each contractor. As construction progressed, or from one plant to the

next, the scope of each contractor could be further adjusted to better

match increasing or decreasing performance and/or capabilities.

Construction packages were preferably contracted by the owner on a unit

price basis to facilitate scope modifications while maintaining the

incentive of economic benefit. Under this approach each contractor was

assigned overall responsibility for the technical aspect s, quality, cost

and delivery schedule within the established scope of work. Only when

the scope of work was well defined in drawings and specifications were
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they requested to quote lump sum prices. Very little use was made of the

cost plus method of contracting. Very little use was made of the cost

plus method of contracting.

It has become common practice in nuclear projects in Spain, to establish

an office at site to develop detail design and provide engineering

support and advise to the construction and startup organizations. This

office has decisively contributed to expediting the construction process

when provided with capabilities and procedures to directly resolve and

approve design deviation requisitions from those organizations.

PERFORMANCE OF OPERATING PLANTS

Using data corresponding to the 12-month period of 1989, the 10 nuclear

units operating at that time in Spain had an average load factor of 81.5%

and an average availability factor of 86.2%. For plants that operate on

a 12-month fuel cycle, these performance indicators compare fairly well

with international standards and can be considered to be the result of

successful nuclear power development and utilization in our country. To

reach these high performance levels, utilities have been focussing on

activities such as the following:

Trip Reduction Programmes, with systematic evaluation of each unplanned

reactor scram to identify the root causes and introduce modifications in

operating procedures or design features to eliminate such causes. As a

result, the number of unplanned scrams during 1989 averaged four 4)

reactor trips per year

Heat Rate Improvement, establishing component and system efficiency

surveillance programmes based on performance tests that use information

from existent plant sensors handled by state-of-the-art data acquisition

systems and specifically developed computer software packages to evaluate

results and follow trends

Power Uprate, performing the necessary evaluations and analyses to

support licence application for an increase in the unit power output. As
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a result of one such effort, the Cofrentes NPP, a GE BWR of originally

975 ME, is now operating at a nominal capacity of 994 e

Component Diagnostics, to provide expert evaluation of current equipment

conditions for early detection of any developing problem. It is worth

highlighting rotating machinery diagnostics based on vibration signature

analysis, Motor-Operated Valve (MOV) testing, on-line fatigue monitoring,

and equipment diagnostics using thermographic detection techniques

Shorteninct of Refuellinq OutagLes, having already reached a recorded

minimum of just under 30 days

Other steps taken towards improving performance are (1) improved

maintenance programme management, 2 QA programme for conducting plant

operations, 3 strict QA/QC enforcement on equipment suppliers, 4 use

of performance indicators for daily follow-up of most outstanding plant

parameters, and (5) exchange of operating experiences among Spanish and

foreign nuclear plants through INPO and UNIPEDE, as well as close

contacts with similar plants.

SPENT FUEL RACK REPLACEMENT

In Spain, the storage of low-, medium- and high-activity waste is the

responsiblity of ENRESA, a public company. ENRESA had planned and

completed the conceptual design for a centralized, interim storage

facility for all spent fuel generated in Spain until a site is developed

for the final repository. However, due to the political difficulties in

selecting a site suitable for that centralized, interim storage, a

provisional solution has been adopted to extend current storage

facilities as much as possible within the plant fuel buildings using

reracking techniques.

The extension programme has begun in the Almaraz and Asc6 Nuclear Power

Plants, since they will be the first to use up their storage capacity.

In due course, other units will follow suit. With respect to the

recently awarded rerackinq project for the Almaraz NPP - a dual-unit,
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930 MWe, Westinghouse PWR - it is envisaged that by 1991 the current

fuel-pool storage capacity for 612 fuel elements will increase to 179

with the substitution of existing fuel racks by other high-density racks

made of borated stainless steel. This threefold storage capacity will

accommodate all the spent fuel elements produced until the end of the

40-year life of the Plant.

STEAM ENERATOR REPLACEMENT

Feasibility studies are being performed on the dual-unit, PWR-type

Almaraz and Asc6 Nuclear Power Plants for the substitution of model 51D

steam generators supplied by Westinghouse. Tube corrosion problems,

basically affecting the tube sheet zone, have made it necessary to plug

tubes in spite of the preventive measures that have been taken, such as

shot peening, sludge lancing and, in one case, the addition of a

condensate-polishing plant.

In the case of the Almaraz Plant, not only is the actual substitution-

being studied, but also the possibility of achieving an estimated

increase in unit power power of between 4-8% after generator

replacement. Replacement in Unit I is expected to take place in 1996.

The feasibility study considers the option of a generator in a single

piece or in two pieces, and its insertion either sideways or through the

dome. Either method would require a temporary opening in the

containment. As for the type of new steam generator to be selected, the

utility has decided to study the possibility of a design and supply

different from the original one, as long as it is compatible with the

design of the remaining plant systems.

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSES

The use of Probabilistic Safety Analyses (PSA) as another tool to

evaluate and imporve the safety level in nuclear plants took on an

official status in our country in 1986 with the requirement by the

National Safety Council that a PSA be performed for each operating

plant. To date, four plants have initiated their PS&, Level I.
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The characteristics of a PSA with multiple interrelated tasks make it

necessary to carefully plan the activities and organization of the

project if the objectives pursued are to be successfully accomplished.

As key elements for such success, our experience indicates, (1) a clear

definition of the objectives of the PSA to be performed, 2 availability

of plant design and operation documents and data, 3 utility management

commitment and involvement of plant operating personnel in the effort,

(4) since the major portion of the Level 1 PSA is system analysis, it is

essential that a solid group of mechanical and electrical system analysts

participate, familiar with system design and operation, although they

need not necessarily be familiar with PSA, (5) strong project management

and integration of the various tasks of the analysis, and 6 good

planning, clear methodology, an internal review process, and computer

codes and tools to computerize the work.

Probabilistic safety analysis methodology permits the integration of both

design and operation aspects (e.g. human factor) into a single assessment

process and facilitates the weighted analysis of multiple failures with

the objective of attaining a flawless, balanced safety project.

Deterministic methodology, on the other hand, is described in detail in a

wide range of standards, making its application easier and essential in

areas not subject to statistic or probabilistic processes. It is with

these deterministic criteria that the regulatory authorities in Spain

have authorized the operation of our plants to date. However, a

significant change is taking place and probabilistic studies are

currently required or accepted in the following areas: (1) risk

assessment and probability of core damages (Level PSA) 2)

optimization of design improvements regarding their special application

to plants (3) accident management to evaluate whether further measures

are necessary, as in the case of the containment behaviour analysis in

the event of severe accidents (Individual Plant Examination, IPE), and

(4) optimization of maintenance and periodic testing activities.

Both deterministic and probabilistic techniques combine to povide

complementary perspectives for maintaining the high degree of safety
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attained by the nuclear power plants designed according to the standards

of Western countries.

LIFE EXTENSION OF OPERATING UNITS

Nuclear utilities in Spain have already recognized that the life of a

plant may be prolonged beyond that originally expected and are,

therefore, taking appropriate actions to justify life extension. Work in

this area has already been initiated on one PWR and two BWR units. At

present, the principal tasks being undertaken are:

- Developing criteria to select plant structures and components

critical to life extension and establishing priorities for the work

to be done in five-year plans

- Preliminary definition of degradation mechanisms and their

indicators, supported by a plant inspection programme

- Identifying and compiling those original design, fabrication and

testing documents, as well as those O&M and in-service inspection

(ISI) records to be retrieved from the past and/or registered in the

future to support the life extension option

- Establishing baselines and surveillance and evaluation programmes to

assess the condition of structures and components, obtaining trends

and establishing acceptance limits

- Establishing recommendations for changes to plant O&M procedures, and

developing actions for improved maintenance, surveillance and ISI

Thus, the activities being developed are basically engineering

evaluations and inspection and surveillance work, all in anticipation of

actual life extension work which is expected to evolve during the next

few years, once the regulatory policy and criteria for licence renewal

have been established by the authorities. The objective new is to keep
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the life extension option open for the future while, at the same time,

obtaining short-term benefits through improved plant O&M.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

The economic development of our country requires a steady increase in

electricity consumption over current figures which, in the medium-term,

can only be reasonably obtained from two sources - imported coal and

nuclear energy. Preliminary forecasts by the government prepared for the

National Energy Plan, now under revision, indicate the need for new

generating capacity by 1995 and a total of 7000 MWe up to the year

2003. This being the situation, it is expected that resumption of work

for the Valdecaballeros BWR units now under moratorium and half-way

through construction will be authorized by the government. Additionally,

projects for a further 6000 Me should be initiated before the year

2000, for connection to the grid by the beginning of the next century.

The experience with our operating plants is that nuclear power is safe,

economical, environmentally clean, favours the balance of payments and

allows access to high technology by local industry. With more than 38%

of contribution to electricity production, nuclear energy is already a

fIrmly established, economic reality in Spain. For these reasons, it is

necessary to maintain the nuclear option open in our country beyond the

completion of the units presently under moratorium.

Spanish electric utilities and the nuclear industry are already

participating with other countries in international programmes to develop

standardized designs for advanced light water reactors, which could be

used in the next generation of power plants.
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SUMMARY

The current status of the Sizewell 'B' PWR programme and the effect
on it of the proposed privatisation of U.K electricity generation is
reviewed.

Departures from and additions to the Standard Nuclear Unit Power
Plant System (SNUPPS) reference plant design are given. These
include Reactor Coolant System overpressure protection and the
addition of an Emergency Charging System and an Emergency Boration
System. Improvements in monitoring Reactor Coolant System water
level during refuelling and maintenance shutdown operations are
presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Now in the 22nd month (JUNE 90) of its construction programme the

Sizewell 'B' Nuclear Power Station in Suffolk (U K) is the first of a

series of four pressurized water reactors (PWRs) originally planned to

be built in the United Kingdom by the Central Electricity Generating

Board, the other stations being Hinkley Point 'C', Wylfa 'B' and,

Sizewell 'C'. The public enquiry into the application to build the

second PWR station (Hinkley 'C') was in progress in November 89.

In preparation for Government plans to privatise the U K electricity

generation industry a re-examination of the generating cost of nuclear

power including those associated with decommissioning the Magnox

stations had already been carried out and led to the Government

announcement in July 1989 that Magnox stations would remain under

Government control. Later discussions on financing the new PWR stations

resulted in the Government decision to include the English Advanced

Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR's) and Sizewell 'B' in this arrangement. A new

Government owned company, Nuclear Electric, was set up in November 1989

with the responsibility for operating all CEGB's nuclear stations and

for constructing and operating new nuclear stations. CEGB's fossil

fuelled stations would be allocated between the two private companies

National Power and PowerGen as previously announced.

Nuclear Electric took over and has continued the construction of

Sizewell 'B', but plans for the other three PWRs have been suspended

pending a Government review in 1994 ito the prospect for nuclear power

in the United Kingdom. Despite this obvious setback in the short term,

Nuclear Electric has re-affirmed its commitment to completing Sizewell

'B' to schedule and within the revised cost estimate and to working

towards ensuring the further development of nuclear power on a sound

economic and environmental basis.
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The main objective of this paper is to describe the aspects of the

Sizewell 'B' fluid system designs which depart from the Standard Nuclear

Unit Power Plant System (SNUPPS) used as the design basis. The

reference plant selected was the SNUPPS 1110 MWe 4 loop design which has

been used for the Callaway unit in Missouri (USA) built for the Union.

Electric Company of St Louis, and the Wolf Creek Station in Kansas built

for Kansas Gas and Electric and Kansas City Power and Light. To take

advantage of over 30 years of worldwide PWR design experience,

component construction, operating experience and research and

development programmes it was obviously desirable to limit departures

from the SNUPPS design to only those special features necessary to meet

British licensing requirements.

Three areas of significant difference from the SNUPPS NSSS design have

been implemented these being in the provisions for Reactor Coolant

System (RCS) overpressure protection, and the provision of two new

systems, an Emergency Charging System (ECS) and an Emergency Boration

System (EBS).

The RCS overpressure protection provisions for SIZEWELL 'B' have been

described in REFS (1) and 2 and entail the use of SEBIM valves for

safety grade overpressure protection. These valves have been used for

this purpose in about 30 French nuclear plants and operate

satisfactorily REF (3). The ECS and EBS is dealt with in more detail

below together with a description of provisions for Mid Loop Water Level

Monitoring at SIZEWELL B.

EMERGENCY CHARGING SYSTEM

Background

RCS heat removal requires the use of a large electrically driven pump in

each reactor coolant loop whose drive shaft penetrates the primary

circuit pressure boundary and must therefore be sealed against the

system pressure by a controlled leakage seal. This is kept cool and

lubricated by water pumped from the Chemical and Volume Control System
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(CVCS). Cooling is effected by ensuring that the seal injection rate

from the CVCS is higher than the teal leak-off flowrate thereby ensuring

that there is a net influx of cool water into the RCS. In the event of

loss of the seal injection supply following a CVCS charging pump failure

the cooling duty is taken over by a thermal barrier cooling coil

supplied with Cmponent Cooling ater (CCW) which ensures that as hot

reactor coolant rises past the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) shaft its

temperature is reduced to a level acceptable to the seal materials.

The existing system relies on the presence of a c power to operate

either a CVCS charging pump or a CCW circulating ump to prevent damage

to the RCP seal and the consequent leakage of primary coolant to the

containment. This is the current situation in most PWR designs. Total

loss of a c power is a postulated design condition for Sizewell 'B',

that is no off-site or on-site diesel power would be available. To cope

with this postulated fault the ECS has been added to Sizewell 'B'.

Revised Design

The ECS design has the following features:-

- independence of all a c power supplies, therefore all solenoid

valves are powered from essential battery supplies

- provides emergency cooling to the RCP seals

- provides a long term boration and makeup capability to the RCS

which can achieve the cold shutdown concentration and maintain

pressurizer level

Description and Operation

Fig shows the ECS flow diagram. Boric acid of 3000ppm concentration

is contained in a stainless steel storage tank of 492m3 usable

volume. From this, independent redundant tra'ins take suction each

W B SALTER
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containing a steam turbine driven positive displacement pump and

filter. The turbines steam supply is normally obtained from the main

steam system, but connections are also provided from the auxiliary steam

system for test purposes. Discharge lines enter the reactor building

via separate penetrations provided with containment isolation valves and

are then combined into a header from which ECS injection lines are run

to join the four RCP sea] injection lines normally supplied from the

CVCS. The flow to each RCP is balanced and adjusted by a manual

throttling valve in each ECS injection line, the flows being monitored

by the CVCS instrumentation in the normal seal injection line.

Each ECS pump has a capacity of 9m3/h which is sufficient to meet the

requirements for RCP seal cooling and provides adequate boration flow to

the RCS for at least two days, meeting the total coincident boration and

make-up requirements during reactor cooldown. Periodic pump test

facilities are provided by Iines downstream of each ECS filter by which

pump test flow is returned to the storage tank via pressure reducing

orifices and trimming valves.

The storage tank is sited outside the auxiliary building in an area

remote from both the CVCS boric acid storage tanks and the borated

refuelling water storage tank. It is insulated and maintained above a

minimum temperature of 16'C by steam heating coils supplied from the

auxiliary steam system. This temperature is the minimum permis sible for

RCP seal operation. Boric acid of 3000ppm concentration for filling and

make-up as necessary is supplied by a dedicated boric acid batching tank

in the auxiliary building. Batches are transferred to the storage tanks

by a transfer pump through a trace heated line. The batching tank is

provided with an electric heater and stirrer and can if necessary

produce batches of 7000ppm to augment the filling of the CVCS boric acid

tanks during commissioning.
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The start signal for the ECS pumps is initiated by a low flow signal

from the RCP sea] injection lines. The signal opens the steam isolation

valves in the supply line from the main steam system to the ECS pump

turbines and the outer containment isolation valve downstream of the

filter. If the system happens to be under periodic test it closes the

recirculation line isolation valve, and then opens the stop valve to

admit steam to the duty ECS pump turbine.

When satisfactory seal injection flow is achieved the high flow signals

from the RCP seal injection line flow transmitters cancel the start

signal to the standby ECS pump. If the cancellation signal is not

received within 10 seconds, the standby ECS pump starts. Subsequent

failure of the duty pump will also start the standby pump.

EMERGENCY BORATION SYSTEM

Background

This new system provides a secondary shutdown capability by rapidly

injecting a 000ppm boric acid solution into the RCS loops in the event

of control rod cluster assemblies failing to drop into the core when

required. The rate of boric acid injection achieved is sufficient to

mitigate the worst Anticipated Transient Without Trip (ATWT) fault

coincident with the loss of off-site power and the subsequent coastdown

of two or more RCP's.

Previous PWR designs have been provided with systems similar to EBS to

provide rapid boration following accidental cooldown transients. These

utilised pumped injection of high concentration boric acid (21,000ppm)

from an injection tank in the auxiliary building. They relied on the

availability of a c power to drive high head injection pumps which

flushed the boric acid into the reactor core. Rates of boron injection

achievable by this method are insufficient to satisfy the British safety

assumptions.
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Design and Operation

The EBS flow diagram is shown in Fig 2 Each RCS loop has a 3000 litre

tank full of 7000ppm boric acid solution connected between the cold leg

and cross-over leg, The total tank capacity is calculated on the

assumption that a single active failure occurs following an EBS

actuation so that the injection of only three tank contents provides

sufficient negative reactivity to mitigate ATWT faults combined with

loss of off-site power. Tank contents are flushed into the RCS via

150mm dia injection lines using the pressure difference between the cold

leg and cross-over leg developed by the RCPs.

During normal reactor operation the tanks are at low temperature and

pressure and are isolated from their respective loops by normally closed

gate valves at inlet and outlet. These valves open automatically on

receipt of an EBS actuation or signal. This signal is generated by

the failure of two or more Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCA) to drop

into the core when demanded, or a signal showing the coastdown of two or

more RCP's plus the failure of two RCCAs to enter the core.

The use of motor operated actuators for the EBS storage tank isolation

valves is precluded because of the lack of a guaranteed a c power supply

during loss of off-site power. Consequently the valves are operated by

stored energy actuators, pneumatic/hydraulic devices having their own

gas reservoirs independent of the station air supply system. In

addition to automatic actuation initiated by an E' signal each valve is

provided with control switches in the main control room by which they

can be stroke tested during normal operation.

The EBS is normally maintained in a water solid condition at low

temperature and pressure by a 2000 litre head tank at an elevation above

the highest point of the storage tanks and injection lines. The head

tank operates at atmospheric pressure and mutt be isolated from the RCS

when the EBS actuates pressurizing the system up to RCS operating

pressure. This is achieved by closing redundant solenoid operated

valves in the filling line on receipt of the 'El signal. A pressure

relief valve discharging to the head tank protects the EBS against

overpressure due to thermal expansion of it contents if the system is

isolated from the head tank.
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Following an EBS actuation the tanks will contain boric acid at the same

concentration as in the RCS loops. After closing the isolating valves

and allowing the system to cool it is refilled with 7000ppm boric acid

from the head tank this being replenished from the CVCS boric acid

storage tanks. The system is kept water solid during this operation,

the low concentration boric acid being simultaneously drained to the

reactor coolant drain system. Boric acid concentration is monitored

during this process by the Nuclear Sampling System (NSS). Pairs of

redundant solenoid operated valves are provided in the sample and drain

lines which close on receipt of an 'El signal.

Substantiation of Performance and Mechanical Design

The effectiveness of the EBS depends on the rapid injection of the

storage tank contents into the RCS and their rapid mixing with the

reactor coolant. The latter is assured by the high degree of turbulence

in the loop flow as it passes through the RCP, and tank flow can be

calculated and verified during commissioning. Mixing in the EBS storage

tank slows down the rate of boron injection and should be minimizedto

obtain the most rapid addition of negative reactivity.

RCS fluid entering the top of the storage tank has a lower density

(about 073) than that already present mainly due to the temperature

difference. This difference produces a buoyancy force tending to keep

the fluids separate, but the inertia velocity from the RCS promotes

mixing.

To verify mixing model calculations, tests on a one-third scale tank

were made using water as the injection fluid and brine in the tank.

These tests showed that buoyancy forces due to density difference

dominated the inertia forces and that mixing was not sensitive to

density difference changes. Tests were also performed to simulate RCP

coastdown for various initial tank flow-rates to verify the conservatism

of the model calculations. The reduction in mixing resulting from the

use of tank baffles was not found to be sign ificant.
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Following a system actuation the EBS storage tanks become part of the

primary system pressure boundary, and therefore are designed and

constructed to ASME III Class standards. System actuation produces a

rapid increase in tank pressure followed by a thermal transient from

containment ambient temperature of about 45'C up to core inlet

temperature of approximately 286'C. For this reason extensive fatigue

analyses and fracture mechanics analyses in addition to the normal

analyses required by the code have been performed to ensure that the

integrity of the RCS pressure boundary is not reduced by the addition of

the system.

MID-LOOP WATER LEVEL MONITORING

Background

The current visual method of determining RCS water level during drainage

to mid-loop level prior to removing the reactor vessel head is to

observe the level in a transparent plastic hose (Tygon hose) connected

between a drain connection on a RCS cross-over leg and a drain

connection on a pressurizer relief valve loop seal.

This method has the disadvantage that the level can only be observed

locally and the water level is difficult to see. Also an instance has

been reported in Ref 4 where level indication was lost when the Tygon

hose collapsed under vacuum because nitrogen was not admitted to the

pressurizer at a rate compatible with the reactor coolant pumpdown rate.

More serious incidents have been reported in which the loss of suction

to the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps and consequent loss of residual

heat removal from the core have occurred due to inaccurate measurement

of mid-loop water level in the hot legs from which the RHR pumps take

suction (Refs (5) and 6.
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Problems with inaccurate and incorrect level measurement have been

reported from the Tihange PWR station in Belgium because loop level

measurements were determined using connections on the crossover leg

instead of the hot leg. The levels in these two legs were found to be

different when RHR pumps operate due to the effect of diffusers in the

RCP bowls which stop the hot and cold leg water levels being

communicated to the crossover leg if it falls below mid-loop level.

To prevent loss of RHR pump suction Ref 6 recommended improvements in

instrumentation and operating procedures. Those associated with

instrumentation are as follows:-

- the provision of accurate level instrumentation design for reduced

vessel level operations

- the provision of alarms in the main control room for low decay heat

removal flow and low water level.

Design Requirements

The objectives of the design implemented at Sizewell 'B' are to provide

permanently installed accurate level instrumentation for use when the

RCS level is at or near mid-loop water level and for use when draining

the RCS from the water solid condition to the mid-loop level, ensuring

that these measurements are not affected by the drainage rate or by the

gas pressure above the liquid surface. In addition it is necessary to

provide a rapid means of instrument calibration against observed water

levels and provide local indication and remote indication and alarms in

the main control room.

DescriQtion

A diagram of the system is shown in Fig 3 The level instrumentation

consists of two groups:-

- two narrow range mid-loop level gauges having a range of - Im

connected to the hot legs of loops and 3.
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one wide range level gauge (O - 25m) connected to the loop 3 hot

leg to monitor the RCS level in the range from the mid-loop level

to the top of the pressurizer. This is backed-up by the

traditional Tygon hose facility which also serves as a means of

calibrating the wide and narrow range instruments.

While one of the design objectives was to measure the loop level only in

the loops from which the RHR pumps take suction, which for Sizewell 'B'

are numbers I and 4 there was no suitable nozzle in loop 4 to which to

connect the narrow range instrument. The most suitable nozzles

available were those serving the Reactor Vessel Level Indication System

(RVLIS) on the hot legs of loops and 3 As there is no flow through

these nozzles the accuracy of the narrow range instruments cannot be

affected. Their position permits loop levels to be measured from 126mm

below the loop centre line to 874mm above the loop centre line.

The narrow range instruments consist of float type level gauges with

local magnetic level indication and remote indication derived from a

line of reed switches. Each instrument's stainless steel tube, which

contains the float and magnet, also carries the local level indicators

and the reed switches for remote indication. A connection is made at

the bottom of the float tube via a removable spool piece and isolating

valve to a RVLIS nozzle below loop water level. A pressure balance line

runs from the top of each float tube to a valve and removable spool

piece connected to a safety valve loop seal at the top of the

pressurizer. As the water level in the pressure balance line stands at

the same height as in RCS, when it falls below the top of the float tube

the float falls and registers the level in the RCS. The Tygon hose used

for visual indication and calibration is connected between the same two

points.

The wide range level instrument consists of a differential pressure

transmitter whose high pressure side is connected to one of the RVLIS

nozzles. Pressurizer gas space pressure is communicated to its low

pressure side via a gas balance line which joins the pressure balance

line for the narrow range instruments above the maximum pressurizer

water level. The gas pressure balance line is provided with a small

reservoir and drain valve to ensure it is kept free of water which if

allowed to accumulate would cause spurious wide range level readings.
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System Operation

During normal operation the system is drained and isolated from the RCS

by removing 3 spools. Prior to draining the RCS, after reactor cooldown

and depressurization, the MLWLM system can be filled, vented and the

instruments calibrated against observed water levels in the Tygon hose

before it is connected to the RCS. This is achieved by fitting the two

spool pieces to the narrow range instrument connections and opening a

vent to atmosphere at the top of the pressure balance line. Water for

calibration can be supplied from an external source or from the RCS

loops by cracking open the isolation valves connected to the RVLIS

nozzles. Correspondence between readings from narrow range instruments,

the wide range instrument and the Tygon hose can be checked before RCS

drainage is started.

Alarms are provided as follows:-

- LO alarm

During RCS drainage, when water level falls to metre above the

loop centre line.

- HI and LO alarms

During operation at mid-loop level, if water level is outside the

range 186mm to 306mm above the loop centre line.

- HI alarm

During filling, when the level reaches 20m above loop centre line.

Indications are provided as follows:-

- Remote

Narrow and wide range levels in the main control room.
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Local

Visual indication on each narrow range instrument.

Visual indication from the Tygon hose.

System Layout

The accurate measurement of mid-loop water level and RCS level during

draining and filling operations depends on ensuring that instrument

lines intended to be water filled do not contain gas pockets, and gas

filled lines are laid out to eliminate low points in which water can

collect. Careful siting of instruments is necessary to avoid long

horizontal pipe runs, and where these are unavoidable generous slopes

are provided to ensure rapid drainage back into the RCS. Strategically

placed drains and vents ensure that the system can be filled and vented

in accordance with a written procedure and that all the level channel

readings agree before the system is put into service.

DISCUSSION

PWR technology applied in the U.K has required some special development

in detailed fluid system design to satisfy British requirements. The

opportunity presented in designing Sizewell 'B' has allowed some long

standing PWR concerns to be addressed. Care has been taken in proposals

to solve these not to detract from proven PWR reliability.

This has been achieved in the examples mentioned or dealt with in detail

in this paper by:-

- the -use of SEBIM valves and associated equipment in the RCS

overpressure protection system for which substantial PWR design and

operating experience are available;

- the use of equipment and system design principles in the.provision

of an ECS which do not involve new technology and which have been

employed successfully in previous CVCS and auxiliary feedwater

system designs;
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in the case of the new EBS, by verification of the system design

principles using model tests, and by careful component design to

ensure their lifetime integrity; and

the use of rugged uncomplicated istruments for the improved MLWLM

system, together with careful pipework layout and the provision of

detailed operation and calibration procedures.

FIGURE LEGEND.

IC - INSIDE CONTAINMENT

OC - OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

D - DRAIN

V - VENT

P - PRESSURE

DP - DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

T - TEMPERATURE

F - FLOW

L - LEVEL

LT - LEVEL TRANSMITTER

FF - FAIL FIXED

FS - FAIL SHUT

OD - OVER DATUM

HTR - HEATER
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Summary

The status of nuclear electricity programs in the USA is reviewed. About

20% of the electricity in the USA comes from nuclear generating stations.

The potential impact of greenhouse concerns is prominent in plans for

the future. Advanced reactor programs for water, liquid metal and gas

cooled systems is reviewed. Safety and plant economics feature

prominently in future considerations. The increasing average availability

of nuclear stations in the USA provides some insights on lessons to be

learned for the future.



Nuclear Electricity in the U.S.A. -- A Status Report

Greetings from the nuclear professionals in the United States of

America to the nuclear prof essionals here. It. is an honor to

represent the more than 16,000 members of the American Nuclear

Society who are from 40 countries.

The U.S. has taken giant strides toward achieving new high levels

of professionalism during the decade of the 1980s. Part of this

progress, very frankly, can be attributed to the accident at Three

Mile Island, which occurred in March, 1979. At that 4L-ime of

course, it was the most serious accident that had ever occurred in

an operating nuclear power plant, and its affect on the nuclear

community in the United States was tremendous.

ANS responded to the crisis engendered by Three Mile Island with

the development of technical information addressing key issues and

by organizing professional meetings for educational purposes.
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Due to the efforts of ANS and other councils and organizations

formed as a result of the crisis, the nuclear community in the

United States is earning the respect of government agencies charged

with oversight responsibilities and the public. It hasn't een

easy, and there are still some hills to climb before a new nuclear

power plant will be ordered by a U.S. utility. But even some of

nuclear's most ardent critics will grudgingly admit that we've come

a long way since the accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl.

I would like to summarize for you where I think the U.S. nuclear

community is today and why I think that there are better days

ahead.

In doing this, we'll discuss environmental challenges that the

United States -- and the world -- must address, major safety

considerations for today and for the future and new developments

which will help ensure that nuclear operations will be safer. Much

of what we'll discuss has worldwide ramifications, and I ask you

to regard my remarks in the light of the situation in your country.
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One of the organizations that has played a major role in the

worldwide nuclear community is the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA). It is one of many specialized agencies of the United

Nations. IAEA organizes conferences, and training courses, awards

fellowships for advanced study, publishes books, operates

laboratories and establishes safety standards for all types of

nuclear activities.

Following the nuclear accident at Chernobyl, the IAEA asked its

lead safety group, the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group

(INSAG), to participate in the Post-Accident Review Meeting which

took place in Vienna in August 1986. One of the group's

recommendations that came out of the meeting was the need for

further actions that would better ensure nuclear safety. The

development of a self-supporting document that would apply safety

principles to all types of operating nuclear plants. Special

attention was to be devoted to those principles which emerged from

post-accident analyses. This task has now been completed.
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The result is a concise, integrated, self -standing statement of the

objectives and principles of design and operation of nuclear power

plants worldwide. Its objective is to promote better practices

generally through a better understanding of basic underlying safety

measures and, thus, to stimulate safety excellence at all nuclear

power plants.

There is, of course, a close connection between the saf ety and

reliable operation of a nuclear power plant. Equipment failures or

human errors that could cause accidents and consequent harm to the

public are often shortcomings that can quickly lead to low-

capacity factors or necessitate expensive repairs. Conversely, the

measures that contribute to plant safety will frequently help in

achieving a good record of operation. It is expected that the

principles expounded Will not only help us achieve the necessary

high degree of safety, but will also contribute to the more

efficient and more economic generation of electricity.
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The report emphasizes that the objective of achieving safety must

permeate each activity perf ormed in generating eLectricity at a

nuclear power plant. Such pervasive safety thinking on the part of

those concerned in each phase, from siting and design to

construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance, operator

training, and all related activities. This pervasive safety

thinking is a key element in the 'safety culture' that is

emphasized strongly by the IAEA recommendations.

The major principles, which we'll review now, are stated not as

requirements, but on the assumption that the practices are in

current use. As such, they serve as an excellent reminder and

review.

The report is structured around three overriding safety objectives

and a set of twelve fundamental safety principles (three related

to safety management, three related to defense in depth, and six

technical principles), which provide a general framework for a

number of specific safety principles.
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(Slide )

GENERAL NUCLEAR SAFETY OBJECTIVES

To protect individuals, society and the environment by establishing

and maintaining an effective defense against radiological hazard

in nuclear power plants.

Radiation protection objective

To ensure in normal operation that radiation exposure within the

plant and due to any release of radioactive material from the plant

is kept as low as reasonably achievable and below prescribed

limits, and to ensure mitigation of the extent of radiation

exposure due to accidents.

Technical safety objective

To prevent accidents in nuclear plants and to ensure that should

an accident actually occur the radiological consequences, if any,

would be minor; and to ensure that the likelihood of severe

accidents with serious radiological consequences would be extremely

small.
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FUNDAMENTAL MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

Safety culture -- An established safety culture governs the

actions and interactions of all individuals and organizations

engaged in activities related to nuclear power.

Responsibility of the oRerat' Uzation

The ultimate responsibility for the safety of a nuclear power plant

rests with the operating organization. This is in no way diluted

by the separate activities and responsibilities of designers,

suppliers, constructors and regulators.

Regulatory control and independent verification

The government establishes the legal framework for a nuclear

industry and an independent regulatory organization which is

responsible for licensing and regulatory control of nuclear power

plants and for enforcing the relevant regulations. The separation

between the responsibilities of the regulatory organization and

those of other parties is clear, so that the regulators retain

their independence as a safety authority and are protected from

undue pressure.
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DEFENSE IN DEPTH

To compensate for potential human and mechanical failures, a

defense-in-depth concept is implemented, centered on several levels

of protection including successive barriers preventing the release

of radioactive material to the environment. The concept includes

protection of the barriers by averting damage to the plant and to

the barriers themselves. It includes further measures to protect

the public and the environment from harm in case these barriers are

not fully effective.

Accident prevention

Principal emphasis is placed on the primary means of achieving

safety, which is the prevention of accidents, particularly any

which could cause severe core damage.
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Accident mitigatio

In-plant and off-site mitigation measures are prepared for what

would substantially reduce the effects of an accidental release of

radioactive material.

(Slide 4)

TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES

Proven engineering practices

Nuclear power technology is based on engineering practices which

are proven by testing and experience, and which are reflected in

approved codes and standards and other appropriately documented

statements.

Quality assurance

Quality assurance is applied throughout activities at a nuclear

power plant as part of a comprehensive system to ensure with high

confidence that all items delivered and services and tasks

performed meet specified requirements.



Human factors

Personnel engaged in activities bearing on nuclear power plant

safety are trained and qualified to perform their duties. The

possibility of human error in nuclear power plant operation is

taken into account by facilitating correct decisions by operators

and inhibiting wrong decisions, and by providing the means for

detecting and correcting or compensating for error.

(Slide 

TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES (continued)

Safety assessment and verification

Safety assessment is made before construction and operation of a

plant begins. The assessment is well documented and independently

reviewed. It is subsequently updated in the light of significant

new safety information.
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Radiation protection

A system of radiation protection practices, consistent with

recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological

Protection and the IAEA, is followed in the design, commissioning

and operational phases of nuclear power plants.

operating experience and safety research

organizations concerned ensure that operating experience and the

results of research relevant to safety are exchanged, reviewed and

analyzed and that lessons are learned and acted on.

The IAEA safety document concludes by elaborating on the safety

aspects of site selection; the responsibilities from a safety

perspective of designers, manufacturers and constructors;

commissioning; operation; accident management; and emergency

preparedness.
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I recommend your serious review of the study which is entitled

"Basic Saf ety Principles of Nuclear Power Plants". It is available

from IAEA.

safety is all-important. When there is a problem at a nuclear

plant, every one of the nuclear communities' farflung operations

have an impact on every other. At the end of 1989, there were 417

nuclear plants operating worldwide producing 17 percent of the

world's total electricity. Twenty-five countries obtain at least

25 percent of their electricity from nuclear power.

Nuclear power is making an important contribution to the

environment. A recent study by IAEA cites France as having reduced

emissions of SO 2 NO 2 and particulate by 56 percent, 9 percent

and 36 percent, respectively, from 1980 to 1986.
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Yet during that six-year period, French electricity generation rose

40 percent. This reduction was made possible becauss the country's

nuclear generation increased fourfold in that time frame. The IAEA

further states that if coal-fired plants had been used to generate

nuclear energy's 17 percent share of global electricity supply, Co

2 emissions would be two billion tons higher. To put this number

into perspective, they point to the call by the Foronot

international conference in June 1988 for the world to cut annual

CO 2 emissions by four to five billion tons by the year 2005 from

the present level of 20 to 25 billion tons per year.

Unfortunately, at the present time, no U.S. utility has nuclear

power capacity expansion on the planning horizon. But there are

some positive signs. First, the need for energy is increasing.

Second, technical acceptance is reviving. with better plant

performance and promising development potential. Third, political

acceptance and public acceptance of the nuclear option are

improving.

Let's examine each of these three points briefly.
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The United States will need more electric generating capacity in

the 1990s. For the past two years, demand for electricity has been

rising at a faster rate than predicted by both industry and

government. The increase in the nation's peak electricity load in

1988 over 1987 was 67 percent compared with the industry's

forecast of 1.1 percent.

In the 1989 heat wave, many companies in the eastern United States

had to reduce voltage because the supply of electricity was

insufficient. More recently, the New England Power Pool was forced

into a percent voltage reduction and wheeled 1,000 megawatts of

energy power through New York to avoid rolling blackouts in the

week of an early winter storm and equipment failures.

With the need for more electric capacity so apparent, the question

still remains; Is nuclear power expected to contribute to that

need? Although U.S. nuclear utilities have no visible plans in

that regard, they have been explicit in expressing their desire

that the nuclear option be made available to them.
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George Bush, President of the United States, has openly supported

the expanded use of nuclear power for some time. During the second

presidential debate when he was the country's Vice President, he

said, quote, I believe we must use clean, safe nuclear power, end

quote.

And on May 9 1989 as President, he said: quote, our increasing

dependence on unstable supplies of imported oil underscores the

vital role nuclear power must play in the nation's energy future,

unquote.

James J. O'Connor, chairman of the industry's U.S. Nuclear Power

oversight Committee and chairman of Commonwealth Edison Company,

the largest U.S. nuclear utility, recently wrote to Admiral James

D. Watkins, the U.S. Secretary of Energy, expressing agreement with

President Bush. Mr. O'Connor said, quote, I am convinced we are

not going to solve the national energy needs of the country through

hydrocarbons alone, or through thermal or coal alone, but we must

safely use nuclear power, end quote.
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Nuclear power is also attracting new attention because of the fast-

growing alarms over global warming. The worldwide nuclear industry

is responding with advanced reactor designs that feature safety

considerations above all else.

In the time remaining, I'll attempt to summarize the work on

advanced reactor programs. Those involved in this work generally

agree that the most direct and surest path to success is to rely

very heavily on proven technology, building on the extraordinary

base of experience made available through the design and operation

of over 100 light water reactors in the United States and about 400

worldwide.

As indicated by many of the IAEA safety standards described

earlier, the biggest problem we face in operating our nuclear

plants are ones based on human performance. Nany feel that it is

unnecessarily difficult to operate and maintain the complex and

individually designed plants that we have in operation today.

The new light water reactor programs are focusing on advanced

boiling water reactors and advanced pressurized water reactors.
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In the advanced boiling water reactor, simplification plays a key

role. For example, ABWR makes reactor operation and maintenance

easier by using internal circulation pumps, in place of the

external pumps of most operating plants. This eliminates piping,

decreases construction time and reduces in-service inspections.

Internal circulation pumps also enhance saf ety by eliminating large

reactor vessel nozzles and piping below the top of the core. The

ABWR program reached an important milestone in 1987 when the Tokyo

Electric Power Company selected two ABWR units f or its Kashiwazaki-

Kariwa Nuclear Power Station. Commercial operation of the f irst

plant will take place in 1996 and the second in 1998.

In the advanced pressurized water reactor, cores are longer-lived

and larger in volume than in conventional PWRs This serves to

minimize the lost availability of power during shutdowns for

refueling. The use of improved steam generators also promise long-

life operation. One new PWR design eliminates the need for large

amounts of piping, saf ety-related pumps, and many other complex

components and systems.
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Some of the new designs feature what engineers call "passive"

saf ety f eatures. Rather than depend on operators and complex saf ety

systems to take action within minutes in case of a serious

accident, a malfunctioning reactor would be prevented from

releasing any harmful radiation by natural forces like gravity and

convection or design of the fuel itself.

The most feared accident is overheating the fissioning uranium fuel

in a reactor core so sverely that it melts and releases

radioactive gasses. It was such a meltdown that occurred at Three

Mile Island.

With the new designs, it is possible to design and build a series

of small reactors that could produce the power of a large plant.

These reactors could survive the failure of components without fuel

damage and without releasing radioactivity because their fuels can

withstand the maximum temperatures possible under the worst of

circumstances and because of prompt response by inherent safety

features. Their design limits the power density of the reactor

core as well as the actual size of the core.
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Such passively safe reactors can be designed to suffer the

simultaneous failure of all control and cooling systems without

danger to the public.

A Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor has completed the

conceptual design stage and is seen by some as a safer alternative

to conventional reactors. It is designed to use less concentrated

fuel which can withstand higher temperatures and consequently, in

small reactors, cannot become hot enough to melt down. It does not

require a containment structure and is passively safe in that no

operator action is required if it is necessary to shut the facility

down. Several small modular high temperature gas-cooled reactor

units can operate together, like stacking conventional batteries,

and can generate the same power as one conventional sized reactor,

hence the use of the term "modular".

Savings could also be realized because the new plants might be made

to a single, prelicense design in central factories.Operating costs

are also reduced because modular plants could offer much more

safety with staffs only half as big as today's standard plants.
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An Integral Fast Reactor concept has been under development since

1984. A key feature of this concept is metallic fuel which can be

designed for higher burnups and superior irradiation performance.

Solid technical accomplishments have been accumulating year after

year in all aspects of the IFR development program. And as

technical progress is made, the ultimate potential offered by the

IFR concept as a next generation advanced reactor becomes clearer

and clearer. The IFR concept can meet all three fundamental

requirements needed in a next-generation reactor. These include

breeding, safety and waste management.

Let's examine each in terms of the IFR.

First, breeding. The next-generation reactor should be capable of

meeting large energy demands, demands that are a substantial

fraction of the total energy needs of the future. Rising concern

about the greenhouse effect reinforces the need to reexamine the

requirements of a next-generation reactor concept so that it can

contribute significantly toward substitution for fossil-based

energy generation.
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Even with the limited nuclear capacity online today, worldwide

reasonably assured uranium resources will last for only about 

years. If nuclear is to make a significant contribution, breeding

is a fundamental requirement. Breeding won't be needed for a decade

or two in all probability. However, it is certain that breeding

will be needed eventually if nuclear power is to contribute

significantly toward future energy demands. The IFR can extend

uranium resources by a hundredfold, making nuclear essentially the

same as a renewable energy source.

The second requirement is safety. The next-generation reactor

should have inherent passive safety characteristics and should also

be simple to operate. The IFR metallic fuel promises a higher

degree of inherent safety than the conventional oxide fuel, and

better or equal safety characteristics across the entire spectrum

from normal behavior to postulated severe accidents.

Although the metallic fuel-melting temperature is much lower than

that of oxide fuel, it is also much more difficult to raise the

fuel temperature because of the high thermal conductivity for

metal. As a result, operating margins in terms of power can, in

fact, be greater for metal than for oxide cores.
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It is in the inherent saf ety characteristics under the' generic

anticipated transient-without-scram, loss-of-heat-sink without

scram and transient overpower without scram, that the metallic fuel

shows its greatest advantages over oxide fuel.

The third requirement is waste management. In the U.S., nuclear

waste is now the factor that probably most influences public

acceptance of nuclear power. Therefore, the next-generation reactor

should have specific technical solutions to deal with high-level

waste disposal.

High-level nuclear waste is composed of two major constituents:

fission products that are produced in the fission process and

transuranic elements, or actinides, that are produced as a result

of neutron capture. From a radiological risk viewpoint, actinides

dominate in the long term.
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In a time span of a few hundred years, the fission products decay

to a suf f iciently low level that their radiological risk f actor

drops below the cancer risk level of the original uranium ore.

Actinides, on the other hand, typically have very long half-lives

and their radiological risk f actor remains orders of magnitude

higher than that due to fission products for tens or hundreds of

thousands of years. Theref ore, there is a strong incentive to

separate actinides and recycle them back into the reactor for in-

situ burning.

By recycling antinides, the effective lifetime of nuclear waste is

reduced from millions of years to a few hundred years. This should

have enormous impact on assuring the integrity of containment of

high-level waste for its lifetime and should also impact ultimately

on the public acceptance of nuclear power.

In summary, we have reviewed the enormous challenges that faced the

nuclear community following the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island

and the 1986 accident at Chernobyl, new safety standards that will

make all nuclear plants safer for the public and operators, the

emerging need for new power and advanced designs that replace

designed safety systems with natural forces.
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The future is looking brighter for nuclear power and that's good.

Increasing the use of the atom in producing badly needed power is

essential, not only for the United States but for the world nuclear

community as well.

Thank you for your attention.
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Success Factors
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At the present time, there are no firm plans for expanding the

contribution of nuclear electricity in the USA. The plants in operation

plus those currently under construction will contribute nominally 20 of

the electricity for the near future. Nuclear electricity is the second largest

contributor to electricity consumption in the USA. There are regions

within the USA where nuclear electricity contributes more than 50 of

the total electricity.

Looking to the future, there are two major pressures that should lead to

expansion of nuclear electricity in the USA.

1) The growing need for electricity and

2) The growing concern about C02 and related emissions.

The obstacles to future expansion are primarily cost and public acceptance.

Legislation in the USA deals with public acceptance by defining

conditions for a safe plant ... nominally safer than the 110 plants in

operation. Intensive studies are under way to enhance the safety of water

reactors through simplifications and use of passive safety systerns.

Similar studies are focussing on more advanced systems including both

sodium and gas-cooled reactors. It is likely that when the need for

nuclear electricity becomes pronounced that several commercial

electricity producing versions will be built.
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The cost obstacle is also being intensively evaluated. Plant simplification,

partial factory assembly, construction management and regulatory

interactions are major considerations. All have effect on construction

time which has been a problem for some U.S. plants. In addition,

operation and maintenance costs in the USA have risen to the level of

comparable fossil units. Thus, in the absence of environmental

considerations (and taxes) nuclear electricity tends to be more expensive

than that from burning coal. Any substantive taxation of fossil fuel

emissions (e.g. C02) could markedly impact the economics of electricity

production favoring the generation of nuclear electricity.

The rapid deployment of nuclear electric stations in the USA has not been

without problems. These provided incentives for collegial resolutions

that are continuing as needed.

Perhaps the most impactive problems involved the deterioration of

steam generators in PWRs and the need for replacement of recirculation

piping in BWRs. Both of these issues led to extensive research and

testing programs that have been successful at identifying the major

sources of deterioration.

Other early problems included fuel performance and the potential for

embrittlement of reactor'vessels and their "beffline" welds. These issues

are reasonably well understood today and improvement measures are

well understood.

The unfortunate accident at Three Mile Island provided opportunity for

many reviews of hardware and procedures. It provided motivation for

major attention to safety and relief valve performance. Enhancement of

operating staff with a "Shift Technical Advisor" was an early procedural

change. The emergence of the IAEA Safety Principles developed by the

International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) provided an

Dr. W.B. Loewenstein
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opportunity for wide dissemination of such "lessons learned." These

were only mildly affected by the severe reactor accident at Chernobyl. The

"lessons learned" from this very serious event were quite similar to those

from Three Mile Island. The INSAG Safety Principles and the underlying

IAEA Safety Standards and Guides are basic descriptions of what is

necessary for a successful program of practical large scale nuclear

technology deployment to make electricity. The visible emergence of the

term "Safety Culture" and what it means is a necessary measure for the

deployment of this technology. In the USA, the industry has self initiated

measures for improvement. The establishment of the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operatives (INPO) has provided self improvement

incentives which are, of course, monitored and regulated through the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

It is interesting to note that in recent years 10 to 15 of the 20 to 25 lowest

cost electricity producers in the USA were nuclear generating stations. It

is also instructive to note that the average capacity factor of nuclear

electric stations in the USA rose to - 65%. One of the best performing

stations in the USA is the Oconee station with three reactors of the same

type as the well known Three Mile Island reactor!

It would be comforting to be able to say the successful plants (e.g.

construction or operation, or both) come from one reactor vendor or

either large or small utilities. Counter examples exist for all such

generalizations.

All generalizations are flawed, including this one. Perhaps the only

observation that may indicate opportunity for success is corporate

commitment to the construction and operating efforts. Such

commitment, along with technology insight, seems the major common

denominator of successful operations. Obviously, accompanying quality

engineering programs for assurance are implied in this fragile

generalization.

Dr. W.B. Loewenstein
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An exhaustive analysis of U.S. domestic capacity factors was published in

Nuclear News (May 1990). This analysis, which is indicative operating

success, is a multi-year average. The bottom lines of this evaluation show

that the number of units with capacity factor exceeding 70% ranges from

less than 25%in the early 1980s to more than 40% in the late i980s.

Similarly, the number of units with capacity factors of less than 50% was

well over 20% in the early 1980s and trends to less than 20% in the late

1980s. The median capacity factors of all units in the early 1980s was

under 60% while during the late 1980s an approach to 70% was clearly

evident.

For the years 1987-1989, thirteen stations with capacity factors greater than

80% were all less than 1000 Mwe units. However about half of the units

with capacity factors between 70 and 80% were 1000 Mwe units. Whether

this finding relates to unit size or unit age (the smaller units tend to be

older) is not readily obvious.

It is obvious that capacity factors have increased during the past decade.

The reasons for this are several which are ultimately related to lessons

learned and a maturing of operating practices.

Experience with construction practices in recent years is not a good

indicator for the future. There have been a few good examples of timely

construction schedules. Others might have been as good but for the

stretchout by ancillary factors, including lack of regulatory definition.

Certainly, varying interest rates and cost escalation during high

inflationary periods impacted adversely on construction costs.

Recognition of these factors has led to efforts to reduce construction costs

via plant simplification and more factory assembly of portions of the

plant.

Dr. W.B. Loewenstein
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It is very likely that the experience gained in recent years on both

operations and construction provides valuable insights on the New

Nuclear Age. This will evolve based on the need for growing use of

electricity in environmentally acceptable ways.

9982P/WBL/tbe

Dr. W.B. Loewenstein
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SUMMARY

The paper deals with public perceptions of nuclear power. These

perceptions were shaped initially by the worlds violent introduction to

nuclear power when the first nuclear bombs were exploded during 945.

Public perceptions have deteriorated due to the Three Mile Island and

Chernobyl accidents. Although there are signs of improvement the nuclear

industry internationally is facing opposition, a situation which also

obtains in South Africa, although to a lesser degree. Public concern in

'respect of fossil fuels have lessened the pressure on nuclear power.
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The nuclear industry, in the public's eye, has an unfortunate past history.

One has to accept that the public - like the media which serves it and, to

a large extent, governments the world over - is scientifically illiterate.

In this country this is particularly true. Not one major newspaper his a

science editor and the national science scene is almost totally ignored by

the electronic media.

The public is suspicious of science and scientists, particular nuclear

science and nuclear physicists.

Nuclear science, in the public's eye, was not born out of the heroic

experiments of Chadwick, Fermi, Bohr and the rest - it was born out of a

brilliant flash in the sky and the instant roasting of thousands of people.

The "power of the atom" was frightening - not reassuring.

The subsequent build-up of opposing nuclear arsenals did neither science

nor governments any good and the East West stand-off - even though it has

now cooled - left the public with the impression that scientists had no

control over the use of the atom, and governments were not to be trusted

with it.

Much the same could be said for the nuclear power industry. A great many

people believe that industry in general, and the nuclear industry in

particular, is manipulative, financially greedy, politically power hungry

and environmentally capable of destroying "spaceship earth" for its own and

the political/business establishments short term benefit and that it should

be subjected to rigid control by concerned citizens.

Finally the secrecy which surrounded the atoms for peace programmes, the

jargon of the nuclear industry and the sometimes unfortunate arrogance of

the nuclear industry with its expansive promises about "energy too cheap to

meter" and about the "hundreds-of-millions-to-one chance" of a serious

nuclear mishap - these all tended to rebound on the industry.

J Clarke
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This has largely resulted from the nuclear industry's own public relations

ineptitude. It was, as an industry, well meaning enough, but failed to

Itread" the public. Neither collectively nor individually did utilities

take note of developing environmental concerns in the market place. There

have been environmental and political scandals across the world which have

seriously undermined the idustry's credibility - and the media were

neither slow in revealing these nore merciful. And this tended to drive

the industry even more into a corner. It ountered with repeated defensive

claims about the safety of the product but you know the saying: "The more

he spoke of his honour the faster we counted the spoons."

All things cnsidered, it is difficult to say in the final analysis, which

party failed to put across to the public of the undoubted benefits of

nuclear power. Was it the media lack of scientific literacy and its

practically ingrained suspicion, not to say bias? - or was it purely the

fault of the nuclear industry.

Ironically, as the industry tightened security and safety procedures,

sometimes being forced by legislation - or even its own volition - to go to

ludicrous lenghts, so the public became more alarmed. Today we have the

situation where the ambient levels of radio-activity around coal-fired

stations - although perfectly safe would set off alarms at Koeberg.

Increased safety measures were usually seen as a tacit admission of extreme

vulnerability. Self regulation, so often introduced by the industry in its

bending over backwards to b seen as even more super-safe than the law

expected, met with sharp criticism from the anti-nuclear lobby.

The public reaction to nuclear power has often been reminiscent of the way

Victorians greeted the advent of electricity and the incadescent light

bulb. It was viewed as something akin to magic. The difference was that

electricity was demonstrated to the public on the dining room table - using

a torto seshell comb and little bits of paper. Nuclear power was first

demonstrated somewhat more violently.

J Clarke
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There was, before the Three Mile Island accident,: signs that the anti-

nuclear lobby was turning into a definable and limited minority and there

was a growing widespread acceptance of nuclear energy.

Three Mile Island was a landmark in the story of the public's view of

nuclear power: in the final analysis it was an economic disaster - it was

certainly not a human one. It hurt nobody - but it wiped out the

industryls profits in the US until well into the 21st century.

It produced a number of effects: It humbled the United States nuclear

industry. It forced the industry to talk in terms the public understood.

It ushered in a new and skilfull public relation phase which was more

didactic that anything else. But that might have been just what the public

needed. No more jargon, no more talking over people's head. Several

laymen-friendly diagrams and lucid articles appeared.

The more intelligent (lay public) slowly recognised TMI for what it was - a

grade test of nuclear safety technology. It succeeded with flying colours

despite technicians doing everything they could to override the computer in

the genuine belief it was malfunctioning.

Many people inside and outside the industry expressed the belief that in

the final analysis TMI probably reassured the public that even in a

potential worst-case disaster the situation can be contained.

Chernobyl was something else. The Star recently suggested it might have

been a terminal blow for the future of the industry.

Certainly a second Chernobyl even if, once again, it is the fault of

shoddy workmanship which simply does not exist here - may well prove too

much for the public.

J Clarke
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In the developed countries of the world, the energy industry including the

transport industry, is under increasing pressure from environmental groups.

The use of oil, petroleum and coal is becoming unacceptable to more and

more people, certainly as a long term solution to the energy crisis. The

acid rain syndrome has now appeared in the Eastern Transvaal - at least

there are suspicions of it. And the greenhouse effect is attracting the

attention of world leaders. Whether the acid rain is mainly a result of

coal burning or the whether the greenhouse effect is definitely the result

of C02 from coal is still a theory rather than a hard fact but the general

feeling among politicians is that the risks are too high for governments to

wait for irrefutable proof. Many peope believe there will be stringent and

enormously expensive control measures introduced internationally within 

years. There is talk of an international convention which could well force

big producers of C02 to reduce their emissions - and that would mean us.

At the same time the green lobby sees nuclear as unacceptable because of

its wastes as much as anything and is jumpy about hydro schemes which

frequently mean removing rural people from their traditional lands before

it is inundated and the destruction of pristine areas.

To the people concerned by the activities of utilities the desirable

alternative are:

ENERGY CONSERVATION - this is the most popular "alternative" and includes

improving energy efficiency. Not nearly enough is being done in South

Africa to conserve electricity and yet there are plenty of ideas to be had

from the Northern Hemisphere. In Britain the Green Alliance is campaigning

for a minum 2 percent per year increase in energy efficiency throughout the

European Community. But conservation/energy efficiency, while they will

ease measures are not a solution in themselves - we will still need more

power stations.
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LOW GROWTH - There is a lobby, strong in Europe, which says low growth and

even no growth and negative growth are sensible options. These options

might make some sense were Zero Popul ation Growth has been reached but do

not fit in to our situation at all. Indeed, if South Africa needs to house

all its people by 2000, and give them electricity, we need an economic

growth rate of 10 percent a year. In the 1980s we grew only 1,5 percent.

SOLAR AND WINDPOWER - these are popular alternatives, especially coupled

with energy conservation.

GAS - in the short term gas is acceptable the emissions appear less

harmful than those of other fossil fuel.

These alternatives have achieved a very large measure of popular appeal in

the developed countries. While many people accept that conventional energy

sources are and will remain important (for instance 80 % of Americans

accept that nuclear power will be an important energy source in future),

the majority would still prefer alternatives if the technologies were

viable.

In the U.S.A the licensing procedures further complicate the issue. Most

licensing procedures are subjected to constant review and decisions may be

taken to the highest court of appeal. Licensing conditions are changed as

political pressures demand. This has resulted in enormous delays in

construction time. Utility executives are hesitant about embarking on

expensive base load stations which could be prevented from operating after

completion, even if they have complied with all the licensing requirements

up to that point. At present the popular quick fix is gas turbines,

although the utilities have ample evidence that they will be experiencing

serious brown-outs in the near future And regular black-outs in the latter

half of the decade. Most of them feel that no further P.W.R's of the

present generation will be built and are placing their faith in the new

generation of passive safety system, modular units which are at present

being designed.
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The European situation is ambivalent. In a referendum Sweden decided to

phase out their nuclear power stations by 2010. This represents 30 of

their generating capacity. They have decided that coal, oil and hydro-

power are unacceptable and that the hortfall will be made up by a

combination of energy conservation, North Sea gas (for a limited period

only) and wind and solar power. Utility executives cannot see a solution

to the undoubted shortages which will occur if the present policies are

pursued. They are hoping that a combination of the retirement of the

present Minister of Energy and pressure from the Unions, who are becoming

fearful of losing jobs in a declining economy, may lead to the eventual

modification of these policies. Ironically, the population is now

subjected to higher levels of radiation than ever before due to the build

up of radon in extremely well insulated houses.

With the exception of France, most European countries are holding fire on

further energy development, especially nuclear. With low industrial and

population growth rates this does not create important short term problems.

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Italy and Austria will purchase power from

across their borders, mainly from France. The Germans are very pessimistic

about any increases in generating capacity in Germany and most utility

executives feel they will probably also be buying increasing amounts of

power from France. The longer term outlook is more serious as industrial

development continues, albeit slowly, and existing power stations will

obviously need to be replaced at some stage. A more immediate problem is

the expected expansion of industry in the West as a result of increasing

demands for products from the Eastern bloc, as well as increasing

industrial development in the East itself. At present the Eastern bloc has

enough generating capacity to handle a cold snap with temperatures down to

-2'C, a not uncommon occurrence. Anything beyond that, requires that power

be purchased from the West.
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Eastern Europe's record in respect of both pollution and safety, especially

in nuclear stations, is appalling by Western standards. Interestingly,

"Green" political parties have been among the first to be established as a

result of increased democratization, and in Hungary a large hydro-scheme on

the Danube has already been blocked. It is interesting too that pollution

is a major factor in the Estonian mvement to break away from the U.S.S.R..

Estonia has been the area where much of Russia's heavy industry is

situated, although neither the raw materials or the manufactured products

are used for the benefit of Estonians. They have been saddled with a heavy

pollution burden.

Increasingly these problems are spreading to the Far East. Taiwan has of

late been subjected to anti-nuclear demonstrations and Korea and Japan have

similar problems. The Japanese elections had a specifically anti-nuclear

party contesting a large number of seats.

The pressures faced by nuclear utilities are often imposed by politicians,

especially in countries where the utilities are private and non-

centralised. In many countries utilities have evidence from public opinion

surveys that the population is not actively opposed to nuclear power. The

media, followed by politicians, are often swayed by very vociferous

minority groups.

There is particular cause for concern when the interests of these pressure

groups correspond, to the detriment of nuclear industry. (In many cases

the membership of these groups overlap). For the nuclear industry the

following groups and combinations of them are of particular concern:

J Clarke
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*Anti-technology movements as these believe that higher levels of technology

have led to increasing social disruption. They strive for a simpler life

and wish to return to a society living in a state of "elegant frugality".

These groups are often allied to a lobby who espouse a society in which all

industry is in the hands of individuals, thus ensuring a truly democratic

society in which large business concerns cannot dominate the economy or

politics.

*The professional protest lobby which is largely an offshoot of the protest

movements of the sixties and seventies. They have become interested in the

energy industry via an interest in the weapons industry and nuclear power

on the one hand, and environmental and citizens protest actions on the

other.

*The more militant environmental rganisation such as Greenpeace and

Friends of the Earth.

*Distinct from the "Green" parties, there are a group of political lobbying

and pressure groups such as the Green Alliance in Britain and Environmental

Action in the U.S.A who strive to influence legislative bodies and

individual politicians.

What then of the South African situation?

Generally speaking, trends in South Africa tend to follow those in Europe

and the U.S.A some months or years later depending on the degree of

publicity accorded them. This applies also to nuclear concerns.
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Coverage of environmental matters by the local media has expanded

enormously. The increase in the amount of environmental programs material

overseas is reflected in our local electronic media. This is the most

obvious on TV, where Good Morning South Africa, Carte Blanche, 50/50 are

"green" orientated as are many of the magazine programs. Overseas programs

reflect overseas concerns and these in turn are recognised here as having

local parallels.

Inevitably public and media concerns are reflected in the political sphere,

and there are vague signs that the White political parties are becoming

environmentally conscious. (The other groups have more pressing concerns).

A "Green" party has already been established. The Democratic Party has

established a Green Forum and the government has committed itself to

environmental action, based on the findings of an investigation by the

President's Council.

Not all "green" groups are anti-nuclear. Many support nuclear power on the

grounds that it is environmentally kinder than fossil fuels. Indeed, the

manifesto of the new Green Party (Ecology Party) has announced it is

keeping its options open.

With the exception of Koeberg Alert, which for all practical purposes had

become defunct two or three years ago, South Africa had not experienced

any serious anti-nuclear activity. They were most active in the late

seventies and early eighties.

The situation has changed recently, with the de facto amalgamation of the

remains of Koeberg Alert, SANE (Society against nuclear energy) in

Pietermaritzburg, and Earth Life Africa, who have a significant anti-

nuclear lobby.
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They are taking a tougher stance than the previous anti-nuclear groups, and

their major concerns closely reflect those of overseas groups safety,

waste, radiation and so on. At present, their material is derived almost

entirely from overseas sources, mainly Greenpeace publications.

There are signs of hope for the nuclear industry, however. With ever

increasing pressure on fossil fuels, nuclear is becoming an increasingly

popular option in many parts of the world, in spite of the remaining

objections of some members of the anti-nuclear lobby.

Generally speaking, public opinion polls in various parts of the world

indicate increasing acceptance of the necessity of nuclear power, even if

it is viewed as a somewhat Faustian bargain. Public opposition must surely

fall away as the sts of coal-fired power stations soar with the addition

of desulphurisation units and C02 extractors. In fact coal stations may

soon equal, in capital costs, nuclear stations - and, certainly, their

operating costs and waste disposal problems will far exceed those for

nuclear plants. The public's reluctance to accept nuclear technology is

only partly rooted in nuclear power's rather disturbing birth. This type

of reaction is common throughout history whenever society was faced by new

technologies.

We believe there is a future for nuclear power and that the public fears,

already slowly evaporating, will disappear.
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SUMMARY

The factors impacting a utility's choice of reactor for

commercial exploitation are discussed. Concepts available in

time frames of 5, 10 and 20 -years are considered. It is

concluded that future programmes are likely to be based on a

relatively small number of largely pre-licensed turnkey station

designs. The near future is likely to be dominated by light

water reactors. The Westinghouse AP600 design is biefly

described as an example of a soon to be available advanced

design.
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INTRODUCTION

The last twenty five years have seen a remarkable growth in the

production of nuclear electricity. Although the building of

power plants has now paused, it appears that the world's limited

fossil fuel supplies, coupled with a more rational view of the

relative environmental impacts of alternative energy sources, is

likely to assure a healthy long term future for nuclear power.

All new technologies appear to start life with a wealth of

concepts, suppliers and models. As a technology matures, its

increasing sophistication and cost of development means that new

designs can only be economically developed by spreading first

time engineering costs over a substantial number of units. This

leads to a drift from a situation where each large developed

country supports a number of vendors to a situation where only

handful of suppliers exist on the world scene. This trend has

been very evident in the areas of automobiles, aeroplanes and

sophisticated electronics, and is emerging in the nuclear field.

In the case of nuclear power plants, the cost of developing and

licensing an entire station design means that the practice of

individual utilities or architect engineers developing their own

unique station designs around an "off the shelf" nuclear steam

supply system is also almost certainly doomed and that in future

standardisation is likely to extend to the station.
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It would appear that for nuclear power to fully realise its

potential it is necessary for the international community to

agree a sensible unified set of safety requirements. This would

mean that a developed design could be rapidly and simply

licensed for a particular application with new safety work being

limited essentially to site related ma tters.; Commercial

pressures, nationalism and the "not invented here" syndrome will

make the agreement of such a process very difficult. Failing

this it would appear sensible for utilities to limit

consideration to systems where a reference design exists which

is locally licensable with essentially no modification.

The next twenty five years are therefore likely to be

characterised by the worldwide application of a relatively small

number of largely pre-licensed nuclear station designs.

This paper discusses the criteria impacting the choice of

reactor for a given application and the application of these

factors to the main reactor types currently available or under

development.

CHOOSING A REACTOR

Factors To Be Considered

In order for a reactor design to be considered for construction

it must first and foremost be 11accceptably" safe. Although

there is currently a profusion of derived requirements and

guidelines which are applied to achieve this objective, there is

a reasonable international consensus as to what constitutes a

sensible probabalistic risk target. Most designs currently

being offered on the world market by major vendors are likely to

meet, or at least come close to, this target when assessed on a

reasonable basis. This does not mean that these designs would

meet the specific national safety requirements designed to

achieve these objectives.
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Secondly, the cost per kilowatt hour of electricity must be

competitive. Competitiveness may be biased by considerations

such as the environment and balance of payment issues. Costs of

construction for identical plants may differ widely between

countries depending on such factors as labour costs, working

practices and, where local content is important, on the local

cost and availability of components.

The reliability and availability of the plant must be such as to

provide an acceptable security of supply, given the plant's size

and local network conditions. The largest plants are acceptable

only on relatively large stable networks.

The above factors are, of course, all inter-related. For

example, an increase in the complexity of safety systems in

order to meet enhanced licensing requirements may impact the

cost per kilowatt hour through reduced availability and

increased design software and construction time, as well as

directly through capital cost.

Total station financing requirements, coupled with all of the

above, should be such as render the station financially

attractive or at least acceptable. The criteria applied to

make this judgement will depend on the local financial

environment and on whether the utility is government financed or

privately financed.

Different Approaches

Historically there has been a trend to satisfy ever stricter

safety requirements by adding more safety systems and increasing

their complexity. The consequent increases in plant costs have

been partially offset by moving to higher outputs. These large

plants require very careful design in order to assure that their
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complexity does not lead to a significant reduction in

availability. Also, great care has to be.exercised in the

design of the operator interface and in the training of the

operators in order to assure that the operator is properly in

command of his-complex plant. In this respect it is interesting

to note firstly that operator error, or lack of operator

understanding, has been a major factor in all of the world's

most serious nuclear accidents, (ie - Windscale, Three Mile

Island, and Chernobyl) and that the simpler 2 loop plants have

availabilities which are consistently an average of 10% above

their larger cousins. (Ref 1)

In recent years, a number of vendors have undertaken design

studies for plants which use a different approach to safety

systems. The intent has been to use passive phenomena such as

natural circulation and gravity to provide safety functions,

rather than to rely on active systems requiring power supplies

and control systems. The resulting simplification has led to

reduced capital costs and shortened construction times. The

phenomena employed generally result in plant size limitations.

(Ref 2)

Some of these 'passive' designs, such as the Westinghouse AP600

(See Appendix) are evolutionary in nature ad utilise existing

components in a revised configuration. These will not require a

prototype. (Ref 17) Others such as PIUS and SIR use more

revolutionary features such as concrete pressure vessels and

steam generators located within the pressure vessel. It is

clear that the revolutionary concepts will require the

construction and operation of a prototype in order to establish

their viability.

Future buyers of power plants will, therefore, be faced with the

choice between two design populations with broadly similar

generating costs. The one made up of large relatively complex
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designs and the other of smaller relatively simple designs.

These smaller simplified designs are gaining in popularity

particularly in the United States. In the author's view nuclear

Ire-entry' in the United States will probably occur in the

middle 1990s and will probably be based on smaller simplified

designs.

CURRENT AND FUTURE OPTIONS

An attempt has been made to survey the major designs currently

available on the world market and which appear to have a

significant chance of being exploited in the near term. The

list has been limited to those designs which have been widely

accepted on the world market and excludes for example the

British AGR which has not been applied outside Britain, or

Comecon designs which are limited to the Comecon countries.

The designs currently enjoying wide international acceptance are

listed in Table .

TABLE 

REACTOR DESIGNS CURRENTLY ENJOYING WIDE INTERNATIONAL ACCEPTANCE

Design Major Vendor Size Range Approx No in
Concept Currently Operation or Under

Offered MWe Construction

PWR Westinghouse, 600 to 1450 200
Framatome,
Combustion Eng/
ABB, KWU
Babcock Wilcox,
Mitsubishi

BWR GE, ABB, W 800 to 1250 100
Toshiba, Hitachi

PHWR AECL, KWU 300 to 900 35
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Any attempt to assess which major designs will be available for

international commercial application within the next ten years

is bound to be judgemental. Table 2 provides the author's view

based on information available to him at the time of writing.

No claim is made that it is complete. It is accepted that other

judgements are possible. (Ref 34)

TABLE 2

REACTOR DESIGNS LIKELY TO BE COMMERCIALLY ON OFFER

BEFORE 2000 AD

Design Vendor Size MWe Features/Comments

Passive
LWRs

AP600 WMitsubishi 600 2 loop) (Ref 56,7,8,9,10)
900 3 loop) 4 loop version possible

See Appendix

SBWR GE 600 5,6 (Ref 11)

Active
LWRs

APWR H/Mitsubishi 1000 1,2,3,4 (Ref 12)
1350

System 80+ GE/ABB 1300 1,2,4 PWR

? NPI(Framatome ? International PWR Model
& KWU) to be announced (Ref 13)

ABWR GE/Toshiba/ 1350 TEPCO has ordered 2
Hitachi units

1,2 (Ref 14)

Notes: See Page 7.
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Notes

1. Designed to EPRI requirements document

2. Improved 4 train safeguards in rationalised layout

3. Spectral shift as an option

4. Radial neutron reflector

5. Simplified systems emphasising passive principles

6. Modular construction, pre-fabricated factory modules,

short construction period

Currently many new reactor types and advanced variants of

existing designs are being proposed for development. Some of

the non WR types make the claim that no containment building is

required. In the case of the HTR, this claim is based on the

good high temperature fission product retention properties of

the ceramic fuel spheres. In the case of the liquid metal

cooled fast reactors the case is made that the guard vessel and

head closure device achieve the same retention of radioactive

materials as the high pressure containment structures used on

light water reactors. In the United States NRC is currently

discussing this and is expected to make a statement later this

year. NRC is also considering whether to require remotely sited

prototypes for non WR advanced designs. This would raise a

major hurdle for these designs in the United States. Table 3

lists a selection of advanced designs which may become

commercially available within the next 20 years. (Refs

3,4,15,16,17)
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TABLE 3

SELECTION OF ADVANCED REACTOR CONCEPTS CURRENTLY CONSIDERED
FOR DEVELOPMENT

Name Power Principle Features Potential Vendors

PIUS 640 Process Inherent Ultimately ABB
Safe PWR. Primary-Circuit

(350) surrounded by a tank of
borated water

SIR 320 PWR Safe Integral Reactor. Rolls Royce Ass
Steam generators ABB/Combustion
pressuriser contained in
reactor e re vessel

MHTGR 550 Modular High Temperature General Atomics
Gas Reactor 4 modules)

PRISM 1400 Modular liquid metal fast General Electric
reactor and others

CONCLUSIONS

The magnitude of the investment in a nuclear power plant and the

long term nature of that investment necessitates a prudent and

cautious approach to the choice of design. The development of

new concepts can be expected to be the province of government

financed groups or of consortia of utilities. All but the

largest government backed utilities can be expected to select

either a proven design or a design which represents a cautious

evolutionary step forward from an existing design.

The majority of the world's nuclear electricity has to date been

generated by light water reactors. Serious generic issues such

as the stress corrosion cracking of recirculating pipes and

steam generator corrosion came to light only after some years of
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operation. These are now understood and under control. Given

the many hundreds of years of reactor operation which we now

have behind us we can be rather confident in the basic integrity

of the light water reactor technology.

Exciting new fast reactor and high temperature gas reactor

concepts show the potential for economic application in the

future, but it will be many years before a prudent utility will

be able to realistically select one of these as the basis for a

programme.

Some small 'passive' light water reactors based on an

evolutionary echnology have progressed well into the design and

licensing process. However, they are not likely to be available

as serious options for construction starts before the mid 1990s.

In the short term, we can expect plant orders to be largely

limited to existing light water reactor designs or modest

developments of existing designs.

In the intermediate term, say from the middle 1990s until early

in the next century, we can expect small passive light water

reactors to emerge as serious options. Currently there is every

indication that they will be economically competitive with the

larger more conventional designs and that they will have special

advantages. These include short construction periods, more

manageable financing requirements, ease of maintenance and

simplicity of operation. They are likely to prove very popular

particularly with the small and medium sized utilities. A

second step is likely to be the progression to larger versions

of the passive designs, and the ability of a concept to support

such an enlargement may be an important factor in its success.

Large utilities, particularly those with government financial

backing may prefer to continue to build the large conventional

units.
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The menu of plant designs available to utilities in the longer

term, say five to ten years into the next century, will almost

certainly continue to contain active and passive light water

reactors as popular options. These may be supplemented by one

or more of the technologies currently waiting in the wings, such

as the fast reactor, high temperature gas reactor or

revolutionary light water reactor. Experience suggests that

their arrival on the scene will be later than we currently

anticipate. Certainly, the world's future nuclear programmes

will be based on only a limited number of standardised and

highly developed station designs.
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APPENDIX

The Westinghouse Advanced Passive 600 MWe Plant (AP600)

BACKGROUND

The development of the AP600 began in 1985 with the Electric

Power Research Institute (EPRI) Small Plant Study, and continued

under the US Department of Energy (DoE) technology programme in

support of advanced light water reactor. (Ref 2)

The top level objectives were to:-

Provide a very high degree of public safety (Ref 6)

Provide a greatly simplified plant in order to simplify

operation and to reduce costs

use experience based systems and components so as to assure

that a plant prototype will not be required

Use modularisation and other design features to permit a

short construction period

Minimise the impact on the environment

The design team, which is led and managed by Westinghouse

includes Bechtel, Burns and Roe, Avondale Shipyards (experts in

modular design)� and Chicago Bridge and Iron. To date, over

300,000 hours of work have been performed. (Ref 5)
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PROGRAMME

Westinghouse have stated their intention to have a plant on line

and producing power before the end of the century. The

programme to achieve this is shown in figure 

Fic I

i T

8 a 9 91 92 9 3 9 41 9 96 9 7 99 99 2000
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9 Design Concept IDOE\EPRI Programs
I Development/

Testing
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• Detailed Design Design
Submi t Approval Cert I f Icat Ion

• Des 19 n Prepare 1W 1W 1W
Certification SAR NRC-Revlew Rulemaklng

Commercialization Marketing
Planning Plan

* marketing IV

*Customer/Site Site Search
Search

0 site Specific Site Certification
certification Financing

Structure Pion

Fnancing Commit First
to ud Concrete

* Construction 1% 1W Operat

It is believed that subsequent stations wouldbe on line within

five years of order placement. The first one and a half years

would be used for site licensing and preparation, and-for the

ordering of long lead materials. It would then require three

years to construct the plant and a further six months to

commission it.

The design process is backed by an extensive test programme

which is esssentially completed.
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DESIGN FEATURES

Reactor Coolant System

The Reactor Coolant System is shown in Figure 2 it

incorporates a vessel similar in design to that used on the

conventional three loop plants, such as Koeberg and two model F

steam generators. The steam generators are identical to those

used on modern Westinghouse plants, such as Sizewell, except

that their outlet plenum is modified to accommodate two high

inertia canned rotor pumps. The latter are of a design for

which a very high experience base exists. A rather large

pressuriser is provided. (Ref 7)

Fic 2
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The core consists of 145 assemblies of standard Westinghouse OFA

design. It is surrounded by a neutron reflector. The linear

heat rating is 12.6KW/m or about 70% of that of a modern 2 loop

plant such as Napot Point. The vessel fluence is reduced by a

factor of about four to 2 x 1019 for a 60 year design life.

The plant incorporates a hydroball in core flux mapping system

which has permitted the deletion of the bottom penetrations in

the reactor pressure vessel.

Engineered Safety Features

The AP600 uses passive engineered safeguards. Space prevents

other than a brief description of the major principles employed.

Short term, the In Containment Refuelling Water Storage Tank

(IRWST) provides the heat sink. In the longer term the

atmosphere is used as the ultimate heat sink with heat removal

by natural convention from the containment.

The basic arrangement of the safeguards is shown in Fig 3.

Fig 3

Refuelling water storage tank
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In the event of a station blackout decay heat removal is

normally provided by steaming from the steam generators with

make-up by a non-safety grade auxiliary feedwater pump, powered

by a non safety grade diesel. Should this fail,.the safety

grade heat removal path is via natural circulation to a high

pressure Residual Heat Removal (RHR) heat exchanger, which dumps

heat to the IRWST. If this situation persists the IRWST will

boil. Steam condenses on the inner water of the containment and

drains back to the IRWST. The containment is cooled by natural

convection, initially assisted by the evaporation of gravity fed

cooling water as shown in Fig 4 (Ref 8)

Fig 4 AIR

Water storage tank

61 I Air

Steel containment

Steam Air baffle

RHR
HX Concrete shield building

Reactor

Initially it was believed that the use of natural convection

cooling of the containment as the ultimate heat sink would limit

the plant's power to around 600 MWe. Test results now show that

900 MWe is certainly possible, and that 1200 MWe is probably

achievable.
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Small Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) are handled by normally

pressurised Core Makeup Tanks (CMTs) which drain into the

reactor coolant system under gravity. For larger LOCAs the

reactor coolant system is blown down via the pressuriser into

the IRWST. Makeup is provided by nitrogen pressurised

accumulators, the core make-up tanks and by gravity feed from

the IRWST. The ultimate heat sink is again provided by the

natural convection cooling of the containment. (Ref 9 

For all accident scenarios there is a requirement for only a

once and for all re-alignment of some valves. After this the

plant will remain safe indefinitely without any form of operator

intervention.

some indication of the simplifications achieved can be gained by

the comparisons of table 4.

TABLE 4

PLANT FEATURES STD 2 LOOP AP600

Fuel assemblies 121 145
CRDM - Shut/Control 33 45

- Gray 0 12
Pressuriser 1000 FT3 1300 FT3
RC Pumps 2 Shaft sealed 4 canned

Pumps - Safety 24 0
- NNS 188 139

HVAC Fans 52 27
HVAC Filter Units 16 7

Valves - NSSS >211) 512 215
- BOP (>211) 2041 1530

Pipe - NSSS >211) 44,300 FT 11,042FT
- BOP (>211) 97,000 FT 67,000 FT

Evaporators 2 0
Diesel Generators 2 (SC) 1 (NNS)

Bldg Vol - Containment 2.7 MIL FT3 3.0 MIL FT3
- Seismic 6.7 MIL FT3 1.6 MIL FT3
- Non Seismic 6.2 MIL FT3 6.1 MIL FT3
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To meet the needs of Electric Utilities ordering nuclear

power plants in the 1990s, ABB-Combustion Engineering is

developing two designs which will meet EPRI consensus

requirements and new licensing issues. The System 80 Plus

design is an. evolutionary pressurized water reactor plant

modelled after the successful System 80 design in operation

in Palo Verde and under construction in Korea. System 

Plus is currently under review by the US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission with final design approval expected in 1991 and

design certification in 1992. The Safe Integral Reactor

(SIR) plant is a smaller facility with passive safety

features and modular construction intended for design

certification in the late 1990s.
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INTRODUCTION

The advanced light water reactor program in the United

States is based on the premise that nuclear power plants

ordered in the 1990s and beyond must address new licensing

issues and meet the needs of Utilities for increased public

safety, investment protection, operational flexibility,

reduced cost and ease of maintenance. These needs of the

Utilities were formulated in detail in a program started in

1982 by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

culminating in an EPRI requirements document which spelled

out in detail the consensus of requirements to meet the

needs. Licensing issues are addressed by the Design Certi-

fication Policy formulated by the US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) in mid-1989 whereby the entire nuclear

power plant would be certified for operation in one step at

any site. Review of a specific power plant application

would then concentrate only on site-related issues. In

addition, licensing would require compliance with the NRC's

Severe Accident Policy formulated in 1985. Besides compli-

ance with other current NRC regulations, the policy provides

for resolution in the design of the NRC's Unresolved Safety

Issues and Generic Issues, evaluation of the design by

Probabilistic Risk Assessment methodology and consideration

of degraded core issues. All of these requirements have

been factored into the EPRI requirements document.

Another factor which will influence nuclear power in the

1990s is the issue of public acceptance. Numerous polls in

the US have revealed that a majority of the public will

still accept construction of nuclear power plants but there

are calls for improved safety. The "public" are not

specific on the nature of the increased safety, be it active
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or passive systems, but merely want assurance that safety is

the predominant concern of the designer.At ABB-Combustion

Engineering, our assessment of the best way to meet the

needs of the 1990s is with nuclear power plants which are

not major departures from the light water reactor plants

presently operating. We see the evolutionary light water

reactor with its proven base of technology and economy of

scale as the design most acceptable to Utilities. Operators

of nuclear power plants are sufficiently absorbed in under-

standing and implementing the technology now proven and are

more anxious to test the institutional process of licensing

in an environment of familiar technology. We do not see

Utilities ordering plants which require prototypes or lead

units necessary to prove principles of operation.

Accordingly, we have developed the System 80 Plus nuclear

power plant design, which is a modification of the standard

System 80 design which has been proven in operation at the

three-unit Palo Verde site in Arizona starting in 1986.

Modifications were made to this design to meet conditions of

the EPRI requirements document and the further licensing

requirements.

For the longer term, we have heeded the call for smaller

nuclear power plants with lower total capital costs and

improved modular construction and incorporating so-called

"passive" safety systems which would result in a perception

of increased safety. The result has. been the Safe Integral

Reactor (SIR) which, by housing the entire primary coolant

system within the reactor vessel, eliminates the large break

loss of coolant accident, allows pressure suppression con-

tainment and passive means of decay heat removal.
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SYSTEM 80 PLUS

The System 80 Plus design has been developed by ABB-Combus-

tion Engineering together with Duke Power Company with

support from the US Department of Energy at the US licensed

power level limit of 380OMWt for a station output in the

vicinity of 1300 MWe. The Safety Analysis Report is being

submitted to the NRC for final design approval in 1991 and

design certification in 1992. A 1000MWe version of System

80 Plus is being developed in conjunction with the Korea

Atomic Energy Research Institute as a follow on to the

System 80 units at this power level under construction at

the Yonggwang station in Korea.

The System 80 Plus station layout shown in Figure is a

departure from the System 80 layout of Palo Verde but only

in directions of proven technology. The major design

changes from the System 80 standard are summarized in Table

1. These subtle, but significant, changes have been made in

the System 80 design which will result in a more forgiving

plant that (1) can accommodate a wider range of plant

transients, without tripping the reactor or activating

safety systems, 2 provides more time for operator actions,

(3) has increased margins to technical specification limits

that could shut down the plant, 4 is simple to operate,

and (5) is easier to maintain.

One of the most fundamental ways to increase safety is to

create redundancy: multiple sets of systems that back up

each other. The System 80 Plus standard design does just

that with an array of features that improve not only safety,

but reliability. Now there are four trains, or sources, of

emergency feedwater to cool the reactor and protect it from

overheating after being shut down. To prevent any possi-

bility of this feedwater being cut off, two sources are
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driven by electric motor, two by steam turbine. In still

another effort to assure uninterrupted service, pumps in the

shutdown cooling system are idential to those in the con-

tainment spray system, and are interchangeable. As a

result, complete water flow can be maintained in either

system if a pump is not available. To guard against the

loss of outside power o any part of the plant, another

diverse power supply is being added to the already existing

diesel and battery back-up systems. In this way, the loss

of any critical function is extremely unlikely. And finally

to minimize damage in the event of fire or sabotage, safety

systems are contained in separate quadrants of the plant.

An event that damages one train of a safety system cannot

reach the others. With design redundancy in key plant

areas, Utilities are sure to find an extra margin of safety

and reliability never before possible.

The Three Mile Island (TMI) accident heightened the nuclear

industry's awareness of the critical importance of regard

for the human operator, and the man-machine interface, to

producing safe, economical power. As a result, the most

dramatic advances in the System 80 Plus design are being

made where man ultimately faces machine--in our totally

redesigned Nuplex 80 Plus advanced control complex. What

has happened in the last ten years might best be described

as a revolution in the computer and electronics industry

itself. Computers mini-computers, programmable logic

controllers and a host of other advances have all helped

ABB-CE to dramatically improve the design of the control

room and the way information is presented to the operator.

For the System 80 Plus control room, it represents a total

revamp of the way information is collected, transmitted and

processed for use by the operator--processed information

that is directly usable by the operator for monitoring and
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control of the plant. The result is information that is

easier to comprehend; simpler, but more complete. it is

simpler because computers will reduce the amount of infor-

mation continuously presented to the operator. Yet it is

more complete because it will allow access to all plant data

at the touch of a finger.

The Nuplex 80 Plus control complex also allows shorter con-

struction schedules, reduced maintenance workloads, and

lower material costs due to the displacement of large quan-

tities of cable, a major reduction in the number of alarms

and indicators, and the application of off-the-shelf

components. The control consoles are physically smaller

than those in currently operating plants, and minimized

cabling require- ments reduce congestion during construc-

tion. The control room is designed for command by a single

operator from startup through full power operation, but can

accomodate more operators and supervisory staff both on a

regular basis and during emergency conditions.

SAFE INTEGRAL REACTOR (SIR)

The Safe Integral Reactor is being designed by ABB-Combus-

tion Engineering, Rolls-Royce Associates, the UK Atomic

Energy Authority and Stone Webster Inc. The design is for

application in the US and the UK and will produce a power

level of 100OMWt for a net electrical output of 32OMWe. The

eventual application in the UK is as a replacement for

current gas-cooled reactors where the site cooling capabili-

ties limit the amount of power which can be produced. The

first application of SIR is expected to be the Winfrith site

in the UK. Design certification of the SIR in the US would

be expected in the late 1990s as would licensing in the UK.

It is intended for the SIR design to be implemented in
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modules of 32OMWe. Multiple module layouts have been

developed for power levels up to 128OMWe.

The SIR design is based on the inclusion of the entire

primary coolant loops within the reactor vessel itself

thereby eliminating large piping penetrations of the reactor

vessel which, upon failure, could produce a large break

loss-of-coolant accident. Twelve steam generators are

located in the annulus between the core and the reactor

vessel (see Figure 2 Six primary coolant pumps are

attached directly to the vessel to pump the primary coolant

down through the steam generators, to the bottom of the

vessel and up through the reactor core. Reactor pressure is

maintained by the pressurizer section in the reactor vessel

head.

In this concept, we have eliminated all large pipe penetra-

tions of the reactor vessel. The largest pipe connected to

the steam area of the reactor is 7cm in diameter while the

largest penetration to the liquid region is 2.5cm. With the

large reservoir of coolant within the reactor vessel, a

rupture of either of these penetrations would allow more

than four hours for remedial action to take place before the

core would become uncovered.

The containment boundary of the SIR is designed to eliminate

the large dry containment building and to provide for modu-

lar construction of components. The containment consists of

the reactor vessel compartment and a series of eight pres-

sure suppression tanks and connecting piping (see Figure 3)

to relieve pressure in the reactor compartment and to con-

dense steam formed as a result of any pipe break. Natural

convection cooling by air on the outside of the suppression

tanks provides the ultimate heat sink.

Inherent passive safety features of the reactor design

include the abundance of water above the reactor core with
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only small penetrations to the reactor vessel and the poten-

tial for natural circulation cooling of the reactor core

within the vessel. In addition, the SIR is designed for

operation without dissolved boron in the moderator which

results in a substantially negative moderator temperature

coefficient. Sufficient control rod worth is provided to

allow shutdown to ambient temperature conditions.

A number of decay heat removal systems are provided which

are both redundant and passive (see Figure 4. Normal decay

heat removal when AC power is available would be accom-

plished by the power generation system with steam dump to

the condenser. At lower temperatures, the steam generator

recirculation system, again with AC power, would reject heat

to the component cooling water system.

In the event of a loss of coolant accident, the passive

safety injection system would draw water from the pressure

suppression tanks with steam injected from the pressurizer

to provide the energy to inject the water into the reactor

vessel. A second passive system is the Secondary Condensing

System which, by natural circulation, draws steam from four

steam generators through a condensing pool with condensate

returned to the steam generators. For rapid cooling and

depressurization of the reactor vessel, a safety depressur-

ization system is available, discharging steam from the

pressurizer directly to the suppression tanks. Upon depres-

surization this system would then allow gravity drainage of

water from the suppression tanks back to the reactor vessel.

For all of these passive systems, battery operation of

valves is the only feature requiring electric power.

While the SIR design does represent a novel approach includ-

ing many passive operating and safety features, it should be
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recognized that all of the components of the design have

been proven in operation on existing light water reactors.

The elimination of primary coolant loops and the use of

pressure suppression containment tanks reduce the amount of

field construction required and should reduce construction

time. The compact construction coupled with the simplicity

of adding extra units for higher capacity requirements

should make SIR eminently suitable for smaller Utilities.

H CAHN
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TABLE 
MAJOR SYSTEM 80 PLUS DESIGN CHANGES

I. REACTOR

1. Increased Overpower Margin
2. Control of Load Changes without Change in Dissolved

Boron
3. Ring-forged Reactor Vessel
4. Reduced Hot Leg Temperature
5. Advanced Burnable Poison
6. Control Rods with Longer Design Life

II. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

1. Larger Pressurizer
2. Increased Steam Generator (SG) Tube Plugging Margin
3. Increased Secondary Inventory in SG
4. Improved Access for SG Maintenance
5. Improved SG Tube Material

III. SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS

1. Four Train Safety Injection
2. Direct Vessel Injection with Single Pump per Train
3. In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank
4. Four Train Emergency Feedwater System
5. Safety Depressurization System
6. Higher Pressure Shutdown Cooling System
7. Alternate A/C Power Supply

IV. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

1. Advanced Control Center (Nuplex 80 Plus)
2. Digital Protection System
3. Improved Data Communication (multiplexing)
4. Microprocessor-based Component Control
5. Alarm and Indication Prioritization, Validation,

and Reduction

V. CONTAINMENT BUILDING

1. Large Steel Spherical Containment
2. Concrete Shield Building (Dual Containment)
3. Safety Systems in Separate Quadrants of Sub-Sphere

Zone
4. Provisions for Degraded Core Cooling

H CAHN
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Summary

The US NRC has put forth the initial steps in what is viewed as the

resolution of the severe accident issue. Underlying this process is a

fundamental philosophy that if followed will likely lead to an order of

magnitude reduction in the risk of severe accidents. Thus far, this

philosophy has proven cost effective through improved performance. This

paper briefly examines this philosophy and the next step in closure of the

severe accident issue, the IPE. An example of the authors experience with

deterministic calculations as applied to severe accident analysis is

examined.
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In the wake of the TMI accident, growing attention has been paid to the

management of severe accidents. This paper reviews the current

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's philosophy on severe accident management

and presents a brief summary of Penn State's experience with the initial

stages of severe accident management. Although the study examines a BWR

scenario, the lessons learned are of value to any plant, PWR or BWR.

The NRC considers that accident management is a key element to the closure

of the severe accident issue. The term accident management includes both

preventative and mitigative elements. It is viewed by many as a cost-

beneficial method to achieve substantial reduction in the risk to the

public and the utility from severe accidents.

Pre-TMI, the emphasis on safety relied heavily on the engineered safeguard

features. In the post-TMI era, the approach has become a multifaceted one

emphasizing improved operational performance, human factors, realistic

performance of systems and operators, and the use of probalistic studies.

There is little doubt that plants today are safer than they were prior to

TMI. One only needs to review the US capacity factors to see the

significant improvements achieved. A less obvious and harder to quantify

improvement is the introduction of emergency operating procedures (EOP's)

which are symptom based and which include events that go beyond the

traditional design basis accident.

Accident management is a broader application of the existing EOP

philosophy. As Victor Stello recently notedl it uses the existing data

base of knowledge gained from plant specific severe accident analysis, the

Individual Plant Examination or IPE to obtain insights and understanding of

how to:

a. Prevent core damage,

b. Terminate the progress of core damage if it begins and retain the core

within the reactor vessel,

C. Maintain containment integrity as long as possible,

d. Minimize off-site release.

A J Baratta
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Just as analyses with reactor transient analysis codes such as RETRAN and

RELAP have lead to a better understanding of operational transients and

hence improved operations, the process is expected to improve accident

response and meet the above goals.

Accident management includes much the same philosophy as transient

analysis does, in that it involves measures taken before an accident

occurs. Improved training, hardware, and procedures are just some of these

aspects expected to result from an effective management program.

The NRC's Accident Management Program outlined in Figure 12 has four

fundamental objectives.

a. The development of technically sound strategies for maximizing the

effectiveness of personnel, equipment and proce ures in precluding and

mitigating severe accidents,

b. The availability of instrumentation and equipment adequate to diagnose

and control severe accidents,

C. Ensuring that operators, engineers and management are well trained to

follow an event beyond design basis accidents,

d. And ensuring the availability of a sound technical basis for assessing

the effectiveness of such strategies and capabilities.

In the NRC's view, an adequate severe accident management program includes

a mechanism for implementing accident management procedures, training

operators, engineers, and management, ensuring the availability of adequate

instrumentation, a clear chain of command for decision making, and finally

the availability of computational aids to assess plant status and guide in

the response to such accidents.

NUREG 11503 is the basis sited as an example of the type of analysis

required to identify those areas which need to be addressed to reduce the

risks. It is felt that the NUREG studies have already identified a number

of simple measures capable of significantly reducing the risk. As Stello

pointed out, the modification of diesel-driven firewater systems to provide

A J Baratta
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a source of cooling water for the core contributes to the prevention of

core damage and reduction in the probability of containment failure.

One of the first steps in the process is to obtain an in-depth

understanding of those features unique to a specific plant that both

contribute to the probability of core damage as well as reduce its

likelihood. This understanding is achieved in part through the IPE

process.I

Using both probalistic and deterministic techniques, the IPE attempts to

identify the major contributors to core damage and radionuclide release.

As outlined in Generic Letter No 88-204 and NUREG-13355, the process

objectives are to have each utility, "(1) develop an overall appreciation

of severe accident behaviour; 2 understand the most likely severe

accident sequences that could occur at is its plant; 3 gain more

quantitive understanding of the overall probability of core damage and

radioactive material release; and 4 if necessary, reduce the overall

probability of core damage and radioactive material release by appropriate

modifications to procedures and hardware that would help prevent or

mitigate severe accidents". The objective being to ensure compliance with

the NRC Safety Goal Policy Statement.6

At Penn State, we have concentrated on the application of deterministic

techniques to aid in understanding the most likely severe accident

sequences. This process involves the modelling of the plant using one or

more codes such as MAAP, BR SAR, RELAP/SCDAP, and TRAC.

In our most recent case, a study of the containment response was performed

for a large BR during a steam line break.7 The analysis developed a more

realistic temperature time profile for the containment (See Figure 2. The

more realistic criteria in turn allows qualification of equipment to be

extended for a much longer time frame altering the response of the

operators to such a scenario. The study also showed the desirability of

early initiation of containment spray. other studies by a US utility were

used as a basis for blackout event tree timing. These studies showed that

one operating fan cooler will subcool sump water sufficiently to provide

A J Baratta
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successful cold leg recirculation without component cooling to the RHR heat

exchangers.

Such experiences show the value of a thorough engineering analysis of one's

own plant. These analysis must, however, be viewed with some uncertainty

as are any complex thermal hydraulic calculations. To overcome this,

sensitivity studies using several codes are performed for the same events

and results compared. This approach allows one to gain increased

confidence in the methodology and to identify any short comings.

A J Baratta
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Captions

Figure 1. USNRC's Severe Accident Program leading to closure of the

severe accident issue.

Figure 2 Comparison of original GE developed containment atmosphere

temperature profile during a small break steam line LOCA

with that calculated using BWR LTAS and CONTAIN.
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SUMMARY

The Nuclear Industry, both reactor manufacturers and generating
companies, have a responsibility to make the case for Nuclear Energy in
very positive terms if Western Europe is to avoid the economic trap of
serious power deficits in the early part of the next century.
Significant progress will not be made without public consent, and the
public must be made aware of the real needs for the future A
COMMITMENT TO SAFE NUCLEAR ENERGY UTILISING ECONOMICAL DESIGNS BASED UPON
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY. However some re-thinking of accepted energy
philosophy is also called for, and the speculation here as to what could
happen in Europe over the next thirty years, is one possible scenario.
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INTRODUCTION

In Western Europe, with the exception of France and Great Britain,
construction of Nuclear Power Plants has come to a virtual standstill.
There are contradictory influences which form a background to this hiatus:-
Public concern for safety, rapidly escalating costs for new Nuclear Plants,
and a lack of political will on one hand. Then on the other hand;-
accelerating depletion of natural resources, environmental pollution due to
C02 emissions from fossil fuels (Greenhouse Effect) and the need to replace
existing older generating stations as they are retired from service.
Earlier promising alternatives such as Solar, Wind and Tidal Power
electricity generation are not proving viable for sustained industrial and
economic stability.

Efforts by various Governments to introduce energy conservation, barely
keep pace with increasing demand, and the unit cost of electricity will
increase in real terms as the generating industry prepares for an uncertain
future. Some of the more interesting aspects in specific countries are
considered here.

CURRENT STATUS WESTERN EUROPE

SWEDEN.

In 1980 Sweden held a Public Referendum which concluded that Nuclear Power
would be phased out by the year 2010. The country has twelve Nuclear Plants
with a total capacity of 97 GWe net, which contributes about 45% of the
countrys electricity generation. In June 1988, following the Chernobyl
tragedy, the Swedish Government proposed to accelerate the programme by
taking two reactors out of service in 1995 and 1996. This decision is still
hotly debated by both sides of the argument and the Danes have voiced their
concerns about Barsebeck and Ringhals sites situated across the Kategat
Strait between Sweden and Jutland.

it is becoming clear however that public opinion is shifting away from the
declared intentions, where successive polls have shown an increasing number
in favour of keeping Nuclear Plants in operation beyond 2010. In
considering alternative sources of energy, Swedens' Hydro capacity is (in
the opinion of environmentalists) already exceeded, and Combined Cycle Gas
Turbine Plants are producers of C02, adding to the detrimental effects of
increased global warming. The government prohibited any increase in 1985
levels of C02, thus effectively limiting that option.

In November 1990, a report "Control Station 90" will be presented to
Parliament to comprehensively document the pros and cons of the Nuclear
debate. Opinion is that the report may not be formally debated until the
Spring of 1991, but much of the content will be in the public domain
beforehand.

F. NOON
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The uncertainty of future energy supplies is causing many Swedish companies
to seek solutions independently of the Governments' low progress in
formulating a satisfactory energy policy

BELGIUM.

There are seven nuclear power plants in operation, hving a capacity of 5.5
GWe net, contributing about 65% of electricity generation, making Belgium
second only to France in the proportion of nuclear utilisation. BR3, the
first in Belgium, used pricipally as a fuel test reactor, is no longer in
service and is presently in the process de-commissioning under a European
Community and industry "Green Fields" programme. The nuclear debate is not
as emotionally charged as in some countries, however plans to build an
additional plant at Doel have been cancelled, and it is expected that
increased energy demands will be met by the construction of new fossil
units.

Belgiums long history in the nuclear field, with extensive research
facilities at Eurochimigue in Mol, has created the need for a national
nuclear waste management plan and the official agency ONDRAF is presently
developing comprehensive strategies.

YUGOSLAVIA.

Krsko, jointly owned by Slovenian and Croatian Utilities is the only
nuclear power plant in Yugoslavia, rated at 632 Mwe net it contributes
about 5% of national electricity generation. The Federal Government
prohibited further nuclear plants, however recent political pluralism will
re-open the issue because inter-republic energy and fuel tarriffs have
become of great economic importance. The legality of the Federal ban on
nuclear development is also open to question.

The Technical Institutes and the Utilities have an excellent reputation and
are constantly participating in international programmes in the nuclear
field. It can be expected that together with heavy industry in the north,
they will exert influence in the decision making process of the new
governing bodies in individual Republics. However there are
contradictions; Croatia initiated the development of a Nuclear Plant Bid
Specification in 1987, and made good progress. while the Green lobby in
Slovenia where Krsko is located, has achieved political credibility by
opposing more Nuclear Power.

The background of Hyper-inflation experienced over the past two Years, and
the confused decline of the Communist Party will continue to create
difficulties for Croatia in its efforts to build a Nuclear Plant within its
boundaries.
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ITALY.

Latina and Garigliano are in decommissioning, and the only two plants
capable of producing power, Caorso and Trino (combined 1120 we net) are in
cold shutdown. In fact since Trino shut down for refueling in March 1987.
no electricity from nuclear power has been generated in Italy.

The 1988 National Energy Plan ratified a November 1987 referendum which
imposed a five year moratorium on Nuclear Power. That effectively killed
the Progetto Nucleare Unificato (the PUN Programme) for four to eight 900
Mwe units,. for which orders for the first two PWR units at Trino-Piemonte
had been placed by ENEL (the National Utility, in March 1986, just one
month before Chernobyl). The second casualty, in February 1988 was
Montalto di Castro, two 1000 Mwe units under construction near Rome which
were eighty percent complete. Montaldo di Castro alone represented an
investment of about five billion dollars.

After the five year moratorium, in November 1992, a review will be made and
the future for Italian Nuclear Generation will be decided. However there
exists a growing body of opinion, concerned with untenably high imported
electrical supply, which is attempting to bring the debate before
Parliament during 1990, this at least may permit Trino and Caorso to resume
operation.

In the meantime both ENEL and associated Industrial Companies have seconded
scientists and engineers to selected overseas reactor manufacturers to
facilitate the potential introduction of "advanced designs".

SPAIN.

Thirty six percent of electricity generation 75 Gwe net, comes from Spains
ten Nuclear Units. No new plants are committed, and as elsewhere in Europe
the dominating feature is political sensitivity. Growth in electrical
demand has been one of the highest in Europe over the past few years, and
if' the same growth in industrial output is to be maintained, Spain too will
soon have to decide which of the available options to take - Imported
Power, more fossil plants (but fuel must be imported), or resume the
Nuclear programme

SWITZERLAND

As in Spain, thirty six percent of electricity generation is from Nuclear
Plants. The five in operation have a total capacity of 29 Gwe net.
The Kaiseraugst Project, a 920 Mwe BWR was terminated by the Government due
to public opposition and the contractors were partially compensated. A
Government body of experts is expected to report on various possibilities,
with and without Nuclear Power, and a public referendum will be held within
the next year or so. The results will be of considerable interest to the
international industrial community.
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OVERVIEW.

The foregoing summary reflects the overall trend in most European
countries, with the notable exception of France and the United Kingdom. As
these two countries are the subjects of specific papers, it will serve the
purpose of this overview to remark that with over seventy five percent of
electricity generation from Nuclear Plants, the French public must have
confidence in their Nuclear Industry. Also the export of electricity has
become an important contributor to foreign earnings. While in the UK, the
ongoing "Privatisation" of the electricity supply and distribution
industry, together with projected decommissioning costs of the Magnox
Reactors, (reported to be twenty billion pounds sterling) have forced the
city institutions who will underwrite the share issues, to bring pressure
on the Government to keep Nuclear Plants in the public sector.

It should be noted that although only a few countries are referenced here,
they are characteristic of the spectrum across Europe. Approximately 35
percent of electricity generated in Western Europe is from Nuclear Plants,
which are 22 percent of installed capacity. Base load operation and good
availability are self evident in these figures.

There is no doubt that a large sector of the general public thoughout
Europe, who were tolerant if not enthusiastic about Nuclear Power, have
been greatly influenced by the tragedy at Chernobyl. It is not surprising
that various Governments have introduced a breathing space in the
construction of more nuclear units.

In the recent and well publicised International Conference on The
Environment (and the Greenhouse Effect), although a great deal of
discussion centered upon the contribution of CO and C02 emmissions from
burning fossil fuels, there was scant reference to Nuclear Plants, which
are the "friendliest" of all so far as Global Warming is concerned. The
omission is not surprising,'because even the scientists and technologists
involved in the prevailing forum of public opinion, could not promote a
resumption of Nuclear Power construction.

The questions raised by these events and their collective impact upon the
Nuclear Industry, must be effectively addressed if we are to regain the
confidence of the general public.

First and foremost, there must NEVER be another "Chernobyl", and the
existing plant investment must be protected. Secondly the available new
technologies to deal with Radwaste must be implemented without delay.
Until recently this latter and un-glamourous sector of the industry has not
received the priority it really merits, partly due to the fact that it is a
cost without profit to the plant owners. Recent legislation in the United
States and within the EEC is now forcing a more quality based approach to
dealing with all forms of Radioactive Waste. Thirdly as is well known, the
major reactor manufacturers are all heavily engaged in the development of
plant designs with. enhanced safety features. If those designs are to
succeed they must also be less vulnerable to operator error, require simple
and clear administrative controls, and construction times must be reduced
in order to return to sensible costs.
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THE FUTURE

The Utilities protect their investment by practices such as Training
and Re-qualification Programmes for operators and maintenance personnel 
Ensuring adequacy of replacement components and strategic sub-units (eg
skid-mounted motor/pump assemblies etc). Dedicated engineers and
scientists charged with ensuring that contemporary Safety Engineering is
practiced at all levels, and that the potential for upgrading Safety
Related Equipment is kept under constant review. Work and Operational
Planning for both routine and emergency intervention being subject to a
formal Review and Approval process. AS is well known, it was the failure of
a combination of these items which resulted in the Three Mile Island core
damage in 1979.

Enhancement of plant performance can be achieved by several available
techniques, such as UPRATING, RE-ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION OF FSAR
LIMITATIONS, and PLANT LIFE EXTENSION.
In the absence of continued construction, American Utilities are engaged in
those options at an increasing level, and that will continue to be a major
source of work for the Reactor manufacturers throughout the 1990s.

The major companies are developing advanced designs in anticipation of the
changes which will come in due course. In the USA, several domestic and
foreign Utilities and the Department of Energy are providing funds to
support those efforts with a view to Licensability in the mid-nineties. We
can expect that by the turn of the century, the economics of those designs
will be such that they will represent the only way of containing the costs
of electricity to industrial and domestic consumers. For their part, the
plant owners must pay more attention to the management of Radwaste, and use
the breathing space to generate public confidence by adopting improved
technologies to deal with all categories of nuclear waste.

To speculate, Nuclear Plants of the future will be designed so that
RE-COMMISSIONING BECOMES AN ACCEPTED NORM. There is no justification in
the presumption that a nuclear site must be returned to a "Green Field"
state. The costs are horrendous and avoidable. The civil structures will
be arranged so that major components can be removed and replaced with new.
Modular factory built sub-units will be used in new construction.
Sophisticated and reliable robotic tools have been developed which can be
adapted for cutting and sectioning large assemblies. on-site processing of
Radwaste using mobile Chemical Decontamination, Liquid Solidification, High
Force Compaction and Smelting Furnaces which will enable all contaminated
limited life components to be removed and rendered safe for off-site
shipment to Engineered Depositories. It would be interesting to subject
these methods to a feasibility study at an existing plant nearing the end
of its operational life. It may transpire that RECOMMISSIONING is a less
expensive alternative than DECOMMISSIONING, and a sensible way to gain a
"new" plant.
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SUMMARY

The nuclear power development of selected Far Eastern countries is
presented in this paper. This paper consists of three sections. Section
I describes the current power/nuclear power status of Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and China. The first three countries already have operating
nuclear power units, while mainland China will have a nuclear power
commissioned this year according to their schedule. The power development
plan for these countries is also presented. All of them have included
nuclear power as part of their energy sources for the future. Section 2
briefly describe the nuclear power industry in these countries which
basically covers design, manufacturing and R & D activities.Public
Acceptance programs (PAPs) will play a significant role in the future of
-nuclear power. Section 3 discusses the PAPs of these countries.
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CURRENT POWER/NUCLEAR POWER STATUS AND FORECAST

Overview

The Far East is a vast area covering countries that are at various stages
of economic development. There is the highly industrialized Japan; the
NICs that include South Korea, Taiwan, and Hongkong; the Communist giant
Mainland China and her neighbor (another communist country), North Korea;
the ASEAN countries that include Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore, and Brunei; and three communists countries of the
Indochina Peninsula': Vietnam, Cambobia and Laos.

Since these countries are at different stages of economic development with
an uneven natural energy resource distribution, the energy supply/demand
situation vary from one country to another.

Energy, literally speaking, is the fuel for economic growth. Thus for
countries with high economic growth rate and little natural energy resource,
a tremendous amount of primary energy has to be imported..

In order to reduce the risk of over-dependence on a few types of imported
energy, energy diversification has become a national policy for these
countries.

In the last two decades, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan have had the best
performance in economic growth in the world. Currently in the Far East,
these three are the only three countries with operating nuclear power
plants. China for reasons that will be explained later, will be the fourth
country to enter the civilian nuclear age in the very near future. Nuclear
energy - an energy that can be classified as 'quasi-indigenous" - has been
adopted by these countries after careful evaluation.

As for the other countries, the Philippines had built a nuclear power unit
during Marcos' years. The plant, however, has never been put to commercial
operation due to technical and political reasons.

North Korea has showed interest in nuclear power and has asked for
assistance from the Soviets. However, the program has been delayed, most
likely due to lack of foreign reserve.

Indonesia has built research reactor to train their scientists and engineers
and is considering entering the nuclear power era in the future.

The current nuclear power generation status and future development plans
for Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and China will be briefly discussed in the
following sections.
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Jap

Among Far Eastern countries, Japan was the first to start the industrial
revolution. And today, Japan has become a world-class economic power.

Currently, the electric power industry in Japan comprises nine regional
electric utilities-each of which is privately owned and holds exclusive
rights within its service area. These nine utilities are responsible for
the generation, transmission and distribution of electric power for public
supply throughout Japan, and they produced approximately 7 tota
electricity output in Japan in 1988.

The balance of Japan's electricity output is produced by wholesale
utilities, including Electric Power Development Co. Ltd. (EPDC), the Japan
Atomic Power Co. (JAPQ, 34 public power-generating enterprises and 20 joint
venture power companies, and industrial self-generators.

By the end of 1988, the total installed generating capacity and the whole
salers was 164,822 MW. There are 36 operating nuclear units with a total
capacity of 28,701 MW, or 17% of the total installed capacity.

Both types of light water reactors, BWRs and PWRs, are being operated in
Japan. The choice of reactor type is basically divided by the utilities.
Each utility company has their own preference of the type of reactors.

In the same year, the total power produced was 672.3 billion kWh. Of the
figure, nuclear units produced 177.6 billion kWh, or 29% of the total power
produced.

Also notable was the high average capacity factor of 71.4% for nuclear power
plants in 1988, thus remaining above 70% for the sixth consecutive year.

Japan has a population of 122 million, and for 1988, the per capita power
consumption is 5227 kWh.

The major features of the operating nuclear units are listed in Table .

TABLE 
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in Japan

Station Units Installed Reactor Type Year of
Capacity(MWe) Commissioning

Hamaoka 1 540 BWR 1976

Hamaoka 2 840 BWR 1978

Hamaoka 3 1,100 BWR 1987
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TABLE (CONTINUED)
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in Japan

Station Units Installed Reactor Type Year of
Capacity(MWe) Commissioning

Shimane 1 460 BWR 1974

Shimane 2 820 BWR 1989

Tokai 1 166 CCR 1966

Tokai 2 1,100 BWR 1978

Tsuruga 1 357 BWR 1970

Tsuruga 2 1,160 PWR 1987

Mihama 1 340 PWR 1970

Mihama 2 500 PWR 1972

Mihama 3 826 PWR 1976

Takahama 1 826 PWR 1974

Takahama 2 826 PWR 1974

Takahama 3 870 PWR 1974

Takahama 4 870 PWR 1974

Ohi 1 1,175 PWR 1979

Ohi 2 1,175 PWR 1979

Genkai 1 559 PWR 1975

Genkai 2 559 PWR 1981

Sendai 890 PWR 1984

Sendai 2 890 PWR 1985

Ikata 1 577 PWR 1977

Ikata 2 577 PWR 1982
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TABLE (CONTINUED)
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in Japan

Station Units Installed Reactor Type Year of
Capacity(MWe) Commissioning

Onagawa 1 524 BWR 1984

Fukushima I-1 460 BWR 1971

Fukushima I-2 784 BWR 1947

Fukushima I-3 784 BWR 1976

Fukushima I-4 784 BWR 1978

Fukushima I-5 784 BWR 1978

Fukushima I-6 1,100 BWR 1979

Fukushima II-1 1,100 BWR 1982

Fukushima II-2 1,100 BWR 1984

Fukushima II-3 1,100 BWR 1985

Fukushima II-4 1,100 BWR 1987

Kashiwazaki-
Kariwa 1 1,100 BWR 1985

It is estimated that the average GNP growth rate in Japan for the next ten
years will be approximately 3. Based on this economic growth rate, it is
estimated that the average growth rate for power consumption and peak load
will be 24% and 27%, respectively.

By the year of 2000 according to the current power development plan, the
total installed cap;city will increase to 212,000 MW, including 53,000 MW
of nuclear capacity, or 25% of the total installed capacity.

The total power generated will increase to 868 billion kWh, of which 40%
or 348 billion kWh will be produced by nuclear units.

Currently, 11 nuclear units with a total capacity of 11,168 M are under
construction. Six more units with a total capacity of 6039 M is planned.
Thus an additional 7000 MW capacity has to be added to achieve the target.
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South Korea

Traditionally, the industrial base of the entire Korean peninsula is located
in the north while the south is composed mainly of farmlands. After Korea
was divided into North Korea and South Korea, the power supply from the
north was terminated abruptly which basically left South Korea in darkness.
Even as late as 1961 when Korea Electric Power Corp.(KEPCO) was formed to
supply electricity for the whole South Korea, the total installed generating
capacity of South Korea was 367 MW and the per capita power consumption was
a negligible 46 kWh.

Over the last 30 years, KEPCO has increased its installed capacity by more
than fifty folds, and by the end of 1988 the total installed power
generation capacity was 19,944 MW. Total power generated was 85.5 billion
kWh and the per capita power consumption had also increased to 1771 kWh.

Nuclear power is an important part of South Korea' s electrical power system.
The first nuclear power plant went into commercial operation in 1978 In
the ten years that followed, eight additional units were built. Thus, by
the end of 1988, the combined nuclear capacity was 6666 MW, which accounts
for 33.4% of the total installed power capacity.

Nuclear power generation in 1988 was 40. 1 billion kWh, or 46.9% of the total
power generation. It was also the single most important power source in
South Korea.

For the technology self -reliance and reduction of construction and operation
cost, KEPCO, started from Unit 13, is developing standard plant designs
which would satisfy Korean specific requirements. The standard nuclear
plant design is under development for 1,000 MW class pressurized water
reactors.

The ma .or features of the nine operating units are shown in Table 2,J

TABLE 2
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in Korea

Stations Units Installed Reactor Year of
Capacity(MWe) Type Commissioning

Kori 1 (KNU 1) 587 PWR 1978

Kori 2 (KNU 2 650 PWR 1983

Kori 3 (KNU 5) 950 PWR 1985

Kori 4 (KNU 6 950 PWR 1986
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in Korea

Stations Units Installed Reactor Year of
Capacity(MWe) Type Commissioning

Uljin 1 (KNU 9 950 PWR 1988

Uljin 2 (KNU 10) 950 PWR 1989

Wolsung 1 (KNU 3 679 PHWR 1983

Yongkwang 1 (KNU 7 950 PWR 1986

Yongkwang 2 (KNU 8) 950 PWR 1987

As for te long-term power development program, KEPCO has forecasted an
annual growth rate of 77% for 1989 to 1991 and between 56% for the period
1992 to 2001.

By the year of 2001, it is estimated that the total power consumption will
amount to 160 billion kWh, while total installed capacity will be 35,725
MW, or an 18,420 MW increase from current capacity. Out of these, five
new nuclear power units will added with 4700 MW capacity, and the total
nuclear power capacity will increase to 12,316 MW.

The total generating facilities at 2001 will composed of 35 percent of
nuclear power, 35 percent of coal fired and 10 percent each for oil-fired,
LNG and bydro power.

Taiwan

Taiwan has gone through rapid economic development in the past two decades
and has been considered as an -economic miracle" by many people. The power
industry has played a major role behind this miracle.

After World War II when Taiwan was liberated after 50 years of colonization
under Japan, the total installed generating capacity was 320 MW with 90%
destroyed during the war.

By the end of 1989 the total installed power generating capacity was 16,594
MW, the power output was 76.9 billion kWh, and the per capita power
consumption was at 4070 kWh.

For the same year, the six nuclear units with a total installed capacity
of 5144 MW, which accounts for 31% of the total installed capacity,
produced 27.1 billion kWh or 35% of the total electricity generated.
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The peak load for 1989 is 13,422 NW, which marked an 8.8% increase over
that of 1988. However, the peak capacity was only 15,302 MW, which means a
reserved margin of only 14%, way below the 25% goal set by Taiwan Power
Company (Taipower) which supplies the electricity for the whole island of
Taiwan. This is mostly due to the rapid economic development and lack of
new installed capacity during the past years.

This situation will become worse for 1990 to 1992. Even with the 3200 W
capacity to be added the reserved margin for these three years will all be
below 10%. The situation will not improve much till the end of this
century; it is forecasted that the reserved margin will stay below 20% for
the next decade.

Taipower recognized the importance of nuclear power as far back as the
1950s. At that time Taipower had already established an Atomic Power
Committee and sent young engineers to the USA for training.

Nuclear power development is necessary in Taiwan mainly because of the
scarcity of indigenous energy resources. The highly successful nuclear
development programs in the .1970s has made a great contribution to the
economic development of Taiwan. Especially during the two major oil shocks,
nuclear power has made Taiwan less venerable to the turbulence of the world
oil market.

Currently Taiwan has a total of six nuclear units in operation. Their major
features are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in Taiwan

Installed Reactor Type Year of
Station Units Capacity(MWe) Commissioning

Chinshan 1 636 BWR 1978

Chinshan 2 636 BWR 1979

Kuosheng 1 985 BWR 1981

Kuosheng 2 985 BWR 1983

Maanshan 1 951 PWR 1984

Maanshan 2 951 PWR 1985

Taipower's long-term power development program is based on the forecasted
national economic growth rate.
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According to the forecast of the Council of Economic Planning and
Development, the average economic growth rate between 1989 to 2000 will be
6.06%. Take into consideration of load management, Taipower estimated that
the average growth rate for power consumption and peak load will be 53% and
5.2%, respectively, between 1989 t 2000.

Taipower has planned a very ambitious power development program for the
last decade of this century. It is planned that 14,816 MW capacity will
be added, including two 1,000 MW nuclear units.

These planned two nuclear units, Units No 7 & 8 will be installed at a
coastal area in northern Taiwan. The planned site has a total area of 480
hectares and can potentially accommodate six nuclear units. These two units
will adopt light water reactors and the scheduled commercial operation dates
are 1998 and 1999, respectively.

China

The power supply situation of the People's Republic of China (PRC) is quite
different from that of Japan, South Korea and Taiwan.

China is very rich in natural energy resources. She has one sixth of the
world's coal reserve, is an exporter of crude oil, has ample production of
natural gas and possesses the world's greatest resource of hydroelectric
power.

However, China is facing a very serious power shortage problem. Many
industrial plants are forced to shut down regularly or rotationally due to
insufficient power supply.

At the end of 1988, China had 85,000 MW installed capacity, and a power
output of 543 billion kWh, and the per capita consumption was barely 400
kWh.

There are several reasons behind this paradox.

First, China is a!very populous country, thus the per capita energy reserve
ia actually quite low.

Secondly, the natural resource distribution is very uneven. Most coal mines
are located in northern China while hydro resources are found mostly in the
western part of the country.
However, most of the industrial bases are at the coastal provinces where
neither the coal nor the hydro is located. Thus the transportation of coal
and transmission of electricity have become very serious problems.

For example, 60% of the Chinese railroad cargo transportation capacity is
used for coal transportation. The current infrastructure just cannot handle
the rapid demand growth of power consumption.
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In order to resolve this problem, China has turned to nuclear power. For
them, this is not a choice, but is mandatory.

Currently, there are three nuclear power units under construction and two
more have been approved and will start construction work soon.

The basic features of the three units under construction are shown in Table
4.

TABLE 4
Major Features of Nuclear Power Units in China

Station Units Installed Reactor Year of Commissioning
Capacity(MWe) Type (Scheduled)

Qinshan 1 300 PWR 1990

Daya Bay 1 900 PWR 1992

Daya Bay 2 900 PWR 1993

China has a very ambitious power development program. Nuclear power will
play an important role in this program. Table shows the power development
program of the PRC for the years of 2000, 2015 and 2030.

TABLE 
Power Development Program of PRC

Target Year 2000 2015 2030

Total Installed Capacity (MW) 250,000 500,000 850,000

Total Power Produced
(billion kWh) 1,200 2,400 4,000

Total NPS Capacity (MW) 6,000 30,000 80,000

Power Produced by NPS
(billion kWh) 30 150 400

Nuclear Power/Total Power 2.5 6.5 10

Per Capita Power Consumption
(kWh) 960 1,800 3,700
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Table shows one of the most ambitious power development program in the
world. However, the low levels of foreign reserves will become a major
barrier for the success of this program.
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OVERVIEW OF THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY

Ja-pa

Japan has one of the largest industry base in the world. However in the
nuclear power industry, Japan definitely started much later than the United
States and European countries.

Thus in the early years, Japan basically imported nuclear power technology
from the nited States. Since light water reactor is the predominant type
of reactors, Mitsubishi cooperated with Westinghouse for PWR technology,
while Hitachi/Toshiba cooperated with General Electric for BWR technology.

During the last decade, the nuclear industry in the United States has
somewhat slowed down and Japan has managed to quicker her pace in developing
her own nuclear industry. Today the Japanese nuclear industry has the
capabilities to cover the whole range of nuclear technical activities
including design, manufacturing, installation, construction and maintenance
of nuclear power plants.

Currently the nuclear industry has focused on the following programs that
were considered vital to the future of the nuclear power industrial in
Japan.

(1) Light Water Reactors

In Japan, light water reactors WRs) are expected to contribute to
the generation of nuclear power until fast breeder reactors (FBRs)
come into use. For that reason, it is necessary to further upgrade
their WRs. The electric utilities will continue developing
technologies to increase plant reliability, such as improvement of
plant performance and prevention of incidents.

The technologies are also being developed to increase economic
efficiency by giving priority to the increase of plant capacity
factors, extension of the plant service life and the development of
highperformance fuels.

At the same time as the improvement and standardization program for
LWRs take places, advanced-LWRs have been developed, too. The first
advanced-BWR is planned to start operation in the late 1990s.
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(2) Fast Breeder Reactors

The government is strongly committed to the eventual introduction
of FBRs to meet Japan's long-term nuclear power needs. Towards this
policy, the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Corporation (PNC is
constructing "Monju," a prototype reactor, planned to reach
criticality in fiscal 1992, and JAPC is planning to build and operate
its first demonstration reactor ' Long-term strategies for putting
the FBR to practical use are expected to be finalized around 1990.
A three-year investigation which began in fiscal 1987 is now being
conducted into the basic technical specifications for the
demonstration reactor.

(3) Nuclear Fuel Cycle Technology

As part of continued development activities on fuel cycle
technologies, the electric utilities will continue to focus on
uranium enrichment, disposal and transportation of low-level
radioactive waste and reprocessing.

They are supporting commercialization of two facilities. One is a
uranium enrichment plant, under construction by Japan Nuclear Fuel
Industries Company, Inc. (JNFI) and intended to start commercial
operation in the early 1990s. The other is a reprocessing plant, now
being designed by Japan Nuclear Fuel Service Company, Ltd. (JNFS) and
targeted to start operation in the late 1990s.

The electric utilities are now developing centrifuge uranium
enrichment technologies using carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP)
for the equipment, and laser enrichment technologies.

Joint demonstration tests with PNC are being continued and pilot
plant studies will begin in fiscal 1989.

As part of reprocessing technologies, the development of corrosion-
resisting materials and long-stable operation technology is being
continued, and studies on the mixed-oxide (MOX) fuels are being
promoted.

Japan has around 70,000 professional and technical personnel working in the
nuclear power industry and this number is expected to increase to 130,000
by the year of 2030. The R & D budget for the next decade is close to 
trillion Yen.

With her large industrial base, many devoted technical personnel, and the
Government's commitment to the future of nuclear power development, Japan
will definitely become a leader in nuclear technology in the next century.
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South Korea

By the year of 2001, South Korea will have thirteen operating nuclear power
units and there will be more units to be added.

With this perspective, South Korea has determined to build up her own
nuclear power industry. There are several affiliated companies and
subsidized institutes of KEPCO that are responsible for the different
aspects of nuclear power technologies.

Korea Power Engineering Co (KOPEC) is the only company in the field of
nuclear power engineering in Korea. Since its establishment, KOPEC has
designed many power plants including several nuclear power units. In 1987,
the main contract for integrated engineering design of nuclear units 11 and
12 were awarded to KOPEC in consideration of its accumulated technologies
and experiences.

Korea Heavy Industries and Construction Co. Ltd (KHIC) is one of the leading
international heavy industry companies. KHIC has the capability to
manufacture major equipments for power plants. This company has been
awarded 11 ASME Stamps qualifying it for Quality Assurance Certificate in
the manufacture of facilities and materials for power plants.

Korea Nuclear Fuel Co (KNFC) has the exclusive responsibility to design and
fabricate PWR fuel. It has a PWR fuel fabrication plant with an annual
production capacity of 200 tons at the end of 1988.

Korea Electrotechnology - Research Institute (KERI) is responsible for
scientific and economic research related to electric works and industry.

South Korea has already had a strong network of nuclear power technology
organizations. The future of her nuclear industry certainly looks very
promising.

Taiwan

With the development of nuclear power during the past two decades, the
nuclear power related technology has also developed rapidly in Taiwan.

Taipower has carried out a very successful technology training program for
their employees. Currently there are more than 2000 engineers working in
the nuclear power field. In addition to operating and maintenance personnel,
various R & D programs are carried out continuously to enhance the technical
capability of the company.

In 1968, the ROC government set up the Institute for Nuclear Energy Research
(INER). Currently INER has more than 2000 employees engaged in various
nuclear related research and projects.

W. C. Hsu
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The major facilities of INER include research reactors, nuclear fuel
production laboratory, low-level waste treatment plant, hot cell laboratory,
irradiation plant etc. Since its establishment, INER has maintained close
cooperation with Taipower and provided numerous technical services.

In order to upgrade the local design capability, two consultant engineering
firms were established to promote technology transfer in the nuclear power
design field. Pacific Engineers Constructors Ltd. (PECL) was formed as
a joint venture between Bechtel and Sinotech, and Ebasco-CTCI was also
formed similarly by Ebasco and CTCI.

During the last 10 years, these two companies participated in the
construction and betterment work of Taipower' s nuclear power plants. Highly
successful technology transfer programs were carried out and PECL with close
to 1000 employees and Ebasco-CTCI with 400 employees have both grown into
mature consultant firms capable handling most of the design work of the
nuclear power plants.

Several heavy industry companies such as China Steel Corp., China
Shipbuilding Corp., and Taiwan Machinery Co. have provided various nuclear
grade equipment to Taipower' s uclear power plants such as pressure vessels,
piping, steel structures, etc. Thus a strong domestic industry is also
available to support future nuclear power development.

China

Unlike other Far Eastern countries, the Chinese nuclear industry was
developed originally for military use. Started more than 30 years ago.
China has developed by herself a rather complete nuclear technology
including fuel cycle system.

Through the nuclear submarine program, Cfiina has accumulated valuable
experience i reactor design, fabrication, construction and operation.

During the years of isolation, China was also able to build a conventional
power industry base all by herself. Thus aside from nuclear reactors,
turbine and BOP parts are also quite mature for up to medium size power
plants.

China has built the basic structures for a nuclear power industry. With
her valuable professional scientists and engineers, China has the potential
to build a formidable nuclear power industry in the next century.

W. C. Hsu
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CURRENT PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE STRATEGY

General

Nuclear power has been perceived as technically safe, economically
competitive and environmentally clean by most people when it was first
introduced to the world. Few people challenged these at that time. Thus
when utility companies of Far Eastern countries started to build nuclear
power stations during the golden years of the 1960s and 1970s, there was
very little resistance.

Units after units were ordered, manufactured and installed. People
regarded nuclear power as the most promising alternative to conventional
form of energy.

All these good points for nuclear power did not change, but it was the
attitude of many people toward nuclear power that did. Since then,
nuclear power development has faced a lot of resistance all over the
world.

The anti-nuclear movement started in the United States and Europe. No
single unit has been ordered in the United States since 1978. Swedish
has voted to phase out all her nuclear power by early next century. And
the troubles caused by the Green Party to West Germany utilities are well
known to everybody.

The anti-nuclear movement spreaded to the Far East during the last
decade. Many utilities in this region have therefore faced similar
difficult situations as the western utilities. This has become the
single most important barrier for the continued development of nuclear
power in the Far East.

We believe that the public acceptance issue merits special attention
whenever the future of nuclear power is discussed. In this section, the
public acceptance strategies of Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan are
briefly discussed.

Japa

The anti-nuclear movement in Japan became a very serious problem for the
nuclear power industry especially after 1988.

This doesn't mean that there was no anti-nuclear movement before that
year, rather that the situations were quite different.

W. C. Hsu
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Before 1988, the anti-nuclear movement was basically concentrated in
local areas (ie, villages or countryside) usually involving fishermen or
farmer's organizations near a nuclear plant site. Siting was therefore a
problem during those years. However, Japan has passed several laws to
compensate the sacrifices of the local people. Problems with local anti-
nuclear movements were familiar and are usually handled by utility
companies with success.

However, this situation has changed drastically since 1988. With the
coincidence of several factors, the anti-nuclear movement is now on a
national scale involving a wide spectrum of the society. On the
forefront are housewives who are very sensitive to the invisible threat
of nuclear radiation.

Both the Government and the nuclear industry have increased their budgets
for the public acceptance program almost ten-fold in the past two years.
After these drastic changes, public acceptance program has also been
expanded from the local areas to a nationwide level.

Nuclear power is a very important factor for the continued prosperity of
Japan. That is why the Japanese Government and those in the nuclear
industry have determined to exert all their efforts in reversing anti-
nuclear sentiments in their country.

South Korea

The social and political situation of South Korea has changed rapidly
during the last few years. Many new social groups have formed and
emerged recently. With the joint forces of the environmental
protectionists, te liberal press and the opposition parties, it is
possible that an anti-nuclear coalition will be formed.

In response to this situation, the Korea Atomic Industry Forum (KAIF) has
set up a special committee responsible for the nuclear power public
acceptance (P.A.) program.

Funds for these P.A. programs come from the Ministry of Science and
Technology (MOST), Ministry of Energy and Resources (MER), and the
nuclear industry.

Currently the major strategies can be summarized as follows:

(1) In addition to special target groups, the P.A. program will be
enlarged to cover the general public.

(2) The program will change from passive defensive actions to active
communication with the public.

W. C. Hsu
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The South Korean Government considers the nuclear power program as the
backbone of the overall national economic development strategy. Thus the
P.A. program has the full support of the overnment.

Taiwan

Due to rapid political, social and economic changes of the past decade,
the anti-nuclear group in connection with the environmental protection
groups have grown into quite a formidable force in Taiwan.

The planned nuclear units 7 & 8 which were originally scheduled to start
ten years ago were delayed first due to slower economic growth at that
time and then delayed again due to protests from a few but loud anti-
nuclear groups after the Chernobyl accident of 1986.

The overnment has instructed Taipower to postpone the project until the
public was convinced. In the past years, Taipower has launched several
public acceptance programs, notably a 15-parts, 30-minute each
documentary showns on TV, an inter-collegiate debate regarding nuclear
power and a series of speeches targeted at the student community.

In order to reduce local opposition, the overnment has approved Taipower
to earmark 1% of the total plant construction cost and 045% of the power
sale revenue for local community improvement.

Recently Taipower has also formed a top management task force to lead the
public acceptance program. If successful, the Government may grant the
go ahead signal for the construction of nuclear power units 7 & 8 in the
very near future.

W.C. Hsu
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CONCLUSION

The nuclear power development process of the Far Eastern countries is a
very important chapter in their remarkable success stories.

The Japanese used to say that the only natural resources they have were
air and rocks. This description can fit both South Korea and Taiwan as
well.

Japan has been an industrialized country for sometime now. However, South
Korea and Taiwan became NICs just recently.

There are many factors behind the success story of the latter two
countries. The process of nuclear power development of both countries
provides a good example or analyzing their success.
Nuclear power was a new technology when it was first introduced to these
countries. The main reason for adopting nuclear power was to meet the
increasing power demand. However, it was soon realized that to make the
nuclear power program a success, domestic technical capability must first
be established.

This goal cannot be achieved overnight. A long-term development program
has to be planned beforehand to meet this target.

The enhancement of domestic technical capability usually involved many
parties, most important of which are the utility companies, the
consultant engineers, the manufacturing companies and the construction
companies.

Technical capability can be enhanced through classroom training and on-
the-job training. Usually, the latter is much more effective. The speed
of technology enhancement can always be increased through Technology
Transfer.

In most cases long before the project is started, the relevant capability
has to be acquired. For example the construction of Taipower's First
Nuclear Power Project started in 1969, but the training of nuclear
engineers and the introduction of nuclear power technology were started
as far back as 1955.

It is also common that when the first nuclear unit is ordered, the
contract is on a turnkey basis with the contractors being all foreign
companies.

Through careful planning, the participation of nationals may be increased
project after project, as was the case in both South Korea and Taiwan.
Technical capability was developed using this process with the percentage
of local participation increased significantly for each new project.
Through a closely monitored technology transfer program, an extensive
participation by local personnel can thus be achieved.

W.C. Hsu
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The nuclear power industry has faced some setbacks recently in Far East.
However, it is believed that nuclear power will definitely be revived in
the long run. The successful implementation of nuclear power by Far
Eastern countries can certainly set a good example for the other
developing countries to follow in the future.

W.C. Hsu
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WANO

A NEW ORGANISATION TO IMPROVE THE SAFETY
AND RELIABILITY OF NPPs

Let me introduce this subject by quoting two thoughts (of which I do
not know the authors) which seem to me well adapted to the
presentation of WANO.

"Human progress owes a great deal to our ability to pass on
experience. "

"Most human erors can be attributed in part to failure in learning
from past experience."

There are now 500 nuclear power reactors operating around the world.
They have accumulated over 6000 reactor-years of experience. The
overall safety record is very good but the public requires better.

Can we achieve a better overall safety? Can we do more to prevent
accident from happening anywhere in the world? Certainly if all nuclear
utilities are brought to the level of the best performers.



WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR.-THE -SAFETY OF NPPs?

Designer and builders of NPPs contribute greatly to safety by
maintaining the highest standards of quality control over their work but
the operating rganisation has the overall responsibility for assurance of
that quality at all levels in the design and construction process.

All operators of nuclear power plants must satisfy regulatory bodies
that they are fulfilling their obligations to safety but this can in no way
shift the responsibility for day to day safety to the regulatory body.

Human performance can be crucial for the safe operation of a NPP but
that performance is only as good as the procedures, the practices and
training implemented by the management of the operating rganisation.

Me ultimate responsibility for safety rests with the operators and first
and foremost with the Corporate Body which owns a Nuclear Power
Station.



WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF WANO?

A global warning!

The 1986 Chernobyl accident demonstrated the need for a new type of
international cooperation and exchange of information and created
amongst nuclear utilities throughout the world a determination to work
together in a way that crosses all political and cultural boundaries.

This is the reason why all Nuclear Utilities decided to join and to create
the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF NUCLEAR OPERATORS (WANO).

The creation of WANO, the definition of its mission and the principle of
its structure were decided at the October 1987 Paris Conference which
was attended by 130 CEO representing the Nuclear Utilities.

The Charter of WANO, its Articles of Association and its working
Methods were elaborated during the year 1988 and its official set up
took place in May 1989 in Moscow. .At this first General Assembly, 144
electric utilities signed the WANO Charter thus making their
commitment to freely exchange operating information to improve plant
safety and reliability.

This self-mandated drive is a recognition that regulations alone cannot
guarantee safety. As the Kemeny Commission pointed out after the
Three Mile Island accident: "more regulations do not mean more safety"
and further improvements will only be obtained by sharing good
operation and management practices.



THE MISSION OF WANO

The mission of WANO is stated in its Charter as "to maximise the safety

and reliability in the operation of nuclear power plants by exchanging

information, encouraging comparison, emulation and communication

amongst its members".

In carrying out its mission WANO will strive to:

- promote the bilateral and multilateral exchange of operating
information,

- collect and maintain data concerning the operation of NPPs and
make this data available to WANO members,

- provide members with early ntification of significant events,

- screen and analyse events that occur at NPPs worldwide to
identify possible precursors of more significant events and
disseminate the lessons learned,

- encourage the sharing of methodologies and standards amongst
members through sponsorship of workshops and technical
exchange visits,

- maintain close co-operation with other international organisations
such as IAEA, working to promote safety and reliability of NPPs.



WANO PROGRAMMES

The above mission is performed by the implementation of 4 main
programmes:

1 An OPERATING EXPERIENCE EXCHANGE PROGRAMME based
on the communication of event reports. The criteria for issuing
event reports are the following:

- severe or unusual plant transients,

- safety system malfunctions or improper operations,

- major equipment damages,

- excessive radiation exposure or severe personnel injuries,

- excessive discharge of radioactivity,

- fuel handling or storage events,

- design, analysis, fabrication, construction, installation,
operation, testing, maintenance, procedure or training
deficiencies,

- more generally, events involving plant safety which are
useful information for other operators.



2 An OPERATOR TO OPERATOR EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
carried out by any of the following means:

question and answers through a specialized network,

plant technical exchange visits or workshops covering topics
such as operation, management rganisation, maintenance,
chemistry, health physics, technical support or emergency
preparedness,

seminars or workshops to present and discuss the most
significant events and propose preventive or corrective
actions.

3 A GOOD PRACTICE EXCHANGE PROGRAMME aimed to detect
and make available (to all operators) good organisational. and
practical methods. Good Practices will normally be identified
during plant visits but also during documentation reviews.



4 A PLANT PERFORMANCE INDICATOR PROGRAMME:

A set of WANO performances indicators have -been adopted to
provide with a quantitative indication of nuclear plant
performance in the area of nuclear plant safety and reliability,
plant efficiency, and personnel safety.

These indicators are intended principally for use by nuclear
operating organisations to monitor performance and progress, to
set challenging goals for improvement, to gain additional
perspective on performance relative to that of other plants, and to
provide an indication of the possible need to adjust priorities and
resources to achieve improved overall performance.

WANO performance indicators are intended to support the
exchange of operating experience information and to allow
consistent comparisons of nuclear plant performance. It is
expected that WANO performance indicators will encourage
emulation of the best industry performance and further motivate
the identification and exchange of good practices in nuclear plant
operation.

These Performance Indicators are:

- Unit Capability Factor.

- Unplanned Capability Loss Factor.

- Industrial Safety: Lost-Time Accident Rate.

- Thermal Performance.

- Safety System Performance.

- Unplanned Automatic Scrams per 1,000 Hours Critical.

- Fuel Reliability.

- Chemistry Index.

- Collective Radiation Exposure.

- Volume of Low-Level Solid Radioactive Waste.



WANO ORGANISATION

WANO is organised in four Regional Centres located in Tokyo, Moscow,

Paris and Atlanta. The activities of the Regional Centres are

coordinated by a Coordination Centre located in London:

Moscow Tokyo
Centre Centre

Coordinating
Centre

Atlanta Paris
Centre Centre



The Regional Gentres - are - expected to play - an active role in these
programmes, in particular:

I They receive the event reports from their members; verify their
contents and format, and make them available to other regional
centres and those of their members particularly concerned, due to
same plant design or similar rganisation.

In addition, they introduce the information into the WANO
databank. They also have to be attentive to any event similarity
and/or recurrence which may, in some cases, increase their
significance and justify the establishment of special reports.

2 Through the observation of problems encountered by operators,
they may propose and organise plant technical exchange visits or
workshops.

3 Following plant visits and operator interviews, according to
observed plant performances, good practices in plant operation or
Organisation may be detected. In such cases, their applicability to
other plants will be examined by the Regional Centre and the
relevant information made available to other operators.



MEMBERSHIP TO WANO

The members of WANO are the nuclear utilities, or utility organisations
representing them. In this way, all the nuclear power plant (NPP) from
all over the world participate in WANO.

The Regional Centres have the following members:

ATLANTA CENTRE: MOSCOW CENTRE:

The United States NPPs The Soviet Union NPPs
The Canadian NPPs IVO for Finland
The Mexican NPPs The Bulgarian NPPs

The Yugoslavian NPPs The Hungarian NPP

The Czechoslovakian NPPs
The Polish NPPs

The Cuban NPPs

The East German NPPs

PARIS CENTRE: TOKYO CENTRE:

The French NPPs The Japanese NPPs
The Belgian NPPs The South Korean NPPs
TVO for Finland The Taiwanese NPPs
The Spanish NPPs The Indian NPPs

The Swiss NPPs The Pakistani NPPs

The Brazilian NPPs The Chinese utilities are
The Argentinian NPPs observers
The South African NPPs

The Italian NPPs

The Dutch NPPs
The German NPPs
The British NPPs
The Swedish NPP



WANO

THE RESULT OF ONE YEAR OF OPERATION

At the WANO Inaugural Meeting on 15 May 1989, the WANO President
requested the Regional Centers to set quantitative goals and objectives
to identify the progress of the Association.

The following objectives are to be reached in a first two year period
ending in April 1991:

- All ordinary and associate members will have access to and
participate in the WANO communication system.

- Each Regional Center will identify and publish at least two good
practices.

- All member sites will achieve reporting of performance indicators.

- The 24 Moscow Center sites will visit at least one plant site in
another WANO Region with a reciprocal visit by the end of 1990.

- Each Regional Center will conduct at least one workshop in its
region with the participation of its members.

- A joint Regional Center workshop will be conducted.

- The Coordinating Center will arrange at least one meeting per year
at Chairman level and at least two meetings per year at staff level
with the IAEA.

Similar contacts will be arrange with other international
organisations located at the regional level.

A work plan for 1991-1992 will be proposed by the end of 1990.



PRESENT RESULTS

Although the quality of the telephone lines in the Eastern Region
does not permit all utilities in this region to be connected to the
WANO network, the Moscow Center manages to introduce in the
WANO database the event reports it receives by mail or telex from
the eastern plants.

The same problem exists in the Tokyo Center for utilities in India
and Pakistan which is temporarily solved by the use of telefax or
telex.

No particular problem exists for the Atlanta and Paris Centers
since all their members were already members of INPO or COG
and are quite used to working with electronic mail systems.
However some utilities are issuing more event reports than others
and I would like to encourage those who report very little to make
an effort and to better participate to the WANO exchange process.

In order to give you some figures, I can tell you that the WANO
database was filled with 180 event reports from the beginning of
1989

- 35 from members of WANO-AC

- 27 from members of WANO-MC

- 29 from members of WANO-TC

- 89 from members of WANO-PC

This represents an average of 0.5 event/reactor year. This is not
bad for the first year of operation but we hope this reporting rate
will be increased to help a better analysis and detect trends.

2 A certain number of good practices have already been submitted
to the Coordinating Center for review from Atlanta and Moscow.
Several are in preparation in the Paris Center. Here also I ask you
to send us information on what you consider as good operating
methods.

3 The set of performance indicators and their definitions have been
sent to all WANO members and they agreed to start reporting this
year.



4 27 of the 48 exchange visits planned between MC plants and
plants of other regions have already taken place. Among those I
am glad to underline that one took place last week when a team
from JURAGUA visited ATUCHA and to mention that the same
type of exchange is scheduled with ANGRA, LAGUNA VERDE and
VANDELLOS.

A second phase visit programme is under preparation. We also
consider and envisage these visits to be followed up by deeper
contacts such as exchange of staff and specialists between plants.

5 Each Regional Center has already planned or conducted regional
exchange visits or workshops on specific topics. For those vists
that concern the Paris Center, the following subjects were
addressed:

- Emergency Preparedness at Ringhals (Sweden)

- Waste Volume Reduction at Cruas (France)

- Outage Planning and Organisation at Tricastin (France)

- Computer Aided Outage Planning at Cattenom (France)

- Experience Feedback Organisation at Dungeness (UK)

- Plant Decommissioning at Latina (Italy)

- Periodic Testing at Trillo (Spain)

Similar exchanges are also scheduled this year, in particular an
exchange on Plant Modification at Agra in December.

This is not necessary to underline that although the above or
future regional activities are organised to respond to special
requests from regional members, they can be opened, if needed, to
members of other regions.

6 The topics for an interregional workshop have not been defined
yet.

7 Several meetings with IAEA representatives have already taken
place where IAEA and WANO programmes were discussed. It was
generally agreed that there was no duplication in the mission of
the two Organisations, that workplans would be systematically
exchanged and that IAEA would continue to invite WANO to most
of its seminars and workshops.



CONCLUSION:

Despite its recent creation, WANO is already fully in operation through
its main activities:

- Exchange of Event Reports amongst all members;

- Exchange Visits between the Moscow Centre NPPs and NPPs of all
other Centres;

- Technical Exchange Visits in defined topics amongst the members
of Regional Centres;

- Detection of Good Practices in NPPs;

- Collection and analysis of Plant Performance Indicators.

Being so, WANO shall reach its objectives, which are the increase of
safety and reliability of NPPs. In this way, the utilities can all learn from
one another and they can raise the performance of all the standards of
the best.

---------------------------------

WANO result's from the free will of all operators to work together.

It is certainly the explanation of this quick start up.

Now that the tool exists, it is important to use it. and this is up to all
utility managements to convince their staff that they have to participate

to the operating experience exchange process.

There is always something to learn from others.

There is always something to teach to others.
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THE WAY AHEAD: SUCCESS FACTORS

PWR EVOLUTION IN FRANCE

S.CHARBONNEAU

FRAMATOME Tour FIAT - , place de la Coupole

92084 Paris - La 136fense

SUMMARY

The first of the model N4 reactors will be commissioned in
the early 1990S. This model benefits from experience gained
in the design, construction and operation of the large and
consistent French program achieved during the last 20 years.
Subsequent units to be brought on line in the 1990s will
also be of the N4 design, in accordance with the French
policy of standardization to- maximize safety and reduce
costs. Studies under way on the reactor that will follow the
N4 are oriented in two main directions: additional
improvements to enhance safety and more efficient use of the
fissile material. These studies take into account the
development of a common nuclear island by NPI, the new
joint-venture between Framatome and Siemens-KWU. The
author's opinion is that the French program consistency
offers the best mean to help bridging KOEBERG onto the next
units which ESCOM may decide to build in the future.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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INTRODUCTION

During the last 20 years, France has achieved one of the

largest and most consistent nuclear power programs in the

world.

I shall briefly summarize this experience, and describe the

latest advanced NSSS model, the N4, now under construction in

France.

Then I shall discuss some trends in NSSS design evolutions

for the future, underlining the significance of our

cooperation with KWU, within our common subsidiary Nlear

Power International.

S. CARBONNEAU
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE WITH FRAMATOME NSSSs

The N4 is a 1450 MWe class, four-loop, advanced PWR unit,

fully benefiting from the experience feedback of one of the

world's largest nuclear power programs 

- The Framatome construction program covers a total of 65

units, including 56 for EDF and 9 units for foreign

customers, of which the Koeberg units are the 4th and 5th.

- The EDF series of PWR units consists so far of a series of

34 units of the three-loop, 900 Mwe class, 20 units of the

four-loop, 1300 Mwe class (model P4 and model P4), and two

units of the latest N4 model.

- 55 Framatome PWR units are now in operation, all 34 of

EDF's three-loop units, seven three-loop export units, and

14 Of EDF'S four-loop units.

Over the past four years, the three-loop units achieved an

average energy availability factor of 80%. many of these

units have been operated in load follow mode, using the RAMP

(Reactor Advanced Maneuverability Package), a reactor control

system designed by Framatome.

THE N4 MODEL

The principal features of the N4 design are

- improved nuclear power competitivity,

- greater adaptability to the grid demand,

- better operating and maintenance conditions,

- and enhanced safety characteristics.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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1. improved competitivity in terms of capital cost has been

achieved first through 

- an optimized increase in the thermal power of the reactor

core,

- increased efficiency and compactness of the steam

generators and the reactor coolant pumps.

The reactor core consists of 205 fuel assemblies (instead of

193 for the P14), which leads to a limited increase of the

reactor vessel and core component size in regard to an

increase of 12% of the rated thermal power.

The steam generators incorporate an original economizer,

providing a steam pressure boost of 35 bar. The

implementation of a triangular array of U-tubes and a new

design of the steam separator-dryer equipment lead to a more

compact component.

The reactor coolant pumps include a new hydraulic design of

the impeller, diffuser, and casing. This provides an

efficiency increase, together with higher capacity-head

characteristics, without any increase in the size and weight

of the pump-motor set.

2. Greater adaptability to the grid demand

Framatome has developed a maneuverability stretch strategy,

to more fully comply with EDF requirements in the face of an

increasingly nuclear-dominated power grid.

Two operating modes have been selected

R mode, which allows baseload operation at the maximum

rated power of 4270 MWth, with limited maneuverability.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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- mode, at a maximum power of 4056 MWth, with full

operating flexibility. In this case, the reactor is mainly

controlled by the set of gray control rod banks, with the

"DMAX" advanced reactor control system.

3. Better and safer operating conditions

The model N4 wR unit benefits from two advanced new features

(1) the DAX reactor control system and 2 an optimized

control room design.

The DAX is a second-generation reactor control system

developed by Framatome, improved over the above-mentioned

RAMP system used on previous units. Its development was

assisted by use of Framatome's SAF multipurpose engineering

simulator.

The advanced control room selected by EDF is based on

ergonomic principles. The information display is elaborated

in a very synthetic and comprehensive form, thanks to a

high-performance data processing system.

A full-scale dedicated simulator, the S3C, has been

constructed and is being used to test the design of the 4

control room.

4. Easier maintenance conditions

A typical example is given by the reactor coolant pump, which

includes 

- a hydrostatic bearing, favoring longer shaft-seal life,

- an oil-pressure binded shaft coupling, allowing a

significant reduction of shaft-seal inspection time; and

- main flange simplification.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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Another example is the reduced occupational exposure,

obtained by using such low-release materials as Inconel 690

for the steam generator tubes.

S. Enhanced safety characteristics

They include even more reliable heavy components; man/machine

interface improvements; more severe design criteria and new

design conditions, up to degraded core situations. The

reactor vessel is manufactured from a ferritic steel with low

impurity content and a low initial nil ductility transition

temperature, minimizing the risks of fracture.

The special care taken for the man/machine interface is

demonstrated by the main features of the advanced control

room and the dedicated S3C simulator, which have been already

mentioned above.

The classification of the plant design conditions, or events,

according to their estimated frequency and the allowable

radiological consequences is more severe as compared to

previous plants. Concerning steam generator tube rupture,

foreign experience has shown that this is not a hypothetical

accident. Consequently the rupture of one tube is considered

as a class 3 incident. The rupture of two tubes is analyzed

as a class 4 accident.

Complementary design conditions, corresponding to the total

failure of redundant systems, have been added to the list of

design conditions. mitigating means, termed "backup", and

procedures, termed "H11, were determined for these

complementary conditions, so as to meet the very conservative

objective of 10- 5 core degradations per reactor year.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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Among the corresponding design improvements is the newly

implemented overpressure protection system, which ensures the

feed and bleed of the RCS in the H2 procedure. The system was

originally designed to meet the post-TMI concern about the

reliability of the safety or relief valves. It is installed

on the pressurizer and comprises three discharge lines, each

one equipped with a tandem of pilot-operated safety valves.

Finally, in the unlikely case where all the measures of

prevention would have been inefficient, and taking into

account delayed containment failure, radioactive decays and

retention factors, the atmospheric source term would be a

small fraction of one per cent of the fission product

inventory, and the radiological consequences would remain

small.

Commercial operation of the first N4 unit, Chooz B1, on a

site close to the Franco-Belgian border, is expected in 1993.

The second unit, Chooz B2, was ordered in 1987. The orders

for the next two model N4 units, Civaux 1 and 2 are expected

in 1991 and 1993, respectively.

NSSS DESIGN EVOLUTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Preliminary Analyses and Evaluations

These analyses and evaluations by the French Atomic Energy

Commission, EDF, and Framatome, related to the French needs

beyond the model N4 PWR unit series, are now grouped under

the so-called REP 2000 Program. According to the present

tentative plan, the requirements for a new reactor are

scheduled to be firmed up in 1992, the first order to be

placed in 1995 and the unit to go into commercial operation

just after the year 2000.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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Two main areas are considered to be the most worthwhile for

development work safety and fuel cycle improvements.

2. Safety

Feedback of -plant operating experience being a fundamental

contributor to the safety of existing facilities but also to

new designs, this experience is systematically processed and

analyzed. Systems are reviewed to assess the optimization of

passive/active features under today's technological

conditions.

Use of a 2.25% Cr-l% Mo steel alloy in combination with

electron beam welding could result in a much greater safety

margin for the RPV, due to the expected very effective

reduction of the risks associated with neutron irradiation

embrittlement.

Additional powerful computerized operator assistance in

normal unit operation and under post-accident condition is

being investigated, to minimize the effects of human failure.

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and other reliable

tools could be used to provide this assistance, taking the

best advantage of the N41s fully computerized control system

and central data base.

3. Fuel Cycle

more efficient use of fissile material could be achieved,

resulting in lower fuel cycle costs.

A burnup of up to 60,000 MWd/tonne is targeted to be achieved

in the 1990s by a fuel assembly permitting full operating

flexibility. Besides the increase in burnup, plutonium

recycling in PWRs is another way to reduce uranium 235

consumption and cost, but the question of optimum use of

plutonium in standard cores is still open.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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Framatome has thus proposed a new reactor concept, able to

operate equally well with uranium or plutonium fuel, under

optimum conditions in each case: the Convertible Spectral

Shift Reactor (RCVS).

The RCVS differs from a standard PWR only by the fuel

assembly (FA) design and the related reactor internals: the

FA is hexagonal, fuel rods being located in a triangular

array constituting a semi-tight lattice.

Two versions of this FA have been designed:

- Pu FA :

All of the rods are standard fuel rods (UO 2 or MOX), in an

undermoderated lattice;

- U FA :

Selected fuel rods are replaced by tubes of the same

diameter containing water, to ensure a normal moderation

ratio.

This design provides hydraulic compatibility between the two

versions, allowing greater core loading flexibility.

A large-scale analysis and testing effort has made it

possible to verify the feasibility of the RCVS concept. Now a

second phase of the work related to this concept has just

begun, to carefully evaluate its performances and economic

advantages.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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SIGNIFICANCE OF COOPERATION WITH KWU

You are aware that Framatome and SiemenS/KWU have decided to

pool their forces in the international field and have created

recently NPI, Nuclear Power International.

NPI is now promoting on the international market the existing

French and German products, such as those I have described in

my paper.

At the same time, NPI is agressively developing a common PWR

nuclear island, which of course shall benefit from the vast

experience acquired by the French and German nuclear power

industries, and shall reflect the respective requirements of

these two countries. The REP 2000 Program shall take into

account this new development.

S. CHARBONNEAU



CONCLUSION

The main factor in the success of the French nuclear power

program has been consistency. Each successive series of

standardized units was designed and built taking into account

the experience of the previous one. The advanced and now

implemented N4 model fully benefits from the construction as

well as the operating experience of the entire program.

The cooperation agreement now concluded between Framatome and

SiemenS/KWU will further enlarge the basis of development of

future PWR nuclear islands.

The two Koeberg units are part of this consistent program,

and their construction as well as their operation has been

very sucessful A substantial capability was developed in

this country on the basis of the technology implemented at

Koeberg.

To bridge onto the future PWR units that ESKOM may decide to

build, the French program offers, in my opinion, the best

path to follow. Indeed, its consistency can be transposed to

the South African program, to help filling in the

technological gap due to the several years, elapsed time

between Koeberg and the follow-on units.

S. CHARBONNEAU
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THE FUTURE OF THE FAST BREEDER

J.C. LEFEVRE

NOVATOME, a Division of FRAMATOME
10, rue Juliette R6camier, 69398 LYON Cedex 03 - FRANCE

SUMMARY

Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs) can produce more fissile nuclei than

they consume whilst, at the same time, generating energy using fast

neutrons. By conversion of uranium isotope 238 into a fissionable

fuel, FBRs provide over 60 times more energy than can be extracted

from the uranium reserves by thermal reactors. Their development is

therefore an essential objective in the next century, particularly

for those industrialised countries that have little or no energy

resources of their own.

The European countries which have been engaged in the development of

FBRs for more than 25 years have decided to collaborate in an

advanced design, the European Fast Reactor (EFR) which uses the best

of previous national projects and draws on extensive operating

experience from FBR plants in Europe.

The naturally safe characteristics and technological features of

sodium-cooled Fast Reactors will be fully utilised in an EFR design

which meets the same safety level as the Light Water Reactors

(LWRs).

Owing to technical progress and series construction effect, the EFR

is expected to achieve competitiveness with contemporary LWRs with

the higher capital cost of the Fast Reactor offset by its markedly

lower fuel cycle cost.

J. C. LEFEVRE
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INTRODUCTION

Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs) can produce more f issile nuclei than

they consume whilst, at the same time, generating energy using fast

neutrons. They do this using depleted uranium which is available in

large quantities as a residue f rom the uranium enrichment operations

of thermal reactors. By conversion of uranium isotope 238 into a

fissionable fuel, FBRs provide over 60 times more energy than can be

extracted by thermal reactors. This potential to enhance the usable

energy content of the uranium reserves has been firmly established

over the last thirty years. Thus, the full potential of nuclear

energy as a complement to, or substitute for, fossil fuel can only

be realised with the exploitation of the Fast Reactor. The results

from a World Energy Conference Study in 1986 show that, for the long

term, if uranium is used only in thermal reactors, the total

contribution is some 4 of world total fuel resources with coal

being by far the largest contributor (80%). If this uranium is

utilised in FBRs then the factor 60 in energy yield makes uranium

the largest fuel resource and more than doubles the world's energy

resources. The strategic value of FBRs to a country and a utility is

that of rendering them largely independent of the vagaries of the

world fuel supply market. The introduction of FBRs can delay and

offset increases in the price of uranium required to fuel the

continued operation of thermal reactors. Their development is

therefore an essential objective in the next century, particularly

for those industrialised countries that have little or no energy

resources of their own.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

Natural uranium contains 071% of the fissionable isotope U235, the

remainder being U238. In order for fission to occur with U235, the

speed of neutrons in the core must be slowed or moderated. The

reactors currently in use are known as thermal reactors as distinct

from fast reactors. Thermal reactors use a graphite or water moder-

ator in order to promote fission in the U235 fraction which is

artificially increased to around 2 by a process known as

enrichment. The larger U238 fraction 98%) plays only a minor part

in energy production because it will only fission with fast or un-

moderated neutrons. During residence in the core about 0.5% of the

U238 is converted into plutonium and both materials are discharged

J. C. LEFEVRE
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as waste. The FBRs use fast neutrons without moderating them. Their

first fuel load is supplied by plutonium from thermal rea ctors In

and around the fuel, U238 is placed. Energy is produced by plutonium

fission but at the same time, under the effect of the fast neutrons,

the U238 is transformed into plutonium. The FBRs use, therefore, two

by-products from thermal reactors: uranium 238 and plutonium. They

produce energy and plutonium at the same time and plutonium

production can be varied. It can be equal to consumption,.in which

case the reactor is self-sustaining from the first load. It can be

higher than consumption, in which case the fast-breeder will little

by little make the fuel load for a new FBR. Finally, it can be

lower than consumption. In this case, the FBR can be used to

destroy plutonium, which would be useful if new sources of energy

were discovered, or if it were desired to destroy military

plutonium.

THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF FBRs

The FBRs must not have any moderating material in the core and

therefore liquid sodium is used to cool them. Sodium is mass-

produced for the chemical industry and special technology has been

developed in order to use it as a coolant. The use of sodium in this

way is straightforward and involves fewer risks than other coolants

such as organic liquids or steam under pressure.

The essential features of an FBR are shown in Figure 1. The primary

system contains the core from which heat is transferred via the

pumped sodium coolant to intermediate heat exchangers and hence to

the secondary system which also uses sodium as a coolant. The design

illustrated in Figure where the whole of the primary system is

contained in a single vessel applies to most current projects and is

known as a "pool" reactor. The alternative design is known as a

"loop" reactor. The secondary system transfers heat from the

intermediate heat exchangers to the steam generators where the

superheated steam produced is fed directly to the turbo-alternator

sets.

The intermediate heat exchangers are shielded from the core, hence

the secondary circuit and the steam/water circuits are non-

radioactive. This leads to low operator dose rates (about one tenth

of those in thermal reactors) As the sodium coolant always remains

J.C. LEFEVRE
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in the liquid phase, operating pressures in both the primary and

secondary circuits are low <1.5 bar primary circuit and <5 bar

secondary circuit) This compares with around 135 bar for thermal

reactor circuit pressures.

As sodium reacts with water, leaks in the steam generators must be

minimised by high quality design and fabrication. In addition, the

secondary system must be equipped to quickly detect leaks and stop

any reaction.

SAFETY

FBR safety is dealt with using the same basic rules as for other

types of reactors. The principle applied is that of defence in depth

with successive barriers giving efficient protection to operating

staff and the general public. It is a prerequisite that the safety

level of FBRs should be at least equivalent to that of other reactor

designs.

Liquid sodium cooled reactors possess naturally safe features:

- Sodium has excellent heat transfer characteristics. In particular

it behaves very well as a natural convector as its density varies

markedly with temperature.

- Reactor operating temperatures 640 C maximum in core) are much

lower than the boiling point of sodium 883 C at atmospheric

pressure) Core voiding through sodium boiling can therefore be

ruled out using preventive measures. If the reactor is of the "pool"

type, the thermal inertia of the primary system slows down the heat-

ing process and makes prevention easier.

- All the systems run at close to atmospheric pressure and

structural materials used, mainly austenitic steel 304 and 316, have

good ductility. This allows sodium leaks to be detected well before

large breaks occur in the vessels or the piping.

- Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) operation is very stable. The

core has a negative power coefficient. The secondary circuit means

that core operation is less sensitive to grid operation.

J. C. LEFEVRE
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Sodium burns spontaneously in air at temperatures above 150 C but

it is only a mediocre fuel. Its specific heat production is 4 times

lower than that of hydrocarbons. Fire spreads slowly, flames are

short and the dense and opaque aerosols given off form a heat screen

allowing close access. The reactor vessel is surrounded by a safety

vessel and the space between the two vessels is filled with inert

gas. Radioactive sodium fires are therefore impossible. The

secondary sodium circuits are fitted with sodium fire powder

extinguishers.

Should there be a leak of water or of steam into the sodium within a

steam generator, pressure in the sodium circuit is limited by

bursting disc rupture. At the same time, the water supply is turned

off and the sodium and water drained from the leaking steam

generator. This procedure allows the steam generator to be repaired

and reused.

OPERATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Fast Reactors are environmentally benign and produce no more

radioactive waste than their thermal counterparts for equivalent

levels of electricity generation. In addition, Fast Reactors operate

at higher thermal efficiencies than Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR)

plants (with values comparable to those of modern fossil fuelled

plants or high temperature reactors) and so reject less heat to the

environment.

With their ability to use depleted uranium from the thermal reactor

programme, FBRs will cut the consumption of natural uranium,

drastically reducing mining operations and in consequence reducing

the release of radon gas to the atmosphere. They also offer the

possibility of providing a method of destroying long-life fission

products known as actinides by burn-up in the core. This is being

studied in the USA and Japan and in Europe.

The doses of radiation received by operating staff are about 

times lower than those encountered in other reactors. The experience

gained with reactors in operation has shown that maintenance

operations on sensitive equipment are straightforward. The pumps,

the heat exchangers and other smaller equipment can be removed in

inert gas. They are then washed and decontaminated and can be.

J. C. LEFEVRE
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repaired without any protection against radioactivity. Methods for

in-service inspection and repair of structures which 'cannot be

removed are being developed.

THE FAST REACTORS IN EUROPE

The first small-sized experimental reactors, built in the sixties,

prepared the ground for early development of sodium technology and

the understanding of fuel behaviour. RAPSODIE (France) and DFR

(United Kingdom) have now been decommissioned whilst KNK II (GFR is

still operating.

The medium power plants - about 250 M(e) - PHENIX (France) and PFR

(United Kingdom) have been operating for more than 15 years. SNR 300

(GFR) is waiting for the fuel loading permit. This operating

experience has enabled difficulties with component design (e.g.

intermediate heat exchangers, steam generators) to be identified and

inspection/repair procedures for equipment working in sodium to be

proved. It has also demonstrated the reliability and safety of the

fuel and other core components.

The commercial-sized prototype plant SUPERPHENIX - 1200 MW(e) - at

Creys-Malville in France (jointly constructed by France 51%, Italy

33%, GFR 16%) reached full power in 1986. In 1987 a sodium leak

occurred on the spent fuel decay storage drum, a low temperature

auxiliary vessel. The leak was due to the type of ferritic steel

used and, in particular, to hydrogen embrittlement of welds in this

steel. As a result, it was decided to move the storage facility

inside the reactor itself, a feature which was already incorporated

in the new FBR designs developed further to SUPERPHENIX. The

function of this auxiliary installation is being changed into a

transfer compartment for fuel sub-assemblies. Austenitic 316 steel,

for which there is good long term experience in sodium, is being

used in the rebuilding. SUPERPHENIX re-started operation in 1989.

The next step towards commercialisation of Fast Reactors in Europe

is the design and construction of the European Fast Reactor (EFR).

In 1988, the EFRUG (European Fast Reactor Utility Group) group of

utilities proposed that EFR should formally become a collaborative

project. The NOVATOME division of FRAMATOME (France), INTERATOM

(GFR) and NNC (UK) came together as EFR Associates for the nuclear

J. C. LEFEVRE
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steam supply system (NSSS) project, with contributions from ANSALDO

(Italy) and BELGONUCLEAIRE (Belgium). The R&D programmes at the Eu-

ropean research centres of CEA (France), INTERATOM and KfK (GFR) and

AEA (UK) have been re-aligned to meet the needs of EFR.

Like SUPERPHENIX, the EFR is a single pool type reactor and it will

have a design output of 1500 MW(e) A cross section of the primary

system is shown in Figure 2 The core is at the centre of the

reactor vessel. Three primary system pumps and six intermediate heat

exchangers are arranged around its edge. Sodium is pumped through

the core, heats up and flows into the upper plenum of the reactor

vessel and hence into the intermediate heat exchangers. Here it

loses heat to the secondary system before flowing back to the

primary pumps via the lower plenum. The six intermediate heat

exchangers are connected to six secondary system loops each of which

have a circulating pump and a steam generator unit.

ECONOMICS

The economics of fast-breeder r'eactors is judged in comparison with

previous reactors and in practice, with the PWRs. SUPERPHENIX is the

only FBR 1200 MW(e) power station currently built in the world. It

is a prototype power station, using a new technology and it is to be

expected that it is significantly more expensive than a standard PWR

power station.

Since SUPERPHENIX was built, an effort has been made in Europe to

reduce costs, first nationally, then within the EFR project. This

effort has led to considerable reductions in the weight of materials

and the volume of buildings. The reactor vessel has been reduced in

size from 21 to 17 metres, although the power has been increased

from 1200 to 1500 MW(e) . The length of the secondary circuits has

been reduced by a factor 16. The design of certain equipment, such

as the main pumps, has been considerably improved and recent

developments in materials have been used to reduce the cost of the

steam generator units. The result is that the weight of steel

involved in the EFR nuclear steam supply system is 55% of that of

SUPERPHENIX, and the size of the buildings has also been reduced. In

addition, progress with the fuel irradiation rate has reduced fuel

cycle costs.

J. C. LEFEVRE
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From these bases, it is not possible to give a single answer to the

question of the competitiveness of fast-breeder reactors because the

cost of the PWRs varies greatly from country to country. In Europe,

competitiveness is more difficult to obtain in France because the

PWRs have a low production cost, being constructed in series and

operating in large numbers. In the French context, SUPERPHENIX has

an investment cost of about three times that of an N4-type PWR If

technical progress is taken into account, the investment cost is

reduced to 1 9 times that of the PWR f or the f irst EFR produced

which will also carry the extra costs associated with a prototype.

These extra costs have been the subject of a study carried out for

the Commission of European Communities with the participation of the

UNIPEDE (International Association of Electricity Producing

Utilities) This has shown that, for series built FBRs, the loss of

these prototypical costs will bring the FBR capital cost to within

1.25 times that of an N4-PWR. The lower FBR fuel cycle costs then

combine to put FBRs into a strong competitive position against PWRs

in France. In other countries, therefore, it is likely that FBRs

will show economic advantages over PWRs.

It will be necessary to replace the first generation Light Water

Reactors (LWRs) in Europe at the beginning of the next century.

European utilities want to have the choice between the FBRs and

improved LWRs from 2010. To do this, it is necessary to design,

build and operate an EFR for a few years before this decision is

taken. Therefore the construction of the new plant will have to

begin during the second half of this decade.

The EFR programme must enable Europe to remain the leader in a field

which will be of vital importance for industmialised countries. A

first stage of two years has enabled techniques and methods to be

harmonised between countries. A common FBR NSSS design has been

made. In the second stage, which begins in 1990, this harmonisation

will be followed up, particularly in the areas of safety and

regulations. A detailed design will then be drawn up which will

allow design and construction companies to make an offer to the

utilities in the middle of this decade.

J.C. LEFEVRE
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND:

THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

BY

D C NEETHLING, J H BREDELL AND J A BASSON

NATIONAL ENERGY COUNCIL, PRIVATE BAG X03,

LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040 SOUTH AFRICA

SUMMARY

The importance of an integrated approach to the development of an

electricity strategy for Southern Africa is emphasized in view of the

numerous options and initiatives that are available for supply and demand

side management. Apart from present uncertainties concerning future

electricity demand, other factors such as the availability of coal and

uranium and the comparative costs of nuclear and coal-based electricity

are regarded as the most important parameters which have as yet not been

sufficiently quantified to decide on the timing and extent of nuclear

energy in Southern Africa.

OPSOMMING

Die belangrikheid van In geintegreerde benadering tot die ontwikkeling

van n elektrisiteitstrategie vir Suidelike Afrika word beklemtoon in die

lig van die verskeie moontlikhede en inisiatiewe veral ten opsigte van

voorsiening en vraagkantbestuur. Benewens huidige onsekerhede oor die

toekomstige vraag na elektrisiteit, word ander faktore soos die

beskikbaarheid van steenkool en uraan en die vergelykende koste van kern

en steenkoolgebaseerde elektrisiteit as die belangrikste parameters

beskou wat tot nog nie voldoende gekwantifiseer is om te besluit oor die

tydsberekening en die omvang van kernenergie in Suider-Afrika nie.

D C Neethling
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INTRODUCTION

An integrated approach to energy development is an inherent

feature of energy policy formulation. Thi i obvious in the

implementation of national policy on a where decisions are

trade-offs shaped to a large extent by non-energy priorities,

such as national security, socioeconomic consideration or

for that matter environmental issues, to name but some.

The nuclear industry, in particular, is the most

internationalized of all energy industries, aspects such as

nuclear safety, waste disposal and a non-proliferation of

nuclear weapons being on the negotiating tables around the

world. It has the largest government involvement placing it

firmly in the realm of public decision-making. As f ar as

South Af rica is concerned the imposition of sanctions and a

virtual cut-off from international expertise have added a

further dimension. Possible decisions concerning the

commercialization of ESKOM further complicate the development

of longer term nuclear energy strategies. Additional

uncertainties arise when present parties to a negotiated

settlement f or a f uture South Af rica, such as the Af rican

National Congress, publicly states: "that there is no need

to use nuclear power to generate electricity in South Africa

because alternative sources of energy exist in huge coal

deposits (which can be used with the correct technology) and

abundant solar energy."i

A new socioeconomic order with an emphasis on energy for

all, a dedicated thrust to the improvement of quality of life

for all of its peoples and a quest for a low-cost and

affordable energy policy is seen to be emerging. On the

other hand it is equally clear that for South Africa to

continue developing in the years ahead, we are facing a

D C Neethling
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future shaped by new and high technologies with an ever

increasing demand for skilled manpower and a dedicated thrust

for policy-directed research and development, as well as a

dire need to share international expertise, a new world in

which nuclear power has a significant contribution to make in

order to satisfy increasing energy demand to provide

sustainable development for the future.

Before the variety and abundance of Southern Africa's energy

resources are discussed, with particular reference to the

role of nuclear energy it is appropriate to reflect on the

anticipated future energy needs and the guidelines necessary

for the management of demand and supply side options and the

various initiatives which are available.*

FUTURE ELECTRICITY DEMAND AND SUPPLY OPTIONS

A credible electricity load forecast is of critical

importance in the development of a long-term energy strategy.

Estimates of electricity demand in the past have, for more

reasons than one, been optimistic with the anticipated growth

in demand not materializing as has been expected. Taking

into account reserve requriements, ESKOM presently has excess

capacity of more. than 4 300 With a projected growth

rate of 4 per annum and presently committed capacity and

life extension programmes, no new plant is envisaged during

this decade. Due to lead times of 1 - 12 years, decisions

will of course have to be made earlier, probably within the

next year or two. Apart from the difficulty of assessing

what the new South Africa would look like,

politically/economically and in particular from a energy or

electricity demand point of view, the decision for the

implementation of new plant will be the most complex yet.

*The views expressed in this paper are the authors, and not
necessarily those of the National Energy Council.

D C Neethling
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DEMAND SIDE OPTIONS

Some of the options and initiatives that will have to be

considered for the Nineties,, many of which are already in

place, are:

DEMAND SIDE OPTIONS AND INITIATIVES

1990 2000: Excess Capacity Management

Promote load growth

Promote off peak sales

Promote electricity for all concept

Substition of electricity for other carriers

Provide excess electricity for an added-value export drive

Demand Conservation

Follow a least-cost energy strategy

Develop and introduce conservation programmes

Introduce cost-based time-of-use tariffs

Involve public and industry to increase efficiency in

electricity usage

Promote cogeneration demonstration projects

After 2000: Comprehensive Demand Management Strategies

D C Neethling
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SUPPLY SIDE OPTIONS

Options for beyond 2000 when new plant would be required are:

SUPPLY SIDE OPTIONS AND INITIATIVES

2000 and beyond: New Generation Plant/Supply

South Africa Availability improvement of existing plant

Life extension of plant not in service

Small scale supply/cogeneration/discard utilization

New coal-fired plant

Bridging nuclear programme

New technologies, e.g. combined cycle

Natural gas development

Renewable energy applications (localized)

Southern Africa Botswana (coal-fired plant)

Namibia (Kudu natural gas and Kunene Hydro Scheme)

Mozambique (natural gas and Cahora Bassa)

Southern Africa hydroelectric resources

FORECASTS OF ELECTRICITY DEMAND

Forecasts of the demand for electricity for the RSA for the

next three decades, i.e. to the year 2020, vary widely as may

be expected.3 The following compilation indicates the

envelope which is presently adopted by ESKOM for strategic

planning, the rate wide variation of other forecasts for

electricity demand depending on what view or scenario was

taken at the time (squares), and, the range of forecasts

(crosses) derived from the NEC's ENVRAAG-model which was

D C Neethling
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developed by the CSIR under contract to the National Energy

Council which falls within the ESKOM envelope but tending to

be more conservative. It is evident that the range of load

forecasts is too large to be used for decision-making at this

time.

Forecasts of RA Nett Consumption of Electricity
(1995-2020)
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It is important that all of the available methods of

forecasting - mathematical modelling, environmental scanning,

customer surveys, demographic trending - will have to be used

in an attempt to develop realistic electricity demand

scenarios for a new South Africa to ensure that adequate, but

not excessive supply is available timeously in future. With.

so many options of smaller and diversified tranches of supply

instead of e.g. only large blocks of coal-fired plant as in

D C Neethling
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the past, a more dynamic and hopefully closer, match between

demand and supply of electricity may well be realised in

future. With a demand-driven approach and an appropriate

management programme in place, the chances of the capacity

excesses of the past are less likely. What is clear f rom

present forecasts though is that we are facing a situation of

increasing demand that could double early in the next

century. Present projections of future economic growth rates

and the structure of the economy remain the major factors of

uncertainty.

The availability of the known energy resources of Southern

Af rica that may be considered for future base-load

electricity supply with particular ref erence to the role of

nuclear energy will now be assessed.

THE ENERGY RESOURCES OF SOUTH AND SOUTHERN AFRICA

The known resources of South Africa used for base-load

electricity generation are all f inite f uels. the most

important of which are coal and, at present, to a much lesser

extent uranium yielding 89,6% and 77% respectively of the

electricity sent from the ESKOM system during 19892.

It is therefore of critical importance to future strategic

planning both on a national as well as a regional level, to

assess what the availability and cost of indigenous coal and

uranium reserves for the generation of electricity are.

At the same time there are a number- of alternative sources of

electricity supply which require consideration, the most

important being the harnessing of the vast hydro resources of

Southern Africa, an option which is featuring so prominently

in ESKOM's vision of the future development of the sub-

continent of Africa. This is not considered in any detail in
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this treatise but will no doubt feature in decisions yet to

be made particularly when further base load plant is

considered by ESKOM for the earlier part of the next century.

It therefore does not feature in the present round of

decision-making for new plant by 2000. Other options that

may come.) into play in deciding what the nature of the new

plant for additional base load supply by the year 2000 would

be, could be an enhancement of the present Cahora Bassa

Hydro-electric Scheme in Mozambique, new coal-fired plant in

Botswana and the potential of offshore natural gas and

additional hydro power from the Kunene Scheme in Namibia.4

Various options for the utilization of offshore gas along the

south and west coasts of South Africa, utilising e.g.

combined cycle plant or cogeneration, may also feature.

However, regarding decisions for new plant by the year 2000,

coal and uranium are considered as the only major players in

the generation of base load electricity.

COAL

Resources and ReserveS - Latest estimates of South Africa's

coal resources, by far the largest in Southern Africa, which

incorporated a comprehensive re-assessment of the Waterberg

coalfield, amount to a total in situ resource of 121 00 Mt

and extractable reserves of 55 000 Mt. The Waterberg

coalfield contributes about 46 per cent and 28 per cent (or

15 400 Mt) respectively.

Availability of Coal Reserves5 - It is however, important to

note that the amount of coal that could be available for use

as future power station feedstock has, however, never been

adequately quantified on a national level. This is of course

in itself a difficult and complex exercise since there are

many variables over time that have to be considered. It is
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theref ore of critical importance to set up a model which

includes aspects like:

The multiple end-use claim of different users.

The multi-product concept based on coal f rom the same

source used for the generation of electricity,

metallurgical applications, synfuels and chemical

production and for exports.

The availability of large blocks of reserves which are

required to support future mega power stations viz a

viz the identification of the more prevalent smaller

blocks of reserves that could support smaller

generating sets.

The introduction of new technologies for power

generation which may change the requirements for

reserve block size.

Environmental constraints which may reduce the

availability of coal reserves for electricity

generation.

The geographic distribution of reserves with respect to

infrastructure and the availability of water.

The economic viability of the transportation of coal

versus tied collieries

The sterilization of reserves by surface infra-

structural developments.

If one considers the uncertainties of future demand for

electricity it is evident that an integrated and regional

approach to the assessment of coal resources is necessary for

the development of a flexible longer term strategy.

Availability of Coal Reserves for Electricity Generation -

Future coal-based generating capacity for the RSA has been

estimated from recent offers of 21 000 Mt to ESKOM as well as

the 8 500 Mt dedicated to installed and planned capacity of
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42 000 W.6 A potential therefore exists for an additional

96 000 W of coal-based capacity eg. 24 x 4000 

stations), all of which would be located within the Eastern

Transvaal Highveld.

To gain perspective from an overall energy resource

allocation point of view, this total of 29 000 Mt not only

represents more than 70 per cent of the known reserves of

low-grade bituminous coal in the country but indeed all of

the presently known coal reserves of the Eastern Transvaal

Highveld; a region which not only provides nearly per

cent of presently coal-based electricity, but more than 90

per cent of South Africa's coal exports and 80 per cent of

coal for other local uses, including all of South Africa's

synfuel production*.

A FUTURE COAL STRATEGY

It must be clear that virtually umanageable stresses in coal

utilization may have to be contended with if all, or most of

the available coal in the Eastern Transvaal, is dedicated to

electricity generation pe-- se. Resolution of priorities to

claims of land for agricultural and infrastructural

development as well as for the siting of a further 24 large

power stations with the associated mines and transmission

lines could well prove to be an impossible task. Even with

the present twelve power stations located there, the Eastern

Transvaal Highveld has become a region with a strong air

pollution/environmental focus.

*Since coking coal, anthracite and hihg-grade bituminous coal are not
used for electricity generation in South Africa, these should be excluded
from the known extractable reserves of 55 OOOMt, hence a total of 42 000
Mt of low-grade bituminous coal remans which could be considered inter
alia for the generatio of electricity. The 21 000 Mt, offer plus the 
500 Mt already committed represent 70,2 per cent of this total.
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There is thus a real need for:

- greater emphasis on a balanced approach towards

economic development and environmental issues

- planning on a realistic resource allocation basis both

from an energy as well as a land use point of view

- early selection of power station sites and transmission

line routes taking into account future infrastructural

development

- addressing the increasing amounts of coal ash produced

by power station and the-like and the discards produced

in particular by the coal export idustry*

a complete update of the National Coal Data Base with

particular emphasis on economic mineability and end use

The coordinated and integrated development of all the

resources of the Eastern Transvaal Highveld is of national

importance and not only of concern to the energy and mining

sectors of the economy. It is of vital importance to

determine all of the strenghts and weaknesses concerning

future coal availability since this will determine to what

extent coal will remain the most important source of

electricity in years to come. At the same time this will

define the window of decision-making for the tmely phase-in

of a nuclear programme to support coal in providing base load

demand.

*Apart from the annual production of discard coal and rock wastes of more
than 40 Mt representing to date some 400 million tons dumped on the
surface, some 22 Mtpa of powder coal ash (fly ash and bottom ash) are
generated by power stations and the industry.
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URANIUM

Reserves, Production and Nuclear Fuel7_ Uranium concentrates

in South Africa occur in five geological environments. Of

the low-cost reserves (recoverable at a cost of. less than US

$80/kg U, 85 per cent are in Precambrian gold-bearing

conglomerates and mine tailings dumps. South Africa's

resources of uranium are estimated at 432 500 t U 1989 in

the categories less than $130/kg U and are believed to be the

second largest in the Western World.8

South Africa's historical gold and uranium production, and an

estimate of uranium production capacity to the year 2040

ostulated technically
tAu attainable uranium production
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South Africa's uranium output peaked in the late 70's

following a significant increase in price. A marked decline

in world demand since then resulted in a drop of output to

3 451 t in 1989.9 it is estimated that approximately 90 per

cent of South Africa's uranium production is presently

exported.
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The first locally manufactured fuel elements were delivered

to the Koeberg Nuclear power station in late 1989. Although

fuel is only provided to one of the two Koeberg reactors, the

enrichment plant at Valindaba is designed to meet the needs

of two Koeberg sized power stations, viz 1960 MWe x 2 = 3 920

MWe.10

Availability of Uranium The single most important

constraint in the future availability of uranium resources in

South Africa for the manufacture of nuclear fuels is to what

extent and at what rate the RSA gold production declines in

future. A forecast based on information available during the

mid-Eighties reflecting an optimistic view at the time

indicates a sharp drop in gold production at approximately

2005 to virtually zero by 203511. As far as uranium

production capacity is concerned, based on current producers,

a levelling off at around 000 t U/yr for the period from

the year 2000 to 2010/15 has been anticipated followed by a

marked and continuous decline to about 1 000 t/yr by 2040.

Considering that extensions of the Witwatersrand gold reefs

are being discovered with new mines being developed and

assuming higher gold and uranium prices, this scenario could

be well realised. On the other hand continuation of the

slump in the gold and uranium market could result in a

significant decrease in the availability of uranium in the

early part of the next century.

A FUTURE NUCLEAR ENERGY STRATEGYI

The important point from a longer term energy planning view

is that as much clarity as possible should be obtained on the

impact of a decline in the RSA's gold production before

embarking on a large scale nuclear programme - should this be

founded solely on indigenous uranium resources. If the

forecasted decline in uranium output during the period 2005
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to 2030 do indeed materialize and this would coincide with

the implementation of a large scale nuclear programme at the

time, domestic supply of uranium as a byproduct from gold

mining could be inadequate to sustain this. Indications are

that world uranium prices during the Nineties will remain at

their current low levels in real terms thus providing little

incentive for a resurge in exploration activities12.

Advances made in nuclear technology, like the large-scale

introduction of breeder reactors, could of course change the

picture.

If it is accepted that only nuclear energy could supplement

coal in the generation of future base load and that South

Africa, for reasons mentioned before, may have insufficient

uranium reserves to sustain a long term nuclear programme,

various possibilities exist for importing uranium from e.g.

neighbouring Namibia, one of the largest producers in the

world.

An option that has been proposed for the next round of base-

load plant by the year 2000 and which warrants further

consideration, is to proceed with a bridging programme at the

Koeberg Nuclear power station by installing additional

reactors.2 This could inter alia provide for a smaller

tranche of additional capacity leaving room for additional

external supply, coal-based or hydro, from other sources in

Southern Africa. Such a programme would have the additional

advantage of the further utilization of existing fuel

production capacity at Valindaba, as well as the stimulation

of further research and development in fuel fabrication,

particularly as far as cost reduction is concerned. The

Koeberg site would be optimized and experience would be

gained in the construction of future nuclear power stations.
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Before any decisions are made on a future nuclear programme,

including the bridging option, it is of critical importance

to determine the real comparative costs of coal and nuclear-

based electrical energy. This includes consideration of

future coal-related environmental issues, particularly

technologies which would add to generating costs, a well as

the development of lower cost new nuclear systems

characterized by safer, simpler and standardized designs

having a high degree of reliability and longer lifetimes.

As far as the other countries in Southern Africa are

concerned, the availability of vast hydropower and other

resources seems to preclude the nuclear option.

CONCLUSION

An integrated approach to electricity supply is of critical

importance for the formulation and implementation of

appropriate future strategies. In order to do this a

credible range of demand scenarios have to be developed

taking into account energy as well as non-energy related

parameters. As f ar as the supply side is concerned a wide

range of options and initiatives exists which together with

demand side management and cogeneration will have to be

considered to achieve a least cost energy strategy.

The f ormulation of an electricity strategy is an inherent

part of national energy policy. It is theref ore of vital

importance that all of the key players, including the public,

should be involved in the development of a future nuclear

energy strategy.

o o o 0 o o o
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ABSTRACT

The development of nuclear safety and licensing is briefly reviewed in

four stages namely: The Formative Period 1946-1959), The Expansive

Period 1960-1969), The Mature Period 1970-1979) and the Apprehensive

Period 1980-1989). Particular safety issues in the respective periods

are highlighted to indicate the changing emphasis of nuclear licensing

over the past thirty years or so. Against this background, nuclear

licensing in South Africa is discussed and possible future trends

indicated.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the civilian nuclear power industry is still relatively young,

having its origins some ten to fifteen years after World War II in the

USSR 1954), UK 1956), USA 1957), France 1959) and Canada 1962) (NB.

Dates denote approximate year for first criticality associated with

electrical power generation outside the military environment), its growth

potential during the coming decade will be severely limited unless ways

are found to gain greater public acceptance. The credibility of nuclear

power as a safe, cost-effective, environmentally clean method for meeting

the world's energy demands has been severely impacted both by a number of

major nuclear accidents (e.g. USA Browns Ferry 1975), USA TMI-2 1979)

and USSR Chernobyl 1986) as well as costly delays in the construction,

licensing and commissioning of nuclear power plants. Public perception of

nuclear power has been influenced by many factors such as its association

with the tragic events during World War II (Hiroshima, Nagasaki 1945) ),

the health hazards associated with nuclear fuels (short-term and

long-term effects of radiation on the human body), the complexity of the

technology, and the roles of participants in the nuclear industry

(vendors, architect-engineers, licensees, regulators and governments).

Whereas thirty years ago the industry was driven by an optimistic vision

of unlimited amounts of low cost energy sources and concerned primarily

with problems of design, siting and construction of large (- 1000 MW)

reactors, today, problems of escalating costs, safe operation, accident

management, waste disposal, decommissioning and public acceptance weigh

heavily upon the industry. Throughout this period nuclear safety has

occupied a central role, more so today than at previous times, and will

continue to play a vital role in any future nuclear development.

The focus of attention of the licensing bodies responsible for overseeing

that high standards of safety are maintained by the industry participants

has varied over time, and from country to country, depending upon the

particular circumstances of that country at that time. Factors such as
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the nuclear infrastructure (presence or absence of nuclear research

capability, nuclear skills base), state of economic development, and

governmental strategies towards the individual components of the total

nuclear fuel cycle, have a strong influence on the licensing capability

of a particular country.

To review the evolutionary development of licensing world-wide is not

possible in a short paper. However by selecting particular aspects of

licensing as they have evolved in particular countries it is possible to

identify certain shifts of emphasis in the licensing process which have

taken place during the past thirty years or so. Against this background

it is instructive to view the licensing development in South Africa and

possible directions for development during the next decade.

For the purposes of this paper it is convenient. to consider the

background licensing activities and nuclear power development in four

phases, namely:

The Formative Period 1946-1959), The Expansive Period 1960-1969), The

Mature Period 1970-1979) and The Apprehensive Period(1980-1989). This

will provide a suitable framework for reviewing licensing development in

South Africa.

THE FORMATIVE PERIOD 1946-1959)

Following World-War II the five major countries involved in nuclear

development (i.e. USSR, USA, UK, France and Canada), turned their

attention to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Organisations were set

up in the different countries to control nuclear development, (e.g. U S

Atomic Energy Commission (1946), V.K. Atomic Energy Research

Establishment 1945) U.K. Atomic Energy Act 1946), French Atomic

Energy Organisation (CEA) 1945), Canadian Atomic Energy Control board

(1946) ), as plans were made to design nuclear reactors instead of

nuclear bombs. Although nuclear safety considerations were implicit in

all design work no formal licensing bodies existed at that time although

various safety committees were brought into being as nuclear research and

design work progressed (e.g. U.S. Reactor Safeguards Committee 1947)
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By 1950 rule-of-thumbl siting criteria had been issued in the USA

(WASH-3 1950)1), significant progress made by the NCRP and ICRP

organisations towards defining permissible doses for radiation workers

e.g. Second Tripartite (U.S., U.K., Canada) Conference on Permissible

Doses 1950), and questions concerning physical security of nuclear

installations addressed. The concept of containment as a measure of

reducing the impact of incidental radioactive releases on the public had

been significantly developed although specific criteria were not then

available. Reactor designs tended to concentrate on electrical power

outputs of the order 100-200 MW, rather than the 1000 KW or larger

stations of today, so that cooling requirements were much less onerous.

Commercial considerations of profitability were not so important during

the Formative Period since most costs were being underwritten by

Goverrunents.

Serious concerns regarding the inherent safety of nuclear plants began to

emerge during the late ifties when the adequacy of the design bases of

reactors was beginning to be questioned more openly by critics both

within and outside the nuclear industry. Predictions of the consequences

of a severe nuclear accident as postulated in WASH-740 1957),2

notwithstanding the low probability of such an event, the Windscale

Accident in the U K 1957)3 and the demand of utilities for larger

power reactors 500-600 MW) all contributed to a greater safety awareness

towards nuclear power. This led to the establisment of a number of

statutory bodies, such as the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

(ACRS) 9 7 in the USA and the formation of the U K Nuclear

Installations Inspectorate 1960), specifically charged with overseeing

the safety aspects of nuclear development particularly in the civilian

field. It was also recognised that nuclear power and nuclear safety

needed to be developed in a coordinated manner on a world-wide basis.

This in part contributed to the formation of multi-country organisations

such as the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) 1957), and the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 1956).

By the end of the fifties there was limited experience with the operation

of commercial nuclear power plants (USSR 6 USA 2 U K (8), France

(1):- O denotes the number of operating reactors), all of low power by
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to-day's standards (4 280 MW), minimal public reports of significant

nuclear accidents, significantly larger reactors 500-600 Ws) in design

or under construction, but a growing concern with regard to design safety

issues (e.g. siting criteria, maximum credible accident, single failure

criterion).

THE EXPANSIVE PERIOD 1960-1969)

By the beginning of the sixties a basic safety philosophy had emerged

which is conveniently expressed in the following four goals:

(1) There must be no release of radioactive material in dangerous

quantities from a nuclear facility to the general public.

There must be no Public Safety Accidents.

(2) The likelihood of a serious accident which would result in severe

damage to the nuclear facility should be kept as small as possible.

The Economic Accident should be prevented.

(3) Every reasonable effort should be made to eliminate accidents

involving plant employees.

The frequency of Industrial Personnel Accident should be reduced to

the lowest possible level.

(4) System malfunctions and deviations from normal behaviour should be

reduced to a minimum, especially since a system with minor faults is

more likely to develop major crises.

The number of Operational Problems should be kept to a minimum.

These qualitative goals are taken word for word from Thompson and

Beckerley 1964),4 some thirty years ago, and still remain valid today

albeit with certain quantitative refinements in definition. Chernobyl

(1986) and TMI-2 1979) are examples of failure of the industry to

achieve goals and 2 respectively. There are also a significant number

of ecorded examples during the past thirty years (e.g. operator

accidents, LER's, Occurrences, Incidents) demonstrating the failure of

the industry to meet goals 3 and 4.
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In order to meet the above goals, designs had to have appropriate

quantitative criteria to work with. Defining Design Basis Events

(Accidents) and associated loadings for containments was complicated by a

lack of clear demarcation between Design Basis Events and Beyond Design

Basis Events. The Single Failure Criterion was straightforward to apply

but concern was raised about the possibility of multiple simultaneous

failures either independent (low frequency) or dependent (high

frequency).

An analysis of all nuclear related accidents up until 1963 had shown that

three basic causes were primarily involved in a nuclear accident,

namely:

1. An undetected design flaw

2. An instrument or equipment malfunction or omission

3 A human error of omission or commission.

One or two of the above causes could be present at the same time without

causing an accident but combined simultaneously (i.e. low likelihood)

with the third cause could lead to a major accident.

The licensing approach during this period was therefore much concerned

with defining and interpreting appropriate safety design criteria (e.g.

maximum credible accident, reactor site criteria 10 CFR Part 100 1962) )

as well as resolving major safety issues related to reactor pressure

vessel integrity 1966), the adequacy of the Emergency Control Cooling

System (ECCS) 1966), recognition of the China Syndrome problem and

correlation of core-melt with containment failure 1966). This led to the

establishment of safety research programs such as the Heavy Section Steel

Test programme for vessel integrity and the LOFT program for ECCS - LOCA

analysis 1966), and the evolution of licensing requirements for improved

integrity of pressure vessels, pre-operational and in-service inspection

of reactor pressure vessels 1966), stringent Quality Assurance 968),

and the separation of control and instrumentation systems 1967). The

licensing approach was basically deterministic and placed heavy emphasis

on adherence to industry approved codes (with nuclear refinements where
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necessary) such as ASME and IEEE. This was also a period where more

emphasis was being placed on Accident Mitigation rather than Accident

Prevention.

Whilst the USA proceeded with its WR programme, the main European

countries such as the UK, France and Germany were also forging ahead with

their own nuclear programmes using different nuclear technologies. In

a d d i t i o n ,ten other countries introduced commercial nuclear power

throughout the sixties namely FRG 1960), CANADA 1962), BELGIUM 1962),

ITALY 1962), JAPAN 1965), GDR 1966), SPAIN 1968), NETHERLANDS 1968),

INDIA 1969) and SWITZERLAND 1969). Whilst the UK proceeded with its own

gas-cooled technology (AGR 1965) ), as did France under de Gaulle,

Germany entered into negotiations with General Electric (BWR) and

Westinghouse (PWR) to import USA LWR technology into Germany under

licence agreements.

The licensing of such reactors was carried out by various bodies such as

the Nuclear Installation Inspectorate (UK), the centralised SCSIN in

France advised by a technical department (IPSN) of the CEA, and by a

two-tier licensing process in Germany involving both Federal (Commission

for Reactor Safety RSK, Commission on Radiation Protection (SSK) and

State (Land) organisations. Due to the international charact�r of

nuclear safety the types of safety issues then of concern in the USA

applied also to the European countries but the acceptance criteria were

not necessarily the same owing to differences in nuclear technology, the

degree of acceptability of safety research results by the licensing

bodies involved, as well as public and political pressures.

Although the deterministic approach to licensing was satisfactory in many

respects, it still did not address the fundamental problem of Beyond

Design Basis Accidents, albeit of very low frequency of occurrence.

Rather, an approach which, in principle, addressed all types of

accidents, and measures to mitigate against them, was called for

particularly in the light of the first goal stated above. Since 1966 the

ACRS had been urging the US Atomic Energy Commission and the American

utilities to adopt a broader approach without much success. Similar

I
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pressures had been building up in other countries, particularly in Canada

and the UK, but it was not until 1967 that a non-deterministic approach

to safety was formally proposed by Farmer 5 in the UK. This gave birth

to the probabilistic approach to nuclear safety which gained momentum

throughout the seventies.

THE MATURE PERIOD 1970-1979)

By the beginning of the seventies the licensing process in the USA was

becoming very cumbersome and time-consuming for several reasons.

a) The number and variety of reactor and plant designs and vendors with

which regulatory staff had to deal increased the delay time for

issuing licenses.

b A policy of openness in nuclear decision-making and a multi-stage

decision process involving the public and court hearings added to

delays. The requirement for an Environmental Impact Statement 1970)

provided an opportunity for environmentalists to prevent or delay the

issue of licences.

c) The number of generic safety issues needing attention was growing all

the time. By 1972 a list of 47 such issues had been drawn up including

loss of emergency power supplies, hydrogen burn after a LOCA,

protection against pipe-whip, anticipated transient without scram,

vibration of reactor internals and so on.

d) A large number of pressing licensing issues still required attention

such as interpretation of the Single Failure Criterion, severe natural

phenomena design bases, nuclear safety classifications of systems and

components, and containment design pressure calculations.

e) A range of plant operational problems was beginning to emerge and

continue throughout the seventies e.g. leaking valves and seals,

pipe-cracking in BWRs, steam generator tube corrosion and problems

with condensers.
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f) Poor communication between different regulatory departments on the

status of regulatory positions added to the confusion.

A similar situation existed in Germany in that the licensing process

involved several stages (site application to the Land, a public

announcement of the application by the Land, a public hearing which may

or may not allow proceeding to the next stage for application to

construct a plant, and so on). In addition public opposition to nuclear

power in Europe was probably more intense than in the USA which

manifested itself in several violent site demonstrations involving

several deaths. France was in a stronger position to expedite the

licensing process since it was ore centralised and standardised and

provided less opportunity for the public to participate in the licensing

process. Nevertheless it did not escape a number of violent anti-nuclear

demonstrations at some of its nuclear sites.

In order to streamline the licensing process in the USA a number of steps

were taken with some degree of success i.e.

(i) separation of siting issues from plant design issues

(ii) separation of generic safety issues from individual plant

applications

(iii) the production of a Standard Review Plan to provide uniformity and

consistency of licensing reviews by regulatory staff

(iv) the production of standardised Safety Analysis Reports to address

the different vendors designs (GESSAR for General Electric, RESSAR

for Westinghouse and CESSAR for Combustion Engineering)

(v) the incorporation of industry standards (e.g. ASME, IEEE) in the

licensing review process where possible

(vi) the application of the same levels of quality assurance to internal

regulatory reviews as was required of applicants.
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To the degree that the above steps were successfully implemented

significant improvements in the licensing process were obtained. However

any gains achieved by streamlining of the licensing process were more

than counter-balanced by the increased volume of work stemming from the

avalanche of reactors coming on-line during the seventies. The USA led

the field with an incredible additional 59 reactors followed by Japan

(20) and the USSR (18). Other problems in the mid-seventies, such as the

Browns Ferry Fire 1975) and the financial and contractual difficulties

of certain vendors and utilities (e.g. of Westinghouse resulting from

fixed-price fuel contracts) led to increased public opposition to nuclear

power which also contributed to licensing delays. The TMI-2 accident in

1979 virtually sealed any future nuclear development in the USA for some

time to come.

By the end of the seventies a additional eight countries had been added

to the commercial nuclear power base namely: SWEDEN 1970), PAKISTAN

(1971), ARGENTINA 1974), BULGARIA 1974), FINLAND 1977), KOREA 1977),

TAIWAN 1977) and CZECHOSLAVAKIA 1978).

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Possibly the most significant licensing shift to occur during the

seventies Was a greater emphasis on the use of risk methods in regulatory

decision-making. This arose out of a genuine safety concern that the

distinction between 'credible' and 'incredible' accidents was purely

arbitrary, and that nuclear plants designed purely on the basis of a

f ixed set of Design Basis Accidents may well have severe safety

shortcomings due to the fact that other more important accidents ay have

been overlooked. Since it was also recognised that the completeness of a

set of Design Basis Accidents could never be proved i.e. there would

always exist a residual risk, however small, of.an unidentified nuclear

accident, suitable risk criteria needed also to be developed e.g. along

the lines suggested by Farmer 1967). For these reasons a comprehensive

risk study of a USA nuclear power plant was instigated under the guidance

of Rasmussen in 1972 and published in final form in 1975.6 Owing to

differences in plant design a similar study was initiated in Germany in
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1976 under Birkhoffer and published in 1979.7

The results of such studies generated mixed reactions from vendors,

licensees and regulators. Critics of the probabilistic approach

highlighted the large uncertainties inherent in the method (e.g. scarcity

of statistical data, arbitrariness of subjective judgements, inadequacies

of mathematical modelling, lack of clearly defined safety risk criteria)

whereas proponents stressed thi.- rationality of the methodology, its

attempt to quantify subjective judgements, and its ability to uncover

system design flaws. The primary cause for much misunderstanding amongst

the scientists and engineers appeared to be a lack of appreciation of the

dual nature of the probability concept i.e. probability as a measure of

degree of belief (subjective) and probability as a measure of statistical

success (objective) both of which are essential for carrying out a risk

assessment.

For the above reasons probabilistic methods were not adopted generally in

the licensing process throughout the seventies, although they were used

as an input to primarily deterministic regulatory decision-making.

However the accident at TMI-2 in 1979 prompted a complete rethink on the

value of probabilistic risk assessments and heralded a major upsurge in

the use of such methods during the next decade.

THE APPREHENSIVE YEARS 1980-1989)

Nuclear power development and licensing were severely impacted by the

TMI-2 1979)8 and Chernobyl 1986)9 accidents. Two extremely unlikely

accidents which were not expected to occur during the 40 year lifetime of

nuclear power plants (even taking into account the whole population of

nuclear power plants) had occurred within a space of ten yars. These in

the eyes of the layman reflected badly on the safety credibility of the

nuclear industry, including vendors, licensees and regulators, and had a

major negative effect on the public perception of nuclear power. On the

positive side many valuable safety lessons were learned leading to a

number of institutional reforms, equipment improvements, enhancements in

operational performance, increased attention to accident and post
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accident management issues, a greater acceptance of beyond design basis

accidents and the use of probabilistic risk analysis methods, an

acceptance of the need for -a 'safety culture' amongst all nuclear

participants and at all management and worker levels, and greater

openness and co-operation between countries on all nuclear safety

mattersio'll.

Since this paper is primarily concerned with the licensing process no

attempt will be made to review the wide ranging changes which have taken

place in the nuclear industry during the eighties. However as indicative

of some of the changes in the immediate post-TMI period it is worth

mentioning the setting up of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operators

(INPO) and the Nuclear Safety Analysis Centre (NSAC) in 1979, the

requirement for probabilistic safety analyses for many nuclear plants in

the USA, improved training for nuclear operators, the development of

symptom-based procedures and a number of back-fitting safety

improvements. The Chernobyl 1986) accident led to a greater recognition

of the international implications of a nuclear accident, the

post-accident implications of land contamination and delayed health

effects on the local communities, the establishment of the World

Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) (1989), the IAEA Incident

Reporting System (IRS) 1989), as well as a strong move towards greater

operational safety (e.g. OSIP and OSART programmes initiated by the

IAEA).

From the regulatory perspective the immediate Post-TMI period led to the

development of a large number of safety requirements in the areas of

operator training and staffing, procedure improvements, risk assessments,

and hardware backfits. However it was soon iealised that the imposition

of more and more requirements could be counter-productive to increased

safety, since it shifted attention from fundamental safety concerns to

keeping track of, and adhering to, a voluminous body of safety rules and

regulations. This tended to encourage an attitude amongst licensees of

provided one adhered to all the safety rules and regulations, safety

would automatically be assured". The safety intent of the rules and

regulations would thus be missed or overlooked and would encourage the

notion that the ultimate responsibility for safety resides with the
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regulator rather than the licensee, where it lawfully belongs.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Acceptance of the value of probabilistic methods to supplement

deterministic methods in regulatory decision-making became more

widespread amongst most regulatory authorities throughout the world.

However the degree of use ad levels of probabilistic development

required of licensees varied widely in the different countries. These

variations resulted from

(i) different definitions of acceptable safety criteria or goals; and

(ii) different levels of probabilistic risk assessment required of the

licensee (i.e. Levels 0, 1 2 or 3.

Safety goals

Since Farmer's original suggestion of a limit line on a frequency-

consequence (Iodine-131) plot, several alternative sets of safety

criteria have been proposed using a combination of Radiation Protection

principles (maximum limits, ALARA, ALARP) and probabilistic criteria for

nuclear safety,. This has resulted in a hierarchy of safety goals ranging

front global riteria at the public health level i.e.

public health criteria: - Societal risk

- Individual risk

- Cost-benefit effectiveness

down to a variety of sub-tier goals at the plant level i.e.

plant level criteria: - large release of radioactive materials

outside of the containment (i.e. source term)

- containment performance (reliability)

- core-melt frequencies

- dominant accident sequences

- safety systems reliability
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- safety functions

- safety component reliability

- initiating event frequencies

In general there is less consensus amongst regulators in the value of

developing public health criteria. than in defining appropriate plant

level criteria which can be used for setting quantitative safety

objectives at the plant level. Nevertheless criteria involving individual

risk limits, boundary or limit lines for frequencies of exposure

intervals, and complementary cumulative distribution functions have all

been proposed for serious consideration.

Plant level criteria have been developed either from setting criteria for

the frequency of core-melt damage, which can then be propagated downwards

to the safety function, system and component levels, or setting system

function criteria which can then be allocated to systems and components.

The current status of safety goals and examples of the quantitative

figures proposed can be found in Okrent 1987)12 for the USA, Cannell

(1987)13 for the UK, and IAEA 1986, 1987)14 technical reports

and the Proceedings of a recent conference on Regulatory Practices

(1989)15 for several other Member countries.

Levels of PRA

Four levels of PRA are currently considered in regulatory

decision-making, namely

LEVEL - reliability studies of components and systems

LEVEL - analysis of plant response to accident progression terminating

at core damage

LEVEL 2 - analysis of plant response to accident progression through to

loss of containment integrity and the release of radioactive

materials to the environment (source term)

LEVEL 3 - analysis of accident progressions including environmental and

population health effects outside of the plant (e.g. emergency
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planning, early and late fatalities)

The complexity of the risk studies increases from Level through to

level 4 as does the impact of uncertainties. As a rule-of-thumb the

uncertainty bands increase approximately by an order of magnitude in

passing from a lower to a. higher level. This explains why regulatory

authorities are reluctant to impose Level 3 PRAs on licensees in view of

the difficulties of assessing compliance with specific public health

criteria.

Experience of PRA techniques throughout this period led to many

refinements of the pioneering WASH-1400 study 1975) and resulted in a

complete reassessment of the status of PRA with the publication of

NUREG-1150 1989)16.

By the end of 1988 a total of 26 countries were involved in commercial

nuclear power, the last four to connect to the grid being YUGOSLAVIA

(1981), BRAZIL 1982), HUNGARY 1982) and SOUTH AFRICA 1984). This

constituted a total nuclear generating experience of 5040 reactor-years

world-wide.

The safety philosophies of the different regulatory bodies appear to be

reaching a consensus (75-INSAG-3 1988))17 and the differences

between t h e i rrespective approaches ( i . e . deterministic vs

probabilistic) is becoming less marked. Whilst in the early stages of

licensing the primarily deterministic approaches of countries such as the

USA, Germany and France contrasted significantly with the probabilistic

emphasis of countries such as Canada and the UK, today most licensing

approaches involve a combination of deterministic and probabilistic

practices although the particular emphasis varies from one country to

another.

LICENSING IN SOUTH AFRICA

Nuclear development in South Africa began in 1959 when the Cabinet

approved the S.A. Atomic Energy Board's proposal for a nuclear research

and development program. This was followed by the construction and

commissioning of the 20 MW SAFARI-1 research reactor in 1965) and the
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decision to purchase a twin unit 1000 MW lightwater reactor from overseas

in the early seventies. (NB. An order was subsequently 1976) placed with

Framatome to purchase two PWRs based upon the Tricastin reference plant.)

However, since South Africa did not have an indigenou s source of relevant

nuclear power experience and skills to draw upon it relied heavily on the

use of overseas consultants in the early stages of nuclear power

development.

During the late sixties much attention was given to determining the

safety and licensing philosophy to be followed in South Africa. As has

been mentioned earlier, probabilistic methods for licensing were in their

infancy during the late sixties but it was felt at that time by the

emerging licensing authority in South Africa that, notwithstanding the

known problem areas, a risk philosophy was the most appropriate basis for

licensing.

Quantitative risk criteria, based on considerations of average and

individual societal and occupational risk were establi shed (Tattersall

(1972),18 Simpson et al (1974))19 and incorporated in a South

African licensing guide LBG/l 1974)20. This effectively made the

submission of a Level 2 PRA by the licensee a licensing requirement for

nuclear power stations operating within South Africa. Where appropriate,

derived radiological protection criteria for operational purposes were

also laid down.

The basic safety principles adopted by the Council for Nuclear Safety are

as follows:

1. The risk presented by a nuclear plant must not increase significantly

the total risks to which the population is exposed.

2. The nuclear risk must compare favourably with those associated with

other major industrial enterprises.

3. Allowance must be made for possible demands by society for greater

standards of safety over the period (usually several decades) of the

working life of the enterprise.
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A consideration of the available historical data pertaining to accidents

led to the following public health and plant level criteria:

Public health criteria - Societal risk

- The aerage annual mortality risk resulting from

normal and accident operation shall not exceed

10-7 deaths/person/year

- Individual risk

- The peak individual risk resulting from normal

operation shall not exceed 5 x 10-6

deaths/person/year

Thus the 2tak to average risk ratio shall not

exceed 50 in communities or regions within which

there is regular social mobility and contact.

Operator (worker) health criteria -

-. Site personnel

- The average annual mortality risk resulting from

normal and accident operations shall not exceed

2 x 10-4 deaths/pe rson/year

- ndividual operator

- The peak individual risk resulting from normal

operations shall not exceed 10-

deaths/person/year

Thus the peak to average risk ratio shall not

exceed for radiation workers at a particular

site and/or to such subdivisions of this workforce

as may be deemed appropriate by the CNS.
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Plant level criteria - Radioactive releases

- A Farmer-type limit line of the form

frequency - constant x (consequence)-2

on a frequency- consequence diagram shall be

used to assess compliance (Level 2 PRA)

The form of the limit line (i.e. slope of 2 on a log-log plot) was

chosen to provide a bias against large accidents.

The determination of the limit line (plant level criterion) for a

particular site involves assumptions concerning the relationship between

releases and deaths (e.g. linear dose-effect relationship and the

magnitude of the dose-casualty coefficient), population levels around the

site and the method for allocating national risk to individual sites.

With regard to the latter point the situation is more complex if the

sites contain installations of different types (e.g. a power reactor,

fuel reprocessing facility, waste disposal).

In common with many other countries, a staged approach to licensing is

followed in South Africa e.g. application for a nuclear licence,

submission of a Preliminary Safety Report, approval of submissions, start

of construction, preparation of an Intermediate Safety Report, small

stage approvals, application to store fuel on site, permission to

approach criticality, and staged approvals for power raising. The level

and detail of documentation to be submitted at each stage is comparable

to that required by licensing authorities in other countries such as the

USA, France and Germany.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA

Nuclear safety is never static but changes with the knowledge and

experience gained with nuclear power operations. It is therefore

incumbent upon a licensing authority to ensure that the safety of nuclear

facilities within its own country reflects the best safety practices in

the light of world-wide experience consistent with its own safety
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philosophy. In view of this the Council for Nuclear Safety recognizes

the need f or on-going review of nuclear safety-related topics,

fundamental safety philosophy and the formulation of any requirements

that may originate from these.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Stemming from the Council's fundamental risk approach to safety, and in

view of the above, it is necessary to develop and improve the application

of probabilistic techniques to regulatory decision-making. To this end a

licensing requirement has been issued for the Koeberg nuclear power plant

to periodically update the risk assessment to reflect actual plant

operating experience (i.e. maintain a 'living PRAI). This is to ensure

that regulatory decisions are based upon the most up-to-date state of the

plant rather than the plant as commissioned. A licensing guide of how

this should best be accomplished (e.g. frequency of update, application

of Bayesian techniques, incorporation of common cause effects) is

currently being prepared.

The current Level 2 PRA refers specifically to the consequences of

radioactive iodine (or Iodine equivalents) whereas it is known from

actual accidents that other radioisotopes, such as caesium, ruthenium and

strontium etc, are also important in terms of health effects. The

implications of specifically incorporating non-iodine radioisotopes

within the Level 2 framework is under review as is the requirement for a

full level 3 PRA.

Recent findings of the U.S. National Research Council's BEIR V Committee

has increased estimates of the cancer risk from radiation exposure. The

implications of these findings are currently under review.

Safety culture and Licensee performance

The TMI-2 and Chernobyl accidents highlighted once again the importance

of the human element as a major cause of nuclear accidents. Whereas much

attention has focussed on the reactor operators, it is recognised that
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other members of a licensee rganisation, such as maintenance personnel

and management can also have a significant effect on either preventing or

indirectly causing a nuclear accident. Thus the 'safety culture' of an

Organisation has been identified as a major factor in considerations of

nuclear safety (e.g. 75-INSAG-3 1988) ). Progress in quantifying

'safety culture' or licensee performance as a global indicator of safety

level in an rganisation is limited at present. However, the Council is

exploring possible ways in which this might be improved.

Licensing of Personnel

Although the licensi�,g of operators has received mch attention since the

inception of the nu�.lear power industry, little attention has been given

in the past to the licensing of other classes of radiation workers, such

as maintenance personnel (e.g. Non-destructive Examination specialists,

welders) whose impact on safety can be comparable to that of nuclear

operators. The Council is therefore considering whether the current

vetting applied by the licensee in this regard is adequate from a nuclear

saf ety point-of-view, or whether additional requirements should be

applied. These deliberations also extend to questions of the suitability

of particular staff for nuclear safety-related work in cases of a known

history of alcoholism or drug abuse.

Safety of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

In view of the fact that South Africa is involved in several components

of the nuclear fuel cycle i.e. uranium mining and milling, uranium

ref ining and conversion to hexafluoride, uranium enrichment, fuel

manufacture, fuel storage and radioactive waste management, the Council

has been considering for some time the manner in which such processes or

facilities should best be licensed within its safety philosophy e.g.

setting appropriate derived safety criteria relevant to the type of

installation. Clearly the public safety implications of nuclear accidents

at such installations will be different from those associated with an

operating nuclear power reactor. Possibly of greater relevance in these

cases are the health risks associated with occupational workers rather
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than with the public at lge.

Software Reliability

In view of the trend towards the greater use of computers in the

man-machine interface, either as information processing systems or in

process control applications, greater attention is currently being given

by the Council towards available methods for ensuring and quantifying

software reliability. This is also a major on-going area of concern in

the computer industry e.g. operating systems reliability, as well as the

defence industry e.g. mission critical systems. Such considerations from

the nuclear regulatory viewpoint involve assessing the adequacy of

the software quality assurance, software validation and fault-free

programming methodologies adopted by the licensee.

Individual Plant Examinations

The USA has introduced a program (Individual Plant Examination (IPE))

whereby comprehensive periodic reviews of the status of a power plant

must be carried out (e.g. every ten years). Such reviews will provide

valuable input to plant life extension programs (PLEX) as well as

identify areas of plant deterioration. Other countries are considering

implementing similar programs for their own power plants and related

nuclear. facilities. In line with this trend the Council is reviewing the

necessity for IPEs bearing in mind that the requirement of a 'living PRAI

implies a continual feedback of plant-related data.

Containment Integrity

The importance of containment integrity as the last barrier against

release of radioactive products to the environment and public has been

well demonstrated with the TMI-2 and Chernobyl accidents. This aspect of

nuclear safety is being considered actively in order to determine whether

there is a need for improvements.
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SUMMARY'

The primary aim of this paper is to provide a particular perspective of

nuclear safety and licensing during the past thirty years or so. No

attempt has been made at completeness. Some of the key licensing issues

during four phases of nuclear power development (i.e. The Formative Phase

(1946-1959), the Expansive Phase 1960-1969), the Mature Phase

(1970-1979) and the Apprehensive Phase 1979-1989) have been

highlighted to indicate the shifts in licensing emphasis. Against this

background the development of licensing in South Africa has been

discussed and possible future trends indicated.
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SUKKARY:

In this paper, the General Manager (Generation) of Eskom

shares his view of what is required to be addressed to ensure

the ongoing success of nuclear powered electricity generation

in South Africa. The task, the means, the timing and the

human factors are discussed from the practical viewpoint of

the plant owner and operator.
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The Chinese were making profoundly wise observations

concerning this world and its ways before the founding

fathers of western culture had even rubbed the sleep from

their eyes. It is from that ancient crucible of knowledge

that the truth emerged that there are four elements essential

to success: the mission (or vision); the appropriate means;

the right and sufficient time; and the skilled, committed

executor.

I have been asked to explore the prerequisites, and

presumably the requisites, for successful nuclear powered

electricity generation in Southern Africa. I can do no better

than to adopt such venerable wisdom as my framework.

The Mission.-

Those of us who were privileged to be part of the Koeberg

project and operations teams in the pioneering '70s were

inspired by a vision of that nuclear-power station playing an

essential role in the production of the electricity that

empowers the Southern African economic engine and brings

energy to its households. We saw that vision become reality

when the first unit was synchronized with the national grid

on 4 April 1984.

Today we are challenged by a grander vision, a mission that

extends deeper into the future, for it is of a programme of

nuclear power station construction that will enable the sub-

continent to exploit optimally all its primary energy

resources. It is a mission to establish the nuclear reactor

in equal partnership with the fossil-fuel fired boiler and

the hydro-turbine in the production of electricity.
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The imperative of success is not the subject of this paper,

nor should it require emphasis in a forum such as this.

Suffice to say that succeed we must and succeed we shall.

The Heans:

Eskom's natural habitat is the Southern African marketplace

and it is in this marketplace that the nuclear means must be

effective or be withdrawn, To be effective nuclear plants

must be safe, environmentally friendly, efficient, reliable

and economic over their life cycle and be attractively

competitive in their niche of the production network.

Plant safety, efficiency and reliability are conceived in the

womb of the plant design. It is thus essential that Eskom's

technologists keep abreast of advances in this field. We are

plant project architect-engineers and operators, not

designers, so we must send our bright youth to the frontiers

of plant development with the manufacturers' design teams so

that we can specify soundly at the time of purchase.

Safety and environmental gentleness have to be perceived as

well as realised. Our mission is stillborn without public

acceptance. There is a calm about nuclear power in South

Africa today, despite Chernobyl, but I predict the potential

for heavy weather quickly brewed by any announcement of a

firm commitment to the next step in the programme. Now is the

time for the pouring of the sweet oils of knowledge and

reason, particularly over the critical consciousness of the

youth. Our efforts are minimal just when we have the best

opportunity for real public education. We must stir ourselves

before we are forced onto the defensive once again.
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These plant related requisites also make essential Eskom's

ongoing active participation in the worldwide nuclear power

industry, through continued bilateral cooperative

arrangements with sister utilities and vigorous participation

with institutions such as the World Association of Nuclear

Operators (WANO). Our existing position needs to be urtured

and expanded.

Koeberg itself must be kept in line with the best of

international standards. It is a power station performing an

essential commercial function, not an academic exercise in

advancing technology, but I believe that sensible and

periodic upgrading of its plant features will give us

satisfaction on both fronts, even if some premium must be

written off against the success of the long-term programme.

In-plant knowledge and skills must be kept current through

this initial period when Koeberg is all we have.

The economics of nuclear powered electricity generation in

South Africa are unfavourable compared to "old king coal" at

present. Nuclear plant reliability is four times better,

however, and more nuclear capacity would enable considerable

savings related to overall power system optimisation through

a possible reduction in spinning reserve. Reliability must,

therefore, remain a high priority for the nuclear operator.

In addition, nuclear plants enjoy advantage in their niche as

coastal generators. overall life-cyqle costs must, however,

be driven down. I believe that this challenge must be

addressed in three prime areas:
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Firstly, South Africa's political standing in the world

community must be normalised so that our nuclear fuel cycle

operations can be fully commercialised and costs reduced.

This can only occur when the normal ebb and flow of

unconstrained international trade is possible.

Secondly, plant design must be matured to eliminate the

ridiculous plant modification and replacement regime that is

currently the norm. Here I am challenging the designers of

tomorrow's units, not contradicting my position on the need

to keep Koeberg up-dated. In addition, there must be scope

for plant simplification.

Thirdly, we must get our plant licensing act into a confident

proactive mode so that costs can be accurately determined at

the very dawn of the ongoing programme. Series or "convoy"

programmes clearly facilitate this but still require detailed

collaboration between licensing authority and owner from the

very outset if the full benefit is to be enjoyed. The

ongoing, unnecessary revision of standards and requirements

is unacceptable in a competitive marketplace.

If the challenge of cost reduction cannot be met, then

nuclear power stations will remain an expensive novelty for

the foreseeable future in a region blessed with massive

hydroelectric potential, and relatively cheap and hugely

abundant coal reserves.
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The Time:

The commitment to Koeberg in 1976 took us into the waters of

a Rubicon. Not such a Rubicon as that paddled in over the

years by our politicians, but a significant commitment

nonetheless. Eskom now stands on a stepping stone between

then and the far bank which is the beginning of a significant

continuous programme of nuclear power station construction.

Those who have invested heavily in other elements of South

Africa's nuclear infrastructure are calling us across now.

The slowing pace of the demand for electricity whispers

another message. If we move too soon we place a huge

financial burden on our limping economy. If we wait too

long, we place all that has been done to date at risk of

decay.

This bone is being chewed upon with great earnestness by

Eskom's planners, but it is not an issue which is ours alone.

Clearly all parties involved, including central government,

must address it. It is a key decision of major strategic

importance. The timing of further construction is debatable,

the need for a master plan is immediate.

There is a school of thought that believes that only a leap

to the bank of a significant programme would be of value. I

must say that I don't understand that view and that I see

significant value in the compromise of stepping to another

stepping stone of a further unit or units before stepping out

onto the far bank. Progressive steps are preferable to great

leaps when crossing white waters.

P M Semark
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The Executor:

Eskom has maintained and developed a highly competent and

committed operations team at Koeberg. A "second wave of

young technologists has just been trained with OF in France.

There is, however, serious concern about the exodus of

skilled professionals from the industry as a whole.

The greatest obligation that we have is to retain our

technological competence during this period of hesitation.

Joint manpower planning within the total nuclear industry is

required.

Integration of planning would allow for more flexibility with

career broadening through exposure to a wider working

experience, both locally and abroad. Every effort should be

made to have South Africans included in international

activities. There has been much talk of staff interaction

between the AEC and Eskom in the past but results have been

minimal. This must be changed. We must at least maximise

the opportunities that we've got.

The greatest danger that the industry faces is that of having

to rebuild its knowledge and skills base after a decade of

haemorrhage.

Speaking for my Koeberg team I can assure you that there is

quiet confidence in the technology, there is interest in its

challenges and enthusiasm for exploiting its full potential,

all essential ingredients for success. But this can only be

maintained if the individuals see a future for themselves in

the industry. We have to cause that future vision to emerge

from the mists of uncertainty.

P M Semark
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Southern Africa:

I have used "Southern" rather than "South" in the title of

this paper quite deliberately. It is Eskom's vision and

belief that the circumstances and institutions of this sub-

continent are evolving such that the distinction will be

irrelevant in matters concerning the macro-planning of the

electricity industry in the very near future. We know that

in this germinates the seeds of a regional economic

renaissance.

Conclusion:

The mission is clear and essential. The issues to be

addressed have been identified. We must leave here and go

about our business with urgency and with realistic awareness

of the difficulties to be overcome.

As Laurens van der Post observes:

"I think it is right to have a vision of where you want

life to go, but never have any doubt about the real,

hard, slow way by which you must accomplish that

vision."

Eskom made the commitment to the generation of electricity by

nuclear power yesterday. It does so with success today. The

challenge to us all is to bring its potential to full

maturity for the wellbeing of all, tomorrow.

P M Semark


